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of the public domain.The Senate, Jan.
20th, confirmed these nominations: Jos.
McKenna of California, to be associate
justice of the supreme court of the United States. To be consul, C. B. Toole,
New Hampshire, at Saltillo, Mexico.
l’res. Scrymser and Davis of the Pacific
cable
had another hearing
company
Jan. 21st before the house interstate and
commerce
foreign
committee, in support
of the projected subsidized cable from
San Francisco to Hawaii and Japan. They
called attention to the great development
of the otean cable system by the British
government, and pointed out that the
latter always tried to get both ends of the
cable on British soil.
They contended
that the United States was placed at a
great disadvantage by failing to have a
proper cable service.Gov. John W.
Griggs of New Jersey was nominated
Jan. 22nd, for Attorney General. The
nomination was confirmed Monday.
The investigation by navy officers into the
alleged barbarities iu Navassa has been
completed, and their report is on the way
to Washington.
No indications of slavery
were found.Assistant Secretary Roosevelt corrects statements attributed to
him, and says our navy is too small, hot
is first class for its size.President McKinley is at work on a new civil service
order, which will extend the classified
I service.
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The assignees of the Legro & Spalding
Shoe Co. have issued the following state-

creditors, showing the standing of
the company on Jan. 10th, the day when the
assignment was made.
ment

to

ASSETS.

Merchandise, consisting of stock,
shoes in process and shoes on hand

$20,624 81
Accounts owed to the company,
gross.10,138.55
Unearned insurance premiums....
202 81
Cash.
335 52
Machinery account. 16,106.10
847,407 79

EWS

Oh THE

Matters.
one

W EEK.

The annual meeting
(Genealogical Society was

LIABILITIES.

Owed on account.813,520 38
Notes payable. 24,410 16

itland Jan. 19th.
The report Nominal excess assets over liabili- 837,930.54
y Cunant showed the society to
ties. 9.477.25
nig. there being at present 288
It is thought the quick assets may be conThe following officers were
verted into cash by shrinking, on merchanthe ensuing year.
President, dise, 10 per cent.; on accounts, 20 per
cent.;
i.s
F. Ring: vice president, A. insurance
premiums, 50 per cent.; machinive, M. D.; secretary, Fredk.
ery accounts, (?) ; and that there will be
reasurer, Millard F. IJicks: realized for the creditors, if no large losses
os. F.
Thompson.A report are sustained, sufficient to pay them 75 to 85
"tied from the department of per ceut. of their claims.
The assignees are now running out what
s shows that six hundred and
work was in process, and expect to have it
divorces were decreed by the
completed about February 1st, prox.
Maine in 1895, the largest numIt is desirable that all creditors join in
i in any of the New England the
assignment by giving tlieir consent to
\\
(r. ( handler, late proprietor accept, pro rata, dividends from assets.
i. selton house, Skowhegan, has
A. G. Sibley,
j
\Ym. B. Swan,
.on in insolvency. Mr. ChandAssignees.
K. F. Dunton,
;!s
liabilities at £2,873, with
As
the
creditors
must
be
settled
with beBills due him of >551.
Wrn.
fore any dividends accrue to the stockholdhas taken the house and will
•a mer prestige.I). J. Briggs
ers, it will be seen from the above that all
.liter, a prominent farmer and money put into stock is
We gave in
gone.
igri.-ultunil topics, and an ex- The Journal last week an abstract of the
ii. < Maine board of
agriculture,
of the expert accountant so far as it
B-'ili. aged 71 years.The See- report
ike Treasury in advocating a related to the manufacturing business of the
n
the customs districts in company, with the principal reasons for the
-it to collect >1 of revenue it
tailureof the business. The factory was in
in the Aroostook district, 97
operation about a year ami had on its pay
2<-i cents; Bath. >1.49; Belrolls about 100 persons, nearly all of whom
Frenchman’s
asiine, >22.2<»;
were residents of Belfast.
They were paid
Fa.ss.tmaquoddy, 45 cents; their
wages in lull, w eekly. This amount,
ups; Saco, >51.70; Waldo\ i.' ioet. So. 45; and in the together with the sums paid for trucking,
■»nd York districts, the exrepairs to machinery and bindings, etc., lias
and not. -t cent of revenue been a material help to our citizens, but as
'• «i
—(’apt. Joseph W. Saw- the business has resulted d sastrously, it lias
ig<, for many years a leading been at the
expense of those wt1io assisted
n
Washington county, died
the stock.
He was formerly a successful by taking
engaged chiefly in southern
Dr. Lewis W. Pendleton’s Will.
Sa wyer was a life- long I)emoicadet of his party.
He had
The will of the late I)r. Lewis W. Pendleterm in the legislature.
He ton has been
presented for probate. He be\ nine
years of age.A petiall his property, wherever situated,
d to Hon. Llewellyn Powers, queaths
with sums payable as policies of
Maine, i> being circulated together
catling professional and busi- life insurance, to his brother, Edward W.
l Bath, respectfully petitionPendleton of Detroit, Mich., in trust, with
nappuiutment of Hon. Enoch power to him and his successors to sell aud
justice of the supreme judicial convey property. He orders 8150 to be
paid
'Ugiessman Boutelle has asked
bach six mouths, or until his wife's death,
«ry of war to issue to the UniMai ne the necessary arms and to his sister, Caroline E. Pendleton; 8100
•■•uts for the equipment of a hatannually, under same conditions, to his
ght artillery, including the faithful
domestic, Grace M. Atkinson.
•:iiig steel field rifles. (General The remainder of the net income is to be
arney and (General Henry L. paid to his wife, Carrie C. Pendleton, in
ave. furnished
bonds to the
quarterly payments during her life. After
820,000 for the safety and liis wife’s death he orders that
85,000 be
-1 these rifles and the
college
have provided a drill hall for paid his sister, Caroline E. Pendleton, if
iv
company.
Congressman living; to Harriet B. Pendleton, widow of
-is been assured that tlie
equip- his brother, George H., if living, $2,000; to
! he provided as soon as
possi- his niece, Hannah H. Pendleton, if living,
•'perations have been resumed at 1 82.000; to his niece, Virginia H. Robie, if
) Brieu lime
plant in Thorn- living, 82,000; to Grace M. Atkinson, if livier the directions of the assignee,
81.000; to each of his nephews and
Hcwett, and the present stock ing,
nieces, not before mentioned, if living, 8500.
■n hand and wood will be burned.
ill continue for a few weeks. If the assets are not equal to what is expectSwectsir, a well known Portland ed priority to legacies will be in order namat whose celebrations of Jackson ed.
After the payment of the legacies mengiven him a wide reputation, tioned the trust shall terminate, and the
21st, aged 02_Scott Leighton, property be distributed to his heirs accordtn tlwa loma /.f
’•«! artist who was frequently reas the
His brother, Edward W. Pendleton, is apLandseer of America,”
the McLean asylum in Waverly, pointed executor, and no bond is required,
last week. Mr. Leighton was a either as executor or trustee. The will is
lated December 13, 1897, and is witnessed
f this State.Dexter autboriby Joseph VV. Symoutls, Charles L. Hutch1
looking for Henry C. Hart, alias inson and David W. Snow. By a codicil
W. Hart, who is wanted on a lated Dec. 13, 1897, he directs:
"f bigamy.
First: After the payment of my legal
Ilart, it is alleged,
1 his wife there a short time ago,
liebts, 1 give to my wile, Carrie 0.
siuce been found to have at least Pendleton, the entire contents of the house
)•
wife living, in the person of which we occupy as our home, known as
No. 192 State street, Portland, Maine.
Gmie M. Ilart of Ellsworth Falls.
Second: Upon the death of my said wife,
A’aterville despatch Saturday stat- I
hereby direct that my trustee, Edward W.
Mr. Charles F. Marston, general Pendleton, of
Detroit, Michigan, set aside
«>f the L. B. Hanson clothing the sum of ten thousand ($10,000) dollars
Waterville is missing and so is from my estate, and I hereby direct that he
shall use the said sum mentioned to apply
t the firm’s
Marston is
money.
He was receiving upon the payment of claims formerly held
years of age.
me by certain persons in the city of
ing wages and had every prospect against Waldo
Belfast,
County, Maine, as appears
His downfall is atlight future.
:>f record; said payments to be made pro
i to living
his
means.
His
rata.
beyond
been a most prudent housekeepThe codicil of the will calls for a word of
ing a number of boarders, college
explanation. Many years ago Dr. Pendleton
became the administrator of the estate
whose board is said to have
A his father-in-law, VV. H. Connor of Beli their living
expenses. The couple
fast, and assumed the responsibility of its
'wo
young children.Hon. Isaac iebts.
to the decline in shipping of
of Portland qualified Saturday which itOwing
was largely composed, the estate
Webb
as
United
States
Dis
Judge
became insolvent. Under the insolvent law
Attroney, succeeding Albert W. jf the State Dr. Pendleton was relieved
:,ury.The class taking advantage from all legal responsibility to pay the
winter course in agriculture at the lebts, but instead of availing himself of that
relief, as a great majority of men would
isity of Maine numbers about 10. tiave
done, he determined to pay them out
nn lasts six weeks and is half finisliA his own pocket as fast as he was able.
H<>n. Edward Wiggin is sending out
Before his death he had paid $10,000 toward
Bound copies of the State superintheir settlement and the sum set apart in
1 nt
of school’s annual report to those 3odicil is for the extinction of the remainns
entitled by law to them.
Any ler. [Portland Daily Press.
person desiring them will have to
f<»r them either to Mr. Wiggin or
The Belfast Schools.
Superintendent Stetson.
The regular meeting of the School Com''Uington Whispebings.
The inmittee will be held next Monday evening.
department has issued a pamphlet
The bell for the Upper Grammar school
"''"during in compact form the mining irrived
Monday and will be liung upon the
the United States, with the regu1'
that have been adopted to make top of the school building as soon as possi'll effective.
The latter contains sug- ble. The bell proper weighs 390 pounds,
•"M
ions as to the manner of reservation, ind the hangings 60 pounds. It is of steel
location, possession, pur- »Uoy and is from the American Bell Co. of
,aee aud
patenting of the mineral lands
1
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1

terms.
teachers in fail and winter

By

intelligent cultivation of
soil Mr. Smart made the business of
farming pay. He also did some lumbering
business, and later did quite a business in
buying cattle aud sheep for Brighton markets. About ten years ago he built a store
and did a good business in the grocery and
feed line. He was postmaster at North
Troy for several years, and held the office at
the time of his death. Mr. Smart by his
manliness aud honest dealings soon established a credit so that the moneyed men of

Male

sum-

25

meetings.

30

24
3

teachers per
Average
month, excluding board.$
Average wages of^ female teachers
per week excluding board.
Average cost of teachers’ board per
wages of male

57.00
9 20
2 62

The Rockland Opinion of last week published an excellent obituary of Hon. Hiram
Bliss., Jr. of Washington, mention of whose
death was made in the last issue of The Journal. Of the funeral, which was held from
the residence of the deceased Jan. 18th, the

Opinion

hard work aud

:

honest poor and the unfortunate he was a
friend in time of need, but for the lazy and
slothful he had no pity. All of his life lie
was strictly temperate.
Touch not, taste
not, either cider, rum or tobacco.was his advice to all. As a neighbor he was kind aud
husband he was kind
accommodating,
and affectionate, as a father indulgent and
true to the interests of bis children.
In politics he was a Republican through and
through—in religion a Universalist. Mr.
Smart was married in 1861 to Miss Hester
A. Smith, who has been a helpmate indeed.
Two children were born to them—Maud,
the wife of Fred P. Thompson, and Adell,
the wife of Henry Seavey, both of Auburn,
Me. The wife, two daughters and two

BELFAST FREE HIGH SCHOOL.

Amount expended.82,100.00
Raised by town. 2,000,00
250.00
Received from State.

35

Number of weeks.
Scholars registered.
Average attendance.
Number in arithmetic.
ancient languages.
modern
natural sciences.
higher mathematics.
WALDO

COUNTY

122

107
9
96
44
40
82

COMMON SCHOOLS.

a

Mrs. Nellie Philbriek

1

and winter terms, 79; female teachers,
spring and summer terms, 201; fall and win
terms, 136; normal graduates, 30. The
average wages of male teachers were 836 26
per month ; of female teachers, 85.60 per
week.
The cost of superintendence was
82,730. Tne amount of money raised by the
towns was 824,135, which was 81.913 more
ter

brothers al!

j

|

life

rose,

ance

by

followed the
energy,

position

to the

sea

Of the six

:

early j

and in

integrity and perseverof captain. Nathaniel

died at. her home in

and

sailing

a

S. navy

on

few years, retired to farms in

Lineolnville. The sisters were Mrs. Betsey
Sylvester and Mrs. Eunice Pendleton of
Nortbporfc, Mrs. Elmira and Mrs. Lois
McCobb of Lineolnville. All were wives
and mothers in the truest sense of the term.

j
I

Edgar

of

was

-I

~

Islesboro.
Jackson.

~

Monroe.
Montville.

Northport
Searsport.
Stockton Springs
Thorndike, (East)....
(Sta.)...
Unity.

...

-%

64
150
50
50
250
98
50
250
121
40
51
250

150

Liberty.

50
54
500
98
100
500
127
40
51
250

COMPARED WITH

OUR

<-r

10
20
10
10

32
10
10
28
20
10
10
40

28

41
51
30
117
44

25
41
53
14
30
72

24
40

45
23
36
27
22
36
28
13
25
23

NEIGHBORS.

The following table will show some interesting comparisons between the school statistics of. Belfast and those of the other
cities aud towns in the State having nearest
to the same number of persons of school age :
£
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bind-

subsequently selling out to Phineas Libby
and moving to Portsmouth, and working on
the Penny Post. Three years age he had
the grip which left him an invalid, and he

g:

©>~-i © 4* to © m

managed

ery in that office. He afterwards bought
that department and started for himself,

"

•:■•;•£:
gfg&V2g;gb
W

tne dook binder s trade and

o®

:

Jan. 23d. He was born at the Head of the
Tide in Belfast, a son of Adaline B. and the
late Leonard B. Cobbett. The latter for
several years prior to bis death bore the
distinction of being the oldest Good Templar in Maine. Henry attended the public
schools at the Head of the Tide and learned
the printer’s trade in Portsmouth, N. H.
After working at his trade in several places,
including Bangor and Rockland in this State,
he came to Belfast about 20 years ago and
became foreman of the Progressive Age
office, where Le worked several years.
While counecte i with the Age he learned

looqos

eiBiu

IO OniBA

ssSbav

Belfast. For a short time he
in the Yankee Blade office,
Brooks. He recently took an agency for
the Singer sewing machine, but on account
of ill health did but little business. His
wife, Eugeuia, daughter of the late James
Aborn of Knox, survives him with one sou.
He was a member of Damon Lodge, Knights
ot Pythias, of
Portsmouth. The funeral
returned

was

was

to

employed

held

yesterday, Wendesday, afternoon,

Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating.
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Captain David W. Pierce,

one

of the old

residents and well known men of Orrington,
died Jan. 22d. Captain Pierce for many
was one of the prominent retired sea
captains of this part of the State and had
commanded many large vessels.
years

ville avenue,
vanced age of

Sunday, Jan. 23,

at the

adShe

91 years and 8 months.
Belfast and was a daughter
of the late Daniel Hinds.
She married
Jesse C. Townsend and lived with him on
a farm near where the Perkins school house
now stands until 1854, when they
bought the
farm now occupied by Joseph and on which
they ended their days. She leaves one son
and two daughters, Joseph C. Townsend
and Mrs. Perphenia Cunningham of Belfast,
and Mrs. Eliza J. Hurd of Northport. Of
her father’s family one brother and one sister survive her, Daniel Hinds and Mrs.
Roxie Gardner of Belfast.
She was a devout and consistent Christian, a model wife
and mother, and a good neighbor.
She
leaves a memory that will long be cherished
by all who knew her. The funeral was held
Tuesday afternoon at the house which for
nearly half a century had been her home.
was a

pasiBH

g§53SggK'J,l01,!,ej!>tl
©"~

Mrs. Jennet Townsend died at the home
of her son, Joseph C. Townsend, on Lincoln-

native of

Miss Ella Haswell went to Boston Monto visit friends.

day

■

■

>

factory

men in the beans of their fellows his mortal
remains were In id to rest.

The death change
Death is anothe
At going out, w.

join one of the excursion
iugton, D. C. s,.or

We bow our hea Is
think, and enter straight
diamber of the King's
we leave, and lovelier.
life.

Another golden
Larger than this
And then in shadowy glimpses, disconnect,
The story, flower-like, closes thus its leaves.
The will of God is all in all. He makes,
Destroys, re-makes,for His own pleasure all.
a

own

Viia

Dr. 8. C. Gordon

handsome

trouble in that direction. You
notice I said savages. I suppose you really
couldn’t call them that, but I, who know

them,

do

so.

“On the following morning I made my
to Porto Plata and informed United
States Consul Simpson of the wreck. The
crew were then brought to Porto Plata.
“Consul Simpson aided me in pressing
into service the little vessel Alsatia, and the
shipwrecked crew were sent to Porto
Grande. The steamer Cherokee carried
them to their homes in Bucksport later.
“I remained with the wreck until Jan.
11, saving sails, blocks and all the gear
possible. This was shipped to Porto Plata
way

and sold by auction on the 12th.
“I suffered greatly from hardships, being
three days with but two so-called meals.
My only shelter was a tent made from a
staysail from the schooner. I am glad that
I am on my way home at last. It was the
most disastrous voyage I ever made.”
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Congressman Dioswore 01' Arkans

speaking

of liis

friendship

and of his abilities

for Mi.

Hr A'.

fas* and
'■>

o

*

-•

expression

equalled.

which

He

him to
I

never

an

have

eloquence

seldom

/.-*d

during

forgot that occasion,

in after years often spoke of it.”
conclusion Mr. Hilborn said:
and

The Speaker assigned to
choly duty of accompanying
his home.
It was evident
to the hearts of the people

In

the melanthe remains to
that he was dear
among whom he
him sincerely as
me

had lived. They mourned
one of themselves, gifted beyond themselves,
but full of generous impulses and in full
sympathy with the great body of his fellowmen who labor for their daily bread. There,
in the beautiful city of his home, we laid to
rest one who will long be remembered by
his associates in this House as one of its
brightest and most useful members.

Rockport never before saw such a season
for weddings, but as most of them are of
Rockport’s choicest buds to out-of-town men
there’s a jangle in the sound of wedding
bells on the Rockport ear. [Kennebec Journal.
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just as we were ready for most anything
eight soldiers came along.
“Now you can just bet that we owe our
lives to those soldiers, I tell you that.
They sent the savages flying and had

1’or'lan i

Thomastoi^

with the Belfast

colleague,

j

see

Burrili

W. I.

Gould of

•? tie*
L was honored by the Speaker
House in the selections to he on** <*t the
couipauy that went with him to !.i> i.:n
father,
u
n»
Lata*
away in his native home.
Arey of Bucksport Centre,Captain Benjamin
afternoon, the funeral Tram
R. Arey, Jr., and Geo. E. Arey of Brewer. gray, murky
r** w
came to this city of Helfast, ;md ri
His age wgp 20 years, 8 months and two
found the whole population «*t that
days.
turned out to give him a solemn greeting
No one could have witnessed the seem* rr,
Mark Barker, the last save one of the fam- without being profoundly affected. X i.
i
ous Maine family which numbered among its
were
the most prosperous
m
pt pie.
| members David Barker, the poet, and Lewis, fortahly and elegantly dressed, smm* m
the
and
died
at his
politician
capitalist,
carriages; there were the tradesmen «'f the
1j
lodgings in Bangor, Jan. 22d, aged 7(>. Since town, and the fishermen; the company em| early manhood Mr. Barker has been a tim- braced all. And that which always touches
ber land expert.
Many years ago he lotted me more than anything else is to see the
thousands of acres of lands in Aroostook common poor of a community giving evicounty, and it is probable that no other man dence of affectionate memory of the man
of his time was so intimately acquainted
who has been their public servant aud has
with the wild lauds of northeastern Maine.
deserved their confidence and esteem.
The whole city turned out its population,
and they lined the streets, as with bowed
The Wreck of Sch. N. (i.
ami uncovered heads they stood while the
remains of Seth Milliken were taken to
Capt. Snow man, mate Melvin Abbott, and the church where
they should rest until the
cook Eben L. Snowman of the wrecked
morrow, then to be finally laid away. There
schooner N. G. Symonds were on steamer the people were again assembled, ami one of
Penobscot last Saturday morning on their the most touching and beautiful tributes
that I have ever heard fall from the lips of
way to their homes in Bucksport. The
auy man upon a funeral occasion came from
schooner lies bleaching in the sun on the
those of tbo young clergyman iu charge of
rocky shores of Porto Grande, South Amer- the
obsequies ou that day in the presence
Her crew were doubly fortunate in esica.
of the assembled people. Everything spoke
caping with their lives. The Symonds was of affection and love.
Stern old fishermen
eugaged in carrying young banana trees who had spent their lives
upon that c< ast
from Jamaica to Porto Grande. On Jan lit
said to me with tremulous voice, “Did you
the vessel discharged uer cargo at Porto
know Seth?” eager for every word that
Grande and was preparing to sail for Jamight be spoken of him. Everybody calied
maica.
him Seth. It was not “Mr. Milliken.” They
She was lying offshore with three cables
of him in the terms of affection and
spoke
out, when, without, the slightest intimation,
intimate
relationship. “Did you know
a tremendous
hurricane from the north
Seth?” all called him Seth. “He served liis
started. The sky, which a moment before
aud we feel that he can never j
people
long,
bad been clear and cloudless, became as
be replaced to us.”
darn as night, the sea, which had been
Mr.
This,
Speaker, is one of the most
as smooth as glass, became a foaming, seethbeautiful things in life, that when a man
ing mass.
has lived out his days aud years amongst a
cufjuiinu bUO
people, he holds their affection and convessel; the timbers cracked under their tidence.
If Seth Milliken had his faults,
thunderous force and the ropes snapped like
were
faults.
He
bail
they
generous
threads before the gale.
The minutes seemvirtues
which
made him beloved ami
ed like hours to the few hardy souls on
will always make him respected.
Makboard. There was little thought of seeing
ing no pretense of greatness, in a simple,
the shores of New England again.
straightforward way he performed duty
Then there came a lull in the storm, and
and left his page in the country’s history.
then a monster wave swept fiercely on. The
three cables parted, one after the other, and No stately column will lift aloft its haughty
head bearing inscription of his achievments,
the next instant the schooner was hurled
but his name is enshrined in the hearts *»f
with lightning speed towards the shore. The
his
people, and those hearts will he the
last vestige of hope had gone, when with a
lamps wherein the flame of love shall burn
crash that shook the vessel from stem to
while life endures. Aud who shall say that
stern, she ceased her lightning speed. She when
those lamps grow cold in death that
had struck on a hidden reef. Then hope rethe Maine shall Micker and die also? Who
vived. Despite the heavy rollers, a boat
dare say that it will not burn on int.*
was lowered, and after a struggle which
eternity, into the other world where men
taxed the energies of every man the shore
may meet in reunited fellowship .’ We laid
was reached.
him away in the soil of his own native State :
There danger began again The exhausted
his
New England home.
He pea* fullv
men had barely placed their feet on land,
sleeps ou that “stern and rock-hound >*'»ast"
when a host of half-clad aud half civilized
where
hands
have
laid
him, ami tieloving
natives rushed wildly toward the seamen.
sad soughing of the sea will sing unceasing
They yelled and danced around the men for
for his soul.
some few
minutes, until luckily enough requiems
i*»ri•.;* ■*;>
another wave swept the vessel "from the
V'UugreHsiuHii miuurn ui » .1
reef, and landed her high up on the beach. of Mr. Milliken’s visit to California several
Half of the natives swarmed up on the batand of the reception and banquet
tered hull and begau to loot her. The other years ago
half surrounded the seamen more closely i tendered him by the people of San Fran •*and began to threaten them. ‘‘I don’t know
co who had formerly resided in Maine, and
just what would have happened,” said Capt, ! said: “I shall never forget his address on
Snowman, “and I have wondered more than
that occasion. Naturally an orator, the suronce, but then it doesn’t matter now.
You
..

1

«.

..e
o

r.

par.--

fast last Thursday on Infessionai visit to Castro-

We saw the last sad rites performed atthe remains of our departed cub* agio* <u><i
sadly retraced, our steps, as >s th*- !.tw f
life, toward the duties of the pr< •** nr and
the future, feeling that we had expei-.•?:
.•
another solemn reminder of the
of human life and the in* •mp ;liunian ambition, that should <i*each one of us to devote mussed m<
earnestly, more unseltishiv, n.ore w vth:
to the duties vve owe t,«. our (. -1,
try, and our fellow-men.

his

VJiaut/

the 23th.

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin H Hubbard

comes.

j

crlo

-1 x X -1 © -J
«
© © w
w

Mrs. F. A. Clark of Winterport-is visiting
friends in Belfast.

words:
Jesse E. Wilson made a trip to Wash ngThe sorrow at his untimely death was
shared by all classes. The pulpit and the ton, D. C., the past week
Elbridge S. Pitcher was in ( astine a few
press have united in giving expression to
the popular sense of bereavement and in days last week on business.
I
paying eloquent tribute to his memory.
Jere Sullivan left yesterday for •» bu-«
was present at bis funeral and followed bis
to Portland and Boston.
body to its last resting place in the beautiful trip
Miss Elizabeth A. Barnes
city by the sea where be lived during so
ft 1 .•••.•;
many of the bes years of bis life, and which
visit friends in Massachusetts
had a deep and abiding place in his affections. It was
sad ami solemn occasion,
Trainmaster Manley •>( the M i.:
<
ntrai
the memory of which will always remain was in town
Tuesday on biis:ness
with me. The whole city was in mourning.
All classes of it.- people, the rich, the poor,
Miss Blanche Freeman ••f Camden
the old, the you ig, were moved with a comher sister, Mrs W. H Ar
ing
mon grief.
To one and all the death of
city.
their distinguish ed and warm-hearted friend
and fellow-citiz ;n had come with the force !
W
J
s
been
Knowltou, who
of a personal lo-.s.
Amid such sincere and
Jan. 8th, returned t
in- work at the
tributes
to
the
that
enshrine
loyal
qualities
j

fii

L.

required by law. Belfast, Belmont.
j
Burnham, Freedom, Islesboro, Jackson,
Mary was married to William Wadsworth
Morrill, Northport
Prospect, Searsport» Feb.
28, 1828, and had four children. BurSwauville, Thorndike, Troy, Unity, Waldo ton died fifteen
years ago in Missouri; Ansel
and Winterport exceeded the legal requirelives in Belfast; Mrs. Louisa Pottle in Rock*
ment, and Stockton Springs fell short 82.
port, Me., and George in Brockton, Mass.
TLe average amount raised per scholar was
William Wadsworth died in November,
83-16, Winterport leading with 84 53. The
1803, and his widow has since made her
total amount expended for public schools
home with her son Ansel. The funeral was
was 845,160.
held at her late home Saturday afternoon
WALDO COUNTY FREE HIGH SCHOOLS.
and was largely attemled. Rev. G. G. Winslow paid a just tribute to the worth of the
deceased, to her Christian character, her de®
tt
votion to home and family. The interment
£.
2
®
will be in the family lot in the cemetery in
I?
C.
9
c
S
o
<t
jq
Lineolnville, but the body rests for the presB
*<
w
z
5
S' ent in the tomb at Grove Cemetery.
S
S5
S
§•
°
*
§
sf
?
®
Z.
&
9
p
Henry H. Cobbett died at bis home on
20
98
90
Brooks.$150
$138
Burnham. 100
100
20
70
3U Church street in this city, Sunday evening,
Freedom.
64
than

Edward Sibley went to Portland yesUr
on business.

with these

would follow their deceased Represeutar.

four

«

day

containing the official report of the proceedings, and from which we make the following extracts. Congressman Burleigh closed

I was especially impressed by the
beauty and felicity of the tribute paid
to uis life and public services by the youth
ful officiating clergyman, who, blending
the affection of Mr. Milliken's own generation with the esteem ;n which lie w is held
by the younger portion of the eomuiuirtv,
1.
gave feeling expression to the griof wi

children survoyages.
vive him, Captain Charles Henry Wooster,
(J the hark John S. Emery, Mrs. Alvin Wilson, and Mrs. Lizzie Simpson, who live in
Sullivan and Mrs. Hollis 1. Higgings, who
is with her husband ou his vessel in New
York.
A widow ami

#.

Frank J. Starrett went to Boston ymWr
on business.

Hon. S. L. Milliken in the National House
Representatives Jan 15th.
We have
since received the Congressional Record

But

Henry L. Wooster, an old and retired sea
captain, died at bis home in East Sullivan
Jan. 23d, of dropsy. He was 75 years of age.
He was well known throughout Hancock
county by seafaring men. In his earlier
days he went coasting, aud later made long

downU wn.T

was

day

of

their

Arey died Jan. 23 l at the home
parents, Captain Benjamin R. and
Deborah
S. Arey, in Brewer after a year’s i 11|
George and ness with
consumption.He was a young man
;
Elbridge lived in Lineolnville and followed j of excellent habits and hail a large circle of
the sea most of their lives, and Josiali, Wyfriends. He was a member of the Methodist
He
leaves besides his
Sunday school.
man and Robert, after becoming captains
mother and
three brothers: Fred A.
served seven years in the
board the frigate Constitution.

Capt. Charles Baker
day.

Congress of the Funeral

It fell to my lot to accompany the delegation from this House and the Senate to the
city of his residence on the last sad journey
from the capital of the nation to his final
sepulture, and my associates upon that
journey from the different sections of tincountry were uniformly and powerfully impressed by the quiet reverence, the universal marks of esteem and sorrow which pervaded the communities through which we.
traversed on that mournful route. 1 recall
distinctly the occasion uf the funeral services in the town where he had lived «*<>
long, where his name was a household word
among the people, and his presence and
voice familiar to all as the membership

Bradford of Knox aud wife of Gordon Philbrick. Her age was 31 years. The funeral
will be held Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock at
the East Knox meeting house. Rev. David
Brackett of Brooks will officiate.

—

children of Josiali Drinkwater.

Said in

tribute to the memory of his late
and said of the funeral here:

Knox, Jan. 24th, after a long illness. She
was a daughter of Charles A. and Arabella

statistics show that Waldo County grandchildren survive him. [D.
7,630 persons of school age, aud that the
Mary Wadsworth died at the home of her
attendance averaged 49 per cent. The spring
Ex-Sheriff Ansel Wadsworth, Jan. l'.)th,
aud summer terms averaged 8 weeks aud 4- son,
of pneumonia, which she contracted Jan. 3d.
days, the fall and winter terms, 9 weeks aud
She was born in North port May 20, 1810,
4 days. There are 241 schoolhouses iu the
ami was the youngest daughter and last
county, of which 139 are reported iu good
i
surviving member of the family of eleven
condition, and 59 are supplied with flags.
!

The total value <-f school property is 894,590.
New schoolhouses have been built as follows: Freedom, 8490: Liberty, 8610; Morrill, 8413; Searsport, 609. Number of male
teachers iu spring and summer terms, 9; fall

was

PERSONAL.

We published last week from the press
despatches a synopsis of the eulogies on

a

he knows to be deserved.”

The

has

What

Congressman Boutelle paid

pleasant, genial nature, with keen wit
and kindly manuers.he was a most agreeable
companion, and a true and honest man in
every relation of life. His patients were
his life-long 'Triends. Not only did he give
them all the advantage of his admirable
skill and profound knowledge, but he ministered to them as one might t.o a dear friend,
inspired them with courage, and made the
sick-room or hospital ward bright and cheerful. The writer of this is speaking from experience, and paying a personal tribute that
and

common

as

says:

It was largely attended, many attorneys
from Rockland, and other places being present.
The ceremony was very impressive.
The principal address was made by Rev.
Mr. Palladino, pastor of the Methodist
church; and Rev. W. W. Ogier, Presiding
Elder of Rockland district, E. M. C., Rev.
V. E. Hills, pastor of the Methodist church
in Union, and Rev. Hugh McCullom,
pastor
of the Congregational church in
Waldoboro,
all took part, in the service.
All the pastors
emphasized the f5ct that they had not only
been helped by the constant presence and
cheering words of Mr. Bliss, who was not a
member of the church, but by substantial
aid rendered by him. The floral
offerings
were unusually numerous
and beautiful:
one piece, from the Knox
county bar, a large
wreath ou a standard, was
specially admired.
Mrs. Bliss has received a tender
and touching
letter from Chief Justice
Peters, lamenting the loss of a near and
dear friend ; also letters from Associate Justices Whitehouse, Emery, Foster and Savage; Gov. Powers; former Govs. Robie and
Cleaves; Hon. C. E. Littlefield, Col. W. H.
Fogler, and L. F. Starrett, Esq. of Rockland; Hon. Reuel Robinson and J. H. Montgomery, Esq. of Camden; J. E. Moore, Esq.
of Thomaston, and True P.
Pierce, Esq. of
New York.
The Rockland Opinion says of Dr. L. W.
Pendleton : “Personally, he was a most estimable and charming man. Of wide culture

week.
his town were ready to accommodate him
Paid for superintendence. 1,100.00
4,710 00 without signer or security. Their confidence
Money voted in 1896
475.00 he never abused. At his death he owned
Excess of amount required by law..
3.12 a fine
Amount raised per scholar.
property and owed no man a dollar.
Percentage of valuation assessed for
Mr. Smart was a kind-hearted man. To the

.0015
schools.
Available from town treasury from
Apr. 1, 1896 to Apr. 1, 1897.84,710 00
Available from State, (same period). 3,907 00
226.00
Derived from local funds.
Total school resources. 8,843.00
00
9.203
schools.
for
public
Expended
360 (X)
Over-expended, Apr. 1, 1897
School fund and mill tax, fur 1897.. 3,659 59

The Tributes to Hon. S. L. JVlilliken.

Services in Belfast.

the

terms.
Female teachers in fall and winter
terms.
Teachers who are graduates of Normal schools.
Teachers who have attended teachers’

NI MBI K I.

Rev. Geo. E. Tufts spoke in well deserved
terms of praise of her unselfish and devoted life and Christian character.

Died in Troy Dec. 4th, Jesse Smart, aged
61 years. Mr. Smart was the youngest son
j of Hon, Jesse Smart of Troy, who took a
prominent part in the educational and political interests of the State in the forties
for free high schools for the year ending and early fifties. His son, the
subject of
June 1,1897. We make the following com- this notice, was left an orphan when but a
Waldo
pilation of statistics of Belfast and
child. His mother died when he was quite
county:
young and he was left to the care of his
BELFAST COMMON SCHOOLS.
older sister, his father’s business calling
Number of scholars in towD.
1,510 him much of the time away from his home
Registered in spring and summer
697 and family. When Jesse was but sixteen
terms.
years old his father married a Mrs. Copp of
Average number, spring and summer
606
terms.
Troy and moved to California. The family
727
Registered in fall and winter terms...
was then broken up and he was left alone
Average number, fall and winter
600 on the home farm with a small stock of catterms.
10 tle and little
Percentage of average attendance....
personal property. He then
749
Number of different pupils registered.
began for himself. To pay off the heirs from
and
sumof
Average length
spring
12
mer terms (weeks of 5 days each).
] the income of this farm would to most boys
Average length of fall and winter
of his age seem to be a hard task, but with
12
terms.
j both pluck and courage Jesse undertook it
Aggregate number of weeks of all
792 and in a few years was the owner of the
schools.
20
Number of school houses in town.
home farm, having paid every dollar. A
10
Number in good condition.
few years later he bought another tine farm
10
with
Number supplied
flags.
Estimated value of school property. .$21,888 adjoining his, which gave him one of the
Male teachers in spring and summer
largest and most productive farms in town.

mer

f

iie

The Schools of Waldo

We have received from Hon. W. W. Stetof
common
son, State Superintendent
schools, a copy of his annual report, just issued. It gives the statistics of the common
schools for the year ending Apr. 1,1897, and

Female teachers in spring and

l’AGE 4.
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County Correspondence.

Editorial Notes.

-fWHO MARES A BETTER SLEIGH^

that the Hint glass facto- j
lies of the country have such large orders
ahead, since the extensive resumption of

reported

It is

work

that industry, that it will be imto till them for some weeks to

m

possible

jss*

come.

THEY

1,

reason

and Mr. Bryan might tiud more ac- j
opposition than he does while roam-j

iny tin' world

Considerable interest is evinced in the union
meetings-The following officers were recently elected by the Relief Corps: Pres.,
Mrs. J. E. Clark; vice pres., Mrs. Merrill
Richards; secretary and treasurer, Mrs. F.
D. Aldus-The Shakespeare Club, consisting of the Misses Porter, Miss Alice Cushing
and Miss Jessica Lewis, have produced a
Shakespeare game, which is played similar
to authors. It was put on sale jusf before
Christmas, and already tbe first edition is
exhausted, more than two hundred having
been sold in this immediate vicinity....
Camden’s Home for Aged Women is completed and paid for. It was open to the public Jan. 1st for inspection, but will not be
occupied until spring. It is considered a
model building for its purpose, and is very
finely located on Washington street hill_
Miss Katherine Harding has a large and enthusiastic class in shorthand which meets
three evenings in the week in the High
school room-The Soldiers’ Monument
Association are making an effort to raise
the sum of §1,000, having already §600 of it
in their treasury.
When the former sum is
reached certain citizens have guaranteed to
furnish the other thousand which will be
sufficient to buy the shaft_Miss Myrtle
French has begun teaching vertical handwriting in the village schools.... Miss
Theresa Thorndike has resigned her position as teacher in the Mouutaiu street
Intermediate school. She has taught in

THE

STRENGTH AHD WORKMANSHIP

large.

ar

OF

—

to Europe continue
heavy. Including Hour, the wheat exportations from this country to Europe
during the past year have been more than

exportations

Wheat

We have part of Two

will sell the remainder at

!

one-halt of the total exportations. Our
exports of wheat have amounted to over

®

ISO million bushels as against the world's
total shipment of about 320 million bushels.

$22,500,000

which

withstanding this

low

price.

Ml kinds of Slew Bells

*
I

WASHBURN & MOEN HAY WIRES.

ALL

KINDS OF —-,,
__^^^SNOW SHO^ ELS.
c.

Vet not-

gold.

enormous

a

left and

FUR AND PLUSH ROBES. j>

Whips aid Halters,

*

Street aad Stable Blackets,

The year 1897 shows Colorado our hauIler total production
lier mining State.
of metals aggregated $40,950,000, of
was

car= loads

costs

ii

value takeu

the bowels of the earth, her farm
statistics show the value of her agricul-

you

Normxu

call.
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pnsi.icts for the year
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Our Washington Letter.

f<‘i the surplus product of
mines lias been discovered.

d

that

Mated

American

coal

Washington, 1).
The reports from all

Slate

.Jan. 24th, 1SU8
over the country inr

It

i>

be

delivered in Brazil at a price to easily
Then- is no
»•*,»* v nb Eng', >!, coal.

dicate in the commercial and mercantile

vie. 11.i> should not be true, in
the ea-c of production in Alabama

dustry and trade.
That prices can move upward, notwithstanding the claims last year of the sil ver
men that permanently increased
prices
could not come under the present stand-
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the result of the

nited States, which

manufacturing
large importation

to

1

thoroughly

soon

find

channels .»f trade

! year opened, show the smallest aggregate
I of liabilities in any year since 1892. The
1/-> an i less is being heard from the figures by different branches of business
iice-i:ad<* screamers about the deficit of show that in fifteen out of twenty-eight
the Dinglev law.
The two million-dollar classes the failures were lower than in
Ei giish and other foreign goods.

f

of December was something ot a any previous year of which there is a
staggerer, and although January will un- n-c id.
Pledged to a definite economic policy
doubtedly show ;t deficit, owing to heavy
iidetist and other payments incident to and the continuance of the present onethe
oHiineiicement of the year, the re- hundred-cent standard, with the incoming 799.74;

surplus

toi

s

i

>•••-

tin* month will he

embei. and it will

now

larger
be but

than in
a

short

until receipts will meet all current

time

of the
at

McKinley

once a

and

administration there

very marked decline in banking
failures.
The num-

periods of last year, and the first week of
the new year finds all branches of busi-

and steel trade.

ness

he

can

Our supremacy in this
admitted by England, as is
evidenced by the purchase of raw ore from
us for English manufacture.
By virtue of
line is

n

»w

at

Sold again—The Lewiston Sun.

tin*

corporations, $28,445.

j

and industry standing upon a basis
of permanence which stimulates all other
and independent industries to activity.

Bank clearings last week, largely swollen
by the annual settlement, reached $1,418,- ceives $20,000, and the agricultural societies $8,199.92.
000,000, one of the heaviest figures in the
The National Guard cost the State $33,of
the
an
increase
f
>ui
times
than
history
country,
being
the best uf
plants
greater
113.63, ami the hill for printiu^for all deof
cent,
over
the
week
eighteen pci
previ- partments was $55,000. The State used
England’s, of economic transportation,
and ot the enormous stores of cheaply | ous and 'i twenty-four per cent, over the $6,282.41 in stationery and paid Uncle
Sam for postage
an
even $6,000
For
With a
mined but high-grade ores with which ; corresponding week of 1897.
bounty on wild animals the State paid out
increase
in
the bank clearings all $2000; and
this vu.ntiy .hounds, we have attained weekly
on
Dam$2064.
bounty
seals,
over the c.mntry, and
tin* first position in iion-ore
constantly increas- age by dogs to domestic animals cost the
mining and
Stale

At

'.li'-

oiy

it

;iac>t

<

meeting nf Democrats at.
>1 i". to bo honor to the meiii-

ing factory pay rolls, the trade outlook
.u the
beginning of a year was never more
promising. Special activity is seen in
the

iron

trade

and

in

the

on

the

flint-glass

factories, the latter finding difficulty in
and pu .ot Bryanite, Mr. Allen keeping up with the orders.
\
trouble has been experienced in the
1-. toi
igil.ility to the Democratic
was givin a lathei cold shoulder,
payment of llie enormous sum of $54,000,Alyeis nopnstd test of true De- 009.00 by the Union Pacific syndicate to
ark.-oii, the proposition

of

Ohio’s

ii
’'

*

\

consisted of eitliei

having voted

the Government.
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LOOK OUT FOR THE BOYS AND GIRLS
What is the matter with your boy ?
He is short for c.s ige :
He does not grow as he should.
thin arms and legs; is hollow chested; has r.o Me no coirjump and romp with the other boys. What is the matter
And the girl 1
School
She has a headache every day.
sharp elbows and thin hands tell f1-. aic-v
Both boy and girl need food.
But you say they have all they » 1 e
r
not just the right kind to meet the demand'
V-a fat, an oil, and of a peculiar kind
They also need something t.> bra
£ and start things going in the light v. v
Y ou will find both tin v>c n<•• ;< ;
g

I

f
;
I

5
I

|

:

._

^^■Hypophosp^
and girls get fat on thi> Kith..
strong, and their muscles hard. A n -u;
With clear brain
;
food is well digested.
no longer a burden.
All delicate boys and girls shoui 1 t .1A
strong and vigorous boyhood and g.i.tn i
r| perfect manhood and womanhood.
Do not neglect any cough >r cold tinIt is so liable to take a firm in
1
is have.
will act promptly and surely in these caves

Boys

I-

:

<

j§
;;
’.»■

an

P

\

ordinary cough.

Soi'lbyih ilrntiiri-’t'.

ttfllM
\ niaii'i
Alistou Di>iri. i.

ran-

nmi $100.

If v..u -ir** i> t.
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Tr.AS &
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.....

30c

We an wholes. !e a
and COH I LS
j^oods packed in a rt;.:ht
two pounus j.. k.tae
COJ'I

Spoon,

Z

!!

and (!r!•;

Boys

COr [

;

;

I
i. I■
I'

our cu

We ofier a line » I.L» UAV1 |>k?
••!,: M nr
senders
.1 I
"1-e
Watches. 1 .i
VI injj Gloves, Air kith S
!' Toa and T. ;i,t S s,
'!
for terms, price list and
to

».

a

C. L. BARROWS, A! ;m:i£er,
7-S Pro. .1 ytr

business. Our neighbors, T. B.
Littlefield and Wilber Ridley, discovered the
headquarters for hedgehogs in the Sandypoint woods on the Win. Smith lot, and now

they

▼

.SUES & DYES

\

dealing

some, oue

WASHES

% MAYPOLE

similar

n-,-

vt

-*

skins and

business. Our company claims the territory, and it infringes on our company .Even
the dogs claim it., for Manson George’s hound
ran away from home and has been here over
two months now and won’t go home.

Tie Hev M Wesil! Trite

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
handsomest, and others are invited
any druggist and get/m* a trial hotrln
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lui gs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relie\e all

NATIONAL FAMILY
NEWSPAPER

Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronehits
and Consumption. Price 25c. and Oe.

For FARMERS

the oil

The annual catalogue sent out by the old
seed establishment of James Vick’s

Sons,

comes

to

band in

a

dainty and tasty

blue, pink, yellow and orange. The
Golden Lily, the Pink Daybreak A.ster, a
brace of blue birds, and the artisti
lettering in black, blue, green, crimson and gold,
cover

all

>4,200.55, and the amount refunded
dog licenses was $27,002.98.

of

harmonious combinations,

in

cover

of

If

ceive

a

and appearance.
are line half-tones.

as
to

|

well
call

good gardening write at
simply mentioning this paper, and rea copy of this elegaut. seed
catalogue

interested

once,

make

exquisite design

Many of the illustrations

THE GREAT

The current issue

graph

is “a

veritable

gujle

book

to

the fish-

lead

I

I

SKNI)

Id

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST. MAIN
340 pA«KA. t National Bo >k «>i rriVrn,
(iovernmcnta! ami political Informatl in
tains the Constitution of the United States, the Constitution of the state of New fork. ih. Iim
Tariff Bill, with comparison oi the old and new rales: President Mcklnlej’s Cabinet und app.if

nLlUnunUj

mfwmwwWi

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is 3
medicine that has long been tested 3
in private practice. Sold by druggists 3

3

generally.

Drops

OBDKIIS

AI. I,

AJ MANAT

I

a

Pike’s Toothache

BOTH ONE YEAR FOR $2 00

AND

«

dangerous.

m

The Republican Journa

of

HOREKOUND

so

ta\< rit<* Imiiu- |

voiii

cure in one

minute.

^

Ambassadors, Consuls, etc : the personnel of Conaaess, names of principal ffirer' oi ih• dlft
States, commanding ofllcers of the Army and Navy, with llielr salaries : Tables ol Public stalls
Election Returns, Parly Platforms and Committees, complete articles on the Currency, bold and
ver, and
live and

a vast

amount of other valuable Information.

The Standard American Almanac, uuih

complete, corresponding In rank with Whittaker’s Almanac In Europe
PRICE 25 CENTS, POSTAGE PAID.
Send all orders to THE REPUBLICAN JOURN AL PI K. CO.

Hellas'

w

experience of Others.
East Sebago, Me.,
I:eb. 28, ’95.
Gentlemen:
/ consider the
c/H'u'ood's Bitters a blessing to the
overworked, both i:i mind and
bode, restoring the nervous functions, building up the system,
and giving

fit • and
(Sigiu .P

n.u

to the weak.

JOHN
11 'ifness
^

1

----

it

ami

C’C

H0HEy

that makes]

1

|

j

to

and VILLACFW-

]

a

may] iiftl

cough

of the Phillips Phono-

been

1

on

it is what

erman

j

the

as

in

free.

Mutual, $1600; Washington Casualty company, of Portland, $1,243.04; Granite State

This was done without

always

MAYPOLE
SOAP

A Pleasure at Last.

company in Prospect.
It is strange how soon after a company
is formed that trouble comes.
There is

business.

and hunter,” and 10,000 c pies have
distributed at the Sportsmen s Show
in Madison Square Garden, New York
city,
least felt by the Provident association of
on B: y;*n in .1 sfiO or for the silver Demo- ; its effect being in the
Manchester, X. It contains numerous half-tone
illustrations,
1
j
H.,
$73,298.00.
it
is
a
:! 1,1 b' ticket in 1M»7.
A number of men money market, notwithstanding
and
advertisements
of
Maine
summer resorts
i
1
__._
wen*
present, older than Air. O’Myers, transaction which eclipses anything of the
in every section of the State. The edition
1
j A Golden Wedding in Winterport.
kind
before
known
in
this
All
ai d who felt,
that
their
country.
.oo,
Democracy
j consists of six large pages, and is in every
1 Bed much
farthei back than Bryan and trouble and
stringency was avoided
The most notable social event of the ! respect creditable to the enterprise of the
Ins free silver proposition.
The resolu- j through the skill of Secretary Gage, : season in Winterport was the celebration publisher, J. VV. Brackett. We cannot help
* on was
'tabled.’’
| whose practical knowledge of banks and j Jan. 12th of the 50th anniversary of their thinking, however, that better results would
be obtained by adopting the magazine form
hnnkimr cmirlp.H hia action
marriage by Capt. and Mrs. Benj. At- for such a
publication—say the old form of
Firm prices keep up and our export wood.
The small number of railroad bankruptA large number of invitations
the Maine Central magazine. The smaller
j
trade
is
enormous.
The
United
States
ics in 1897, and the great
progress made
daintily printed in gold were sent out,and pages are better for the advertiser, are more
furnished in 1897 more than one-half of
in the restoration of
companies already in
notwithstanding the exceedingly disagree- easily read, and more likely to be preserved.
the hands of leceivers to a solvent basis the wheat required by European import- able weather at an
early hour the house
The Great Pie Question.
through foreclosure and reorganization, ing countries. Our exports of American was filled with the guests who assembled
wheat and hour aggregated 182,000,000 to offer their
is a clear indication of the
improved concongratulations on the hapI once heard talked over between two
dition of the general business of the coun- bushels out of the worlds shipment of py occasion. At 7
p. m. a delicious col- respectable ladies, says Col. T. W.
HigginAs contrasted with the
lation of ice cream, cake, coffee,
tiy
bankruptcies ! 320,000,000 bushels of that product.
fruit, son in the February Atlantic, some disreThe increased demand abroad for corn
remarks
of
mine
on the American
in 189t> and 1893 (the
spectful
was
of
served
and
the
a
nuts, etc.,
year
panic,)
very pleasant
pie. 1 had said in a lecture that the averhas been one of the most satisfactory com- social
the showing is a highly
evening followed.
satisfactory one.
age pie of the American railway station
mercial features of 1897.
uona music aim a hue
During the
was
addphonograph
“something very white and indigestimonth of December nearly twice as much ed much to the entertainment.
Klondike by Balloon.
We can- ble at the top, very moist and indigestible
at
the bottom, and with untold horrors
corn went to Europe as in the correspondnot enumerate all of the beautiful
pres- in the middle.”
San Fkaxcisco, Cal., Jan. IS.— C. W.
I had given this lecture
month of 1890. The people of Europe ents which were
ing
but
received,
among at Fall River, Mass., and was
V"snu is planning to go to the Klondike
returning by
are slowly learning that corn is good for
them
we
noticed
an
by ImIIooii. lieproposestou.se. the big
elegant chair, a silver way of steamboat to Providence, when 1
kdlooii made to the Chicago Worlds Fair man as well as beast.
heard one of my neighbors ask the other
The total exports service gold-lined, silver
berry spoons, if she
whole it was he! 1 captive, and he will be of corn last
heard the lecture.
year amounted to 180,000,0<H) dessert spoons, butter knife, sugar spoon,
.o,
mpann-d by James Thompson of Cin“No,” she answered, “I didn’t. But
or nearly 70,000,000 bushels more
salt
aud
bushels,
a
beautiful 3 piece china Miss
pepper,
nnaii
Ii. Andrews
of Chicago
and
Jones, she come home that night,
Klfiuptc <»i 1‘it.shurg, all experienced than in any previous year. In the six set, cups aud saucers, cut glass water and she thing her hood right down on the
aei onauts.
years preceding 1897 the average annual bottle, handsome vases, doilies, photo- table, and says she, ‘There,’ says she,
‘Mr. Jones, Pm never goin’ to have anI exportation of corn was only 00,000,000 | graphs, aud about $20.00 in gold coin. other
Bowdoin Men in New York.
o’ them mince pies in the house just
bushels.
It is clear, therefore, that the Capt. Atwood was born April 12,
1828, i as long as I live,’ says she. ‘There was
Ni w Yoick. Jan. 12.
The 2Ktli animal various efforts w hich have been made to and married Miss
Mary Campbell Jan. 12, Sammy,’ says she, ‘lie was sick all last
d-n»;.-i -.1 the alumni in this city of Bowdoin
1848.
He began going to sea at the early night, and I do not believe h was nothin’
»»f Brunswick, Me was given at the bring this king of American cereals into
in all the world but just them mince pies,’
S.i.v.;iy tomght. About .'500 persons were favor with foreigners are
beginning to age of 12 and his first voyage w as in a ves- says she.”
l’rof. Wm. A. Houghton
I" ■’••ill
represen t- bear fruit.
is
There
no country in this
sel
called
“Rev.
Salvation
John
**tl Bow*Ihin’s
Murray,”
“Well,” said the other lady, a slow,
faculty and in an informal
spe.ec.h told of the college affairs during the world that can in anywise compete with Capt. Jacob Carleton. He was master of deliberate personage, “1 do suppose that
p • st yoar.
them
Among the other speakers were the United States in
kind of concomitants ain’t good
growing corn, and if ! a vessel for 20 years. During the war he
(fon | human H. Hubbard and Dr. Newton
things.”
F Curtis
Letters of regret were, read from we can establish a large and increasing enlisted in Co. D, 2t>th Maine
Here the conversation closed, but Mr.
llegt. In
Mocf Justice Fuller and
Speaker Thomas B. market abroad for the product, it will 1892 he was
appointed game warden, Weller did not feel more gratified when
Reed.
bring our farmers untold wealth. What which position he still fills. May the he heard the Bath footmen call a boiled
of mutton a “swarry,” and wondered
is most needed to insure a general demand captain and his estimable wife live to en- leg
Monthly Settlements.
what they would call a roast one, than I
Settle up your accounts. It pays to bal- for corn abroad is a knowledge of prepar- joy yet many years of happiness is the when my poor stock of phrases was reance up at least once a year.
Once a month ing it for the table. Of the large amount united wish of their many friends.
inforced by this unexpected polysyllable.
is better
It Rockland merchants would inof corn-meal sent to Ireland during the
Instead of wasting so many words to deaugurate a system of regular monthly setscribe an American railway pie, I should
famine many years ago, much was wasted,
tlements it would make business easier all
Ik Olden Times
have described it, more tersely, as a “conas the poor people could add nothing to
around.
In some cities the custom is in
People overlooked the importance of per- comitant.”
force aud merchants and customers alike it but water, and insisted it was cow
beneficial effects and were satisfi- 1
manently
feed.
testify to its excellence. [Rockland Couriered with transient action; but now that it is
Gazette.
The minister, with his little son Charles
generally known that Syrup of Figs will was calling on an old parishioner, who
Beauty, Utility and Value
Fumy. “Of course, dear, now your Are happily combined in Hood’s Sarsapa- permanently overcome habitual constipa- poured her troubles into his sympathizing
engagement is|broken, I suppose you will rilla Coupon Calendar for 1898. The lovely tion, well informed people will not buy ear, ending with the remark, “I've had
return at once everything he ever gave to
child’s head in an embossed gold frame, sur- other laxatives, which act for a time, but my nose held to the grindstone for
thirty
rounded by sprays of flowers in mosaic, the
yon?”
the system. Buy the genuine years.
“Oh
dear
no!
I
shall keep harmonious pad in blue with clear figures, finally injure
Sally.
been
who
had
Charlie,
looking
intently
and the Coupons by means of which many made by the California Fig Syrup Co.
them all, and send them to him, one bj
at the old
lady, instantly remarked, “Well
valuable books and other articles may be
one, for Christmas presents as long as lie
it hasn’t worn the mole on the end of it
obtained, make up the most desirable Cal“Is your sister at home, Willie?” asked
lives.”
off
[Harper’s Bazar.
we
endar
have ever seen. The first coupon Willie’s sister’s
yet.” [Harper’s Bazar.
young man.
article is Hood’s Practical Cook Book, a
was engaged
I
heard
her
she
“No;
say
( ;ui’t be perfect
health without purr
'Tisn’t safe to lie a day withous Dr.
handsome, useful volume of 350 pages. Ask
blood. Burdock Blood Bitters makes pur* your druggist for Hood’s Coupon Calendar, this afternoon—but don’t be frightened: Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the house. Never
blood. Tones aud invigorates *he whole or send 6 cents in stamps for one to C. I. I don’t think it’s a marrying engage- can tell what moment a» accident is going
>
ment.” [Harper’s Bazar.
Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
system.
to happen.
h

iii

HOME DYEING

reliable

Under lire head of liabilities are found
the bonded debt amounting to
$2,253,000;
temporary loan, $200,000; trust funds,
held by t he State, upon which interest is
297.72. upon which no interest
paid,
is paid; UuionMutual Lite Insurance company of Portland, $100,000; Maine Benefit
Lite Insurance company,
$134,600; Maine
Stale Belief association,
$23,500; Garfield

>

{

j.

iking.

lecent

oiuuilius.

<

m

the fur and oil

paper

]ab'»i saving methods of the most improved character, of outputs by individual

iron and steel

the Camden schools nineteen years. Miss
Duplissy of Princeton has taken her place.
-Liuwood Ross of Littleton is stopping
with his uncle, Rev. O. S. Ross, and att 'iuling the High school.

have received n very neat calendar
from the office of The Mountain Echo, KeyRepublican
ser, West Virginia, the only
The editor, J. O.
paper in Mineral county.
Thompson, is a nephew of Mr. J. C. ThompWe

fraternity.
Rev. Li. D. Towne, the new’ editor of the
Lewiston Daily Sun, was a little late with
the receipts
were
$1,931.79. 1| his salutatory, but it was a corker when it
partment
is
a
This
new source of income.
The fees
of the office of insurance commissoner did appear last Thursday morning. Here is
a specimen paragraph ;
the
State
and
the fees from
paid
812,104,
Some may think we are green at this busithe office of secretary brought $2.199.
and that we do not know how to make
Among the expenditures are listed ness
a newspaper. But in this they are mistaken,
salaries of public officers to the amount |
We comprehend the undertaking fully
i
We
of 883,902; school fund and mill tax, 1
have had experience in saying notlrng in
$509,957.05; the State pays $33,436.01 for particular in such a way'that
it will be
tree high schools and $8,(XX) for normal pleasing and instructive. O,
newspaper
schools.
The University of Maine re- ! work comes easy to us! We are elderly at

manufacturing

authoritatively stated that the
l nited S ates leads the world in the iron
!;

Maim*

the year $31,917 was received in
license fees on dogs, and from license fees
and tines in the inland lish and game de-

During

was

ber lias been growing sn aller and smaller
as
compared with the corresponding

expenditures.

Report.
of

j

its way into tiie
and enterprise.
The
failures fm ls'.'T, in spite of the general
depression and stagnation with which the

will

idle

tin* I-inam’t*s

The Ifon. F. M. Simpson, State treasurmakes tin* following statement regard|
ing the business o his department for the
year ISO":
The rate of taxation for the year 1897 was
Prospect.
Mr. Howard Moore and wife
son of this city.
2 5-4 mills on tin; dollar of the State valua- j
Frankfort visited
relatives
in
of
town
The L'-wistou Daily Sun has been sold by
tion, vieldiug a t*ta) revenue from this
last week....C. H. Partridge is gettiug
source of 8905,179.49
The total receipts Isaac X. Cox of Manchester, N. H to Rev.
out timber to build a storehouse for a year's
of this department for the year 1897 were: R. D.
Towne, until recently pastor of the
81.749,738.52 and the disbursements were Bates street I'niversalist church, L ".vision. crop of pressed hay-There was a wedding
T atdinner at Mr. William Clarks last Sunday.
ash balance in the
81,800,888.1*8.
The paper was published under the new
treasury at tin; close of the year was:
We did not get the names of the parties
8152.550 22.
The tax assessed against management Jan. 18th. Holman F. Day who were married, but
they were from
cities ind towns for the year 1897 has been continues as managing editor.
| Frankfort, ant relatives of Mr. (bark....
paid in full.
The story published by the Bangor News I The Stockton village fur hunting dud keep
During the past year it became necessary
in order to meet the obligations of the that Mr. E. P. Boutcile was going to resign that haying hound jogging across the
State to negotiate a temporary loan, as the editorship of the Bangor Whig and beLanpher road near by our wood lot; and
authorized by chapter 1(55 of the resolves come a candidate for postmaster of Bangor
Lorin Dickey and son were out the other
of IS'*7.
The sum of $200,000 was nego- is deuied by Mr. Boutelle in the Whig. He
day with their hound and got a fox. Most
tiated with the First National bank of
says he never had any idea of being a candiany day hunters can get a fresh traek crossAugusta, as follows: $100,000 payable in date for postmaster and expects to remain
ing that. road. My hoys are trying the trapone year from
April 1, 1897, and $100,000
editor of the Whig for a long
ping business and we are allowed a share in
payable in two years from March 2, 1897, managing
•*aeh bearing interest at the rate of 5 1-4 time to come.
the proceeds if we keep posted in the price
of furs. So far the Alaskan prices have imper cent, per annum, payable semi-annualJohn V. Lane, associate editor of the
ly. This loan is included in the total re- Daily Kennebec Journal,has been appointed proved and London prices are better, with a
ceipts.
fair demand.
assistant postmaster of Augusta, and his
Our whole stock now on
Among the sources of income which go
But under the
hand is one skunk si in.
to make up the receipts were itemized the position on the Journal will be taken by
following: State tax of 1897. $152,089.08; Mr. J Ciair Minot, who has served the. hide of that he, she, young or old, Gehenna
state tax of 189(3,
$040,590.00; railroad paper acceptably in other lines of work. M\ smelling critter there was a solid inch of
companies, 8165,552.25; insurance depart- Lane’s retirement from Maine journalism is white blubber fat and our company is deal,
ment, $58,460.55: collateral inheritances, to be
regretted, but be will take to bis new ing in skunk’s oil now. Anyone aflhete d
828,084.24; tax on savings banks, $581,- position the
hearty good wishes of the news- with rheumatism can get relief by calling on
new

■

ish

Treasurer’s

er,

branches of in-

aii

men

of

Papers ami Periodicals.

I*resent Time.

.'hiding serious fault demonstrated, .slight reactions, of course,
with out new tariff law, as viewed from j occur and art looked for: the trend of the
an
English standpoint. The official fig market is steadily for improvement. The
uies nf the
IBone office indicate that activity in the stock market at the openBritish >:; •'! Miio ii> doling ]>97 showed ing of the year was most marked and
strengthens the opinion that money now
a d»
n ■
of ii. arh -M-'O,<)00,<><>0. and Britligiis

1

60 Main St.

J. W. JONES,

ex-

out let

n.-w

.mi

to

her mines.

products of

the

even

week.J

given by Dr. Butler Tuesday
evening-J. R. Oliver, E. O. Wiley, C. P.
Brown and W. C. Benson enjoyed a few
days last week pickereling in Liberty-

BEST STYLE. MATERIAL,

idy

five

ABE

from last

was

course,

STURTEVANT-LARRABEE ?

of Mr. Bryan’s delinaum of the offer to return him to:
alougicss lies in the fact that there are
ready a number of “leaders” in that

Probably the

[Deferred

Camden. The lecture on Oliver Wendell
Holmes, the fourth in the Monday Club

1

|
I

'vitality
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sure

49 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.
Wants all kinds of Raw

Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Seneca, &c. Full prices guaranteed. Careful
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costa Rica’s India-Rubber.

for

Camp in the Forest Primeval.
correspondence of The Journal.]
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v I.

l.

»

industry

a

thick coating of caoutchouc adorns his
raiment from head to foot. This extra

>mi\a, Costa Rica, Dec. Oth. As
lection of India-rubber is au im-

covering

gradually by

accumulates

con-

tact with the rubber trees, without intention on the part of the wearer, and in

of eastern Costa Rica,
to find out some-

duty bound

in

constantly looking around
thousand unseen dangers—but a

personal observation. time renders his garments absolutely
duty is proverbially thorny, water-proof and almost indestructible.
during the past week has been By the way, you remember it was someindeed, though full of interest. At thing of this sort that first brought India■

it. from

ut

i:’u of

rubber to the world’s notice.

the mouth of all the large rivers
;il America that How into the Car-

trader, either English

some

,i,

conquerors were trapsing through
these forests in search of El Dorados and
fabled

fountains, and

blankets, unbleached
canned
goods, jerked meat,
used milk, coffee sugar, tobacco,
gun-powder, rope, machetes, and

worth

laying

soon

became

covered

with

a

else

strange

sticky material, whose virtues were
ed in time and ultimately led to the

articles necessary to the trade,
the unsophisticated Indian from

ern

canoe-load of

Having
flom the

|

provmod-

mackintosh.

educe, such as caoutchouc (raw
vanilla
beans,
sarsaparilla,
cat hers,
the tawny and mottled

a

everything

hands on, they often brushed up against rubber trees, with the result that their capas, or Spanish cloaks,

with

erior has collected

When the

greedy

or

tu, is doing a nourishing business,
.ngalow is fitted up as a shop

rked

secured

traders,

their

the

“grub

yularos

stake’

set out

for

the forest, in small parties; and when
they have found a suitable place from

and pumas, and perhaps which to begin operations, they proceed
or nuggets- he pays a ! to break ground for the camp which is to
s
Then
of serve as a general rendezvous.
the.tntder and an
iguars

id in dust

exchange

is effected.

lilies

To be

sure

the

veiy little for his wares—not
their real value, and cash plays

|

,.1-ts
;

the transactions:

in

ut

but he

'pose of his rubber, skins, etc..
way, and the little taste he
<

mi-civilization is
the

*n

the trader

In tluc

New \ oik

to

c

profit

little

neat

or

of

i

for

.imnanv.

ing rapidity that their victim soon bea walking magazine of wrigglers.
Not only are there hungry jaguars and
pumas in the woods, (the lions and tiger-

J00 per cent.

comes

aceumu-

Must

of

boars and other

There

His men, Indians and Caribs
bind themselves to the “patron”

is.

practical hide,
regulating these bugs,

>y

matriculados,” as they are called,
severe and strictly enforced. The

■

iners

used to

-take” in their

meal and

are

pork

six months.

two to

in

strous

here called

wilds,

which at least gives
to bite; and

some
mon-

crocodiles iu the

to

The best and purest rubber the world
knows anything about comes from Bra-

sustain

zil. from the great forests intersected by
the Amazon and its many branches.
It
is of the species llerca, a near relative to

In return

favors, advanced gratis, the
bind themselves to be diligent

return

they

innumerable

stalk abroad with the noxious vapors of
the tierra caliente.

i<-se
■rs

fatal;

warning of his intention

Each is

yularos.

salt,

li

bite is

beetles and insects, many of them
to be feared than the rattler of our

Northern

supplied
_un, ammunition, a boat, the imexits necessary to
his work, and

■

tiny lizards and vipers the

lagoons and huge
be supplied with
serpents of hugging proclivities; and most
search for precious dangerous of all, the fevers that
nightly

Rubber hunters
or

whose

more

'ii,” or master, fits out his men
expedition, much as North Amer-

■

are

color of the leaves under which

exact

and become

period

:—for the iaws

■

of this side of the

world), and wild
powerful animals, but
more-to-be-dreaded reptiles, some of them
no longer than your hand.

cats

the

large employers of labor in
mahogany cutters and rubber

tain

and

but pestiferous insects that burrow under

iits are

of

dews

the skin and increase with such astonish-

sufticient recompense for a few
•xile at the edge of the jungle, with
ikes, monkeys, Indians and dead'111as

fever-laden

swamp exhalations, and also to keep off
xin-xius gnats and garropitas—those tiny

London and

quickly

1 tin1 fortune he

the

counteract

!

ships

of time he

course

they wander off, singly or iu pairs, searching all day for new trees and returning at

twilight to headquarters. A huge brush
; fire is always built at night, partly to
| frighten away the prowling beasts whose
j bowlings make night hideous, and to

worth much

hand,

himself off from his kind for

,t

i;<

tier

<

the ficus elastica of

India;

while the rub-

with the fruits of their

ber tree of Central America, the same as
it the expiration of the term. When that of
Colombia, Equador and Mexico,
;
_■ t
back—it tlu snakes and pumas is the Castelloa Elastica—a distinction
I
and miasmas have spared I without very much
'■-wars
difference, except iu
return—each man must hand over the eyes of botanists. The Castilloa
grows
df of all the rubber he has collect- to an
average height of 00 feet and throws
or
‘-patron,” and sell him the re- (mt its huge branches, many of them a
at the current market price, le^s yard in diameter, at a considerable ele-

|

due
.-

■

f the

<

<iwn

“grub stake" at the
reckoning. Even that small

the
-eldom

:*•

of

fitr-

paid

his toil and dan-

vation.

|
|

The bark

is

ash color; the leaves

of

are

a dark slate or
from ten to eigh-

long, elliptical, glossy, closely veined, and paler beneath than above.
teen

inches

him in cash, but in ;
rum
and tobacco They usually grow at the tip ends of the
and consequently all the evils of hough, in compact groups of three. The
.uck system are rampant.
fruit is a capsule, comprising three diii .-iiaia t- of our quest for infonnavisions, each containing a large seed,
r.mie down to I'arismina, a small
marked with black.
white,
to

tmeaning

irregularly

the very heart of the rubi>trici. midway between Limon and
••town, the latter being on the line be- |
Costa Rica and Nicaragua.
Paris !
a small coast.own, the terminus of ;
"\\n

in

railroad,

w

1

is

the

head centre of

Rica’s rubber

The best season for

tapping

is from Au-

gust to February; and the operation
should be performed early in the morning,
before the daily rain, or in the evening
after the rain lias fallen.
In the latter
case, the milk should be coagulated as

trade, and Greytowm soon after sunrise as possible next mornprincipal port of shipment. The ing. The tree thrives best in moist, not
"i nine hundred inhabitants of the
marshy forests, on a warm, sandy clay—
all connected in one way or
with the rubber trade, and everyreeks and smells of it. We went up
r

are

r

trismina river, 20 miles or so, and
struck off into the forest a short disc, to the nearest rubber camp.
Our
i

•it

was an
American, one of the pnotrailers of the section, with his wife
two Indian mozos, and the
“convey-

but is found almost everywhere id Costa
liica, iu all varieties of soil. It seeds in
the 30th year, and ought not to be tapped
before the eighth, or its growth may be
The “milk” or sap, is
white, of the consistency of cream. Any

much retarded.

slight

in the bark, even that
or some insect,
woodpecker
•i
causes the
juice to exude. It trickles
was a long, slim
dug-out. As usual, down the trunk, in and out of the encirstarted at the first glimmer of dawncling creepers, sometimes reaching the
after a hasty almuerzo of bread and
ground. The milky stream coagulates
il

e;

aid

long

to

be remembered

was

caused

incision

by

a

and turns black

it runs, forming a long
strong that the yuleros

as

dim passage of the river—a veritable j
strip or cord, so
* in tl e
half-light, under overhanging often use it to tie
up their bundles.
niches, with the black forest crowding
When the hunters find a new rubber
I
se on
either side.
at
the
Arriving
! tree, they dig a small pit at its foot, strap
nt of debarkation about 8 a. m. we enj on their espuelas ((climbing spurs) fasten* d breakfast ashore
in true gypsy fashed at the knee and ankle, pass a stout
i.
keeping a sharp eye out the while
rope around the trunk and their own
probable snakes and possible pumas— waist and
walk up, holding their machete
ai never are rations quite so well relishbetween their teeth. By lifting the rope
es when eaten a!
after
a
fresco,
long at every step they are able to stand al»w, the piece de resistance—whether
most erect, ami when lying back in the
i->nkey-steak, guinea pig, or what not—
their hands are at liberty.
With the
oked on the point of a machete held ring
broad-bladed machete they eut a horizoner a bush (ire.
tal canal in the bark, which almost enWe were in luck—fur rubber-hunters—
circles the trunk, terminating in a V
a
<iving
path already provided for us
shaped angle. Next, from the point of
"Hough the jungle. The camp we visdt- the
V, they cut a perpendicular canal,
was an old one, and
only three or four about two feet in length, which
Miles from the river hank; but so apparjoins another horizontal canal to annly impenetrable is the dense wall of other
V; and so on to the ground. In
getatiou on either side the narrow trail the last
cut a large green leaf is insertwhich the men are continually hewed to serve as a funuel and guide the
g out anew with their machetes as they
milk to the basin.
The s^ip runs down
; 'is to and fro—and so profound is the
like a river and the heated air
speedily'
cnee in the heart of Nature’s
solitude, evaporates the water from it in the basin.
it the single-tile march seemed interBrazilians hasten evaporation byr artiiicial
muable.
The “camp” is nothing but a
heat; hut not so the lazier Central Ameri"'g shed of upright posts thatched with cans.
When they are of the opinion that
dm leaves, in the midst of a small
no water
remains, they make a decoction
leared space in tlie depth of the forest; from a
vine, resembling convolvulus, that
ml so rapid is vegetable growth in these grows all over these
tangled forests and
hot, moist regions, that eternal vigilance acts'upon the milk as rennet to cheesecurd.
add
it
in
the proportion of
They
s needed to
keep tlie riotous jungle at a one
pint of decoction to a gallon of sap,
respectful distance, so to speak. Under and the latter
immediately hardens into
the shed roof hammocks are slung to solid chunks of
India-rubber, all ready
for
trans portation.
Dishonest yuleros
serve as beds for the
yularos; their scant
stones
and hits of heavy
put
cooking is done wherever and however it frequently
wood into the sap before
coagulating it,
happens, and “all out doors" is the din- in order to increase the weight;
but the
ing room. The life of a rubber-hunter merchants now understand the little game
seems to me about tlie least to be envied and pierce every package with a sharp
steel rod.
of any I know.
He is usually a half- pointed
Fannie Brigham Warii.
breed Indian, (aboriginal Costa Rican
■

slightly mixed with Spanish blood), or a
Carib combination of Negro and Indian;
nud you may tell him at a glance, where-

Keller In Six

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great
surprise on
ever met—as the
cow-hoy fresh from the account of its exceeding promptness in repain in bladder, kidneys and back,
plains and the miller from his mill bear lieving
in male or
unmistakable ear-marks of their profesNot only does the yularos air betray him—as of one who lives in utter

sion.

Chronic Bronchitis.

silence and is

female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately. If
you want
relief
and cure this is the remedy.
quick
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
Iy28

From Dr. Hunter's Lectures on tbe Progress
of Medical Science in Lung Diseases.

Chronic inflammation of the mucous membrane lining the air tubes and cells of the
lungs is a very common and very serious
disease. It generally results from neglected
colds, but is sometimes caused by breathing
dust in workshops and irritating gases and
vapors in factories.
Particles of dust being inhaled irritate the
mucous lining of the lungs and make them
sore, just as dust and small particles getting
into the eyes make them red, angry and
sore.

Bronchitis is always a lung disease, because the bronchial tubes are the chief parts
of the lungs and ducts through which we
breathe. To say that a person has bronchitis and yet that his lungs are sound is absurd and untrue, since these tubes are the
seat of every known lung disease. All that
can truthfully be said is that bronchitis is
not consumption, although it is very liable
to end in that disease.
The most constant symptoms of chronic
bronchitis are cough, shortness of breath
Its slight or
and mucous expectoration.
serious character is shown by the kind of
matter raised and the presence or absence of
loss of flesh, hectic fever and night sweats.
These latter symptoms, when present, show
the deep hold it has on the lungs and how
greatly it has already weakened and under-

general health.
great- many broticniai eases are met
with iu people advanced in life. It begins
with a cold in the fall, which lasts all winter. They cough and expectorate quantities
of gray and jelly-like mucus, hut on the approach of warm weather the cough grows
better, and the expectoration almost ceases,
only to return with increased severity on
the advent of cold agaiu. Unless arrested,
this form of senile bronchitis cuts short the
thread of life. Most old people die of it
years before there is any necessity for dying, for want of proper treatment.
In many cases chronic bronchitis is as

Tjr-

and we look quickly around at each other
to see what is the matter, and find out to
our sorrow, for the repeater cracks
again,
and this time proves fatal to our noble
buck. Ben, who is somewhat of a pacer,
had stolen the march on us by taking a
shorter cut, and had the honor of spilling
the first blood. Well, I believe Ben was
the happiest man in the State of Maine,
and when “Moose Moss” came
running
up, his congratulations only added another feather to his hat. This is Ben’s
first deer.
The most delightful reminiscence of the average New England hunter
is the recollection of how he got his first
deer. The scene, even to its smallest detail, is indelibly impressed on his miud,
and memory never proves treacherous to
him who would recall the experience, and
he is ever ready to tell his friends just
how the deed was done. The rest of the
party spent the day in exploring the
mountain.
During the night two caribou came
within ten feet of our tent, took a circle
and headed for the swamps below.
The
next morning was fair and fine and when
the cook called “Bean on tabe” all were
at their places and ate with a will.
We
got an early start and each man struck off
in a different direction except $i and l,for
we had concluded to follow
up the trail of
tlie two caribou that had visited our dooryard during the night. After having proceeded for perhaps four miles we entered
the swamp and were obliged to advance
with the greatest caution to avoid the
slightest sound which might betray our
With two
presence and give the alarm.
men the risk of doing this is increased in
ratio.
geometrical

mined the
a

The caribou we were tracking had evibeen started by our noise and we
luded to abandon the chase and look
dangerous as consumption itself, and even for deer. Upon this stage of our journey
more so than some forms of that disease. So
the noble forest of spruce through which
long as no organic ehang*- has taken place j we had traveled bore only too
plainly the
in the air tubes and cells, bronchitis is aisigns of man's presence in the past and of \
ways perfectly curable by local treatment of
the diseased tubes. But I cannot conceive i his injurious disregard of the future. Durof the possibility of any form of bronchial j ing the afternoon 1 strolled farther up the
disease being • -tired by stomach medicate-n mountain in the hopes of a shot at a stray
or the treatment commonly employed.
No j deer and to have a look at the
lay of the
local inflammatory disease < f any otliei or- | land.
A bear track I saw and good deer
has
ever been cured without local tieatgan
also.
I
had
about
a
mile
in this
sign
gone
ment, and without local treatment I con- 1 fashion
and had stopped for a moment’s
siiier bronchitis as fatal as consumption, j
The bronchial membrane in time becomes | rest when I heard a crash in the hushes
altered in structure and pours forth a mat- some distance ahead and almost at the
j same moment saw a fine doe
ter which has all the qualities of pus; hectic
coining in
fever and night sweats supervene, and the | my direction, but well up ou the
right. She
case tends slowly but surely to death.
had not sighted me yet, but
There is a form of bronchitis especially evidently
when about sixty rods away she stopped
remarkable on account of the great abundand looked in my direction.
The rifle
ance of the bronchial secretion.
The pawas
tients expectorate a pint or more of frothy
already at my shoulder and before
fluid a day, resembling gum water. They she could bound away I tired and through
are pale, like persons blanched by hemorthe smoke saw her lying on the ground
rhage; generally free from fever—neither The report of my rifle had aroused the
of
nor
heat
of
skin
quickness
pulse
existing, the curiosity of Ben, who happened to be
hut the wasting away of the body and genquite near, and while I was bleeding her
eral weakness is extreme. Examined after
he made his appearance. After dressing
death no ulcerations or tubercles are found,
her we took two straps which Ben had
nor anything resembliug
consumption in
the state of the lungs. They die of exhaus- around his waist, made them fast around
tion through the excessive drain made upon her neck and dragged her down the mounthe fluids of the body. Such cases are al tain to the four corners of the tote
roads,
ways curable if timely treated by astrinwhere we hung her up on a tree.
gents and antiseptics applied by inhalation
It being quite late we uow started for
directly to the relaxed and weakened memWe had not gone a mile when a
camp.
brane withiu the luugs.
big doe jumped up within twenty steps of
(To be continued.)
us.
“There she goes! There she goes!”
ROBERT HUNTER, M. D.
(Signed)
I yelled.
117 West 45th St.
“Well, shoot! shoot! Why in
New York.
the world don't you shoot?” shouted Ben.
Bang! bang! went my Winchester, hut 1
NOTE—Readers of The Republican Jour- never touched her and Ben had to
ling in
nal who are interested for themselves or
his Ballard to save her, which he did to
friends can obtain Dr. Hunter’s books free
perfection. Of course lie had the laugh
by addressing him as above.
on me, hut what did 1 care.
I was thinkI ing of the fun we were having.
After
Si. Paul’s Caribou Hunt.
dressing her we journeyed on, and on our
A Hunting Trip to Katiihilin by 'Waldo
we
with
a
small
overtook
Ed
buck
on
way
< ounty Boys.
his back which he caught napping in a
Upon
L. W. Steward of Manchester, X. II., ravine on the side of a little knoll.
arrival at camp Ed and Frank dressed him
writes entertainingly for the Manchester and we had
some venison steak for supMirror of the caribou hunt of J. S. Paul per.
This was a very young one and, ye
and liis companions, in November last, gods, what eating! All was merry as a
which was briefly reported in The Journal marriage hell in camp.
The next day proved successful to “Si”
at the time.
We make the following ex- and
Ed, both hanging up a line doe. “Si”
tracts, omitting some paragraphs which shot his ou his return to camp, as she was
describe the travel to the hunting grounds, about to cross the road, and Ed hung his
up after a hard chase around the foot of
some reminiscences, etc.;
the mountain.
The Moose Moss hunting party was a
At sunrise next morning we started for
goodly one, consisting of J. S. Paul of the
top of Old Katahdin, and at South
Waterville, Me., E. L. Abbott of Reading, Brunch
dam we were joined by Ed Rogers.
Mass., L. \V. Steward of Manchester, N.
This
man is a veteran of the woods
H., Edwin Paul of Plymouth, Mass., and young
If their
very persistent in the chase.
Frank Bartlett of Unity, Me., and Benjaare any caribou in tlie region he visits he is
min Paul of Providence, R. 1.
We pressed on
We stopped here (the East Branch pietty sure to lind them.
to McCloud’s camps at the foot of the
House) over night, and after crossing the mountain, where
we ate dinner and had a
east branch of the Penobscot we followed
good rest, after which we started on the
up the Wessattaquoik river, ana just before dark reached Boebars camp, after a hardest part of our trip, that of climbing
the mountain
which is a new one
hard drive of ten miles.
Monday morn- made under thetrail,
direction of Ed Rogers.
ing, Xov. 29th, was frosty and clear, and It was hard
climbing at first and “Moose
after breakfast we started for our camp
site and commenced at once to get things Moss” had dropped behind with fatigue,
into shape for the tents. Here let me give but, after being relieved of his pack by
Ed. 1*. and Frank, he did very well, conyou a slight description of our camping
We
outfit. First, we have two tents made of sidering his speed, which was slow.
the best 12 oz. army duck, one 14x18 feet, followed our leaders up the base of the
with 4-foot walls, the other 10x14 feet. In mountain for three miles. We passed the
the larger is our bunk, made of spring great timber chutes of astonishing length
and upon an angle of about 65 degrees in
poles and small boughs, which occupies
pitch, dowu which logs are slid one after
one end; then comes the deacon seat at
another
from the great spruce forests
the foot of the bunk, and then our Mountain Range, which is a model camp stove ; above to the yards near the McCloud’s
made of sheet iron, with a firebox 12x14 camps, where they are loaded on to sleds
Frank, Ben and
inches and 18 inches ong, and a double and hauled to the river.
Ed Rogers had gone ahead to get the fireoven !2x>4 inches.
O' er the firebox are
two holes for frying-pan and kettle, with wood ready before dark.
Oue by one we arrived at the little log
room for coffee-pot, stewpan and basins.
This stove, when well filled with wood camp at the edge of the timber lands on
of the mountain, and last, but not
will keep a fire all night
The small tent top
is butted on to the larger and is used for least, came old “Moose Moss” on his
hands and knees, a total wreck.
But a
a store room, woodshed and wash room.
After our tents were well set up and good supper and plenty of hot drink revived our
and we turned in.
The
boughed to make them warm, we made a buuk was spirits
seven feet wide and there were
“bean hole” and cut our supply of wood
st ven of us to use it.
I had broken my
to la6t at least two weeks.
After we bad
made a roaring tire in the “bean hole” belt axe handle, so I concluded to sit up
and
make
a new one and tend the fire.
and the great logs had burned away to a
bed of coals, we lowered our pot of beans The rest had wedged themsulves into the
The thermometer was below zero
into it and, carefully covering them to bunk.
that
and I had to keep the fire at a
stop all escape of steam, left them until whitenight all
heat
the time.
1 sat there on a
morning. When taken our. red and full
log used for a deacon seat and slid from
of pork fat, they were fit for a kiug.
one end to the other first too hot and then
During Monday night there came about
five inches of light snow, making it fine too cold, until I got hungry. Then I ate
a
smoked considerable and dried
deer hunting.
Tuesday we turned out thelittle,
and gloves for the whole
blight and early, ate breakfast, finished crew.leggings
At midnight I awoke Ed. P. and
up our chores, and after a hasty smoke
It was the
the rifles emerged from their cases, car- exchanged places with him.
Si, whose
tridge belts were buckled on, and all was tightest isplace I ever found.
Moose Moss 207
ready. Ben and Ed went up back of the weight and237thepounds,
rest
of
us
on
an
average
camp full of murderous intent and were pounds,
of 185 pounds, and six men iu seven feet,
soon out of sight.
On account of having
fourteen
inches
a man is most too close
to
two Eds in our party we have given Ed
Ed. chauged
Abbott the popular name of “Moose for a good long breath.
Moss.” Well, “Moose Moss” and I cross- with Frank and so on until daylight,
ed the little brook and entered the forest, each man taking his turn at the fire,
which was of the fireplace pattern, the
heading for two little ponds about half smoke
1
going up through a smoke hole in
way up the mountain beyond, and almost
the
roof.
smacking our lips iu anticipation of a fat,
Auer eating a nearly oreatctast we tilljuicy deer steak for supper. 1 confess to
ed the magazines of our lilies full of carhaving been somewhat amused as “Moose
Moss” caressed the stock of his little 44-40 tridges, put on our clothing aud started
Winchester and asked who was the best for the north peak of the highest mountaxidermist to put up deer heads. After tain in Maine. In a few minutes we were
out of the timber into the Pucker brush
an hour’s toilsome
climbing up the rocky aud soon on the
barren mountain top.
and almost perpendicular face of the cliff,
The thermometer stood at zero as we left
we reached the ponds, which were frozen
the
this
camp
morning. Our feet were
over and covered with snow.
We were
delighted to find some very fresh signs of protected with Indian tans that proved to
be thoroughly waterproof and by far the
deer.
Slowly and cautiously now, with
rifles “ready,” we advanced through the most satisfactory hunting footwear to be
had.
Under these we wore two pairs of
virgin iorest, carefully stepping around or
woolen
that reached above the
over every dry twig, and
stopping at every knees. stockings
We wore tiannel shirts, heavy
little rise to search carefully in all direcwoolen
sweaters, with wide collars and
tions. I’eeriug cautiously out from behind
leather coats lined with rabbit skin. The
a clump of
tirs, our hearts bound and
hands gri{* the stock tighter, for there, sky was as clear as a hell aud it was a
about LOO yards away and all unconscious model day for hunting on the mountain
of our presence, stands a fine buck, his top had there not been a strong wind
which blew like a gale.
We passed onrump to the wind and his full broadside
toward us. He has evidently just finished ward to the top, went over the north
and
down to the head of the south
peak
a good breakfast and washed it down with
basin and on to the south peak, but not a
a draft of cold water from the little mouncaribou
or a sign were seen.
tain brook and is now in blissful ignorance
Kigbt here
let me say, as the amateur writer
of the close proximity of his deadly
always
foe, remarks,
let
here
me
yes,
right
stop the
meditating perhaps on the charms of some
of to-day.
story
doe
lie
knows
young
of, and thinking that
Last fall I, with the most of this same
he would go and call upon her.
What a sight for a sportsman, and how party, and on the same day of the year,
Dec.
4, was on top of this mountain. As
it tends to make the eyes and mouth of a
tenderfoot open wide and his knees shake we reached the north peak we saw a herd
of
caribou
feeding about 700 yards away.
under him! A spiteful crack of a rifle,
We opened fire on them and they started

dently

I

eon.

to leave the mountain by this trail
through
the Pucker brush and down the steep
sides to the swamps below.
While they
were going through
this trail Indian file
we counted forty-five. Had we known the
mountain and their trail we could have
easily gone around the mountain top and
with care got up to their trail, leaving
one man to start with, or push the
button,
and we could do the rest.
But such was
not to be.
Well, now, back to our story. We were
feeling somewhat discouraged at having
no better luck with caribou, so we concluded to take back tracks for our camp
at Roebars.
We got off the mountain in
Love that Alters.
safety and stopped at the little camp for
i*ove is not love tnat alters wnen it alteration
lunch, packed up our bedding and started
finds.”
down the east trail on the run. Our packs
That is one of the sublimest lines in all
were lightened by the
absence of food
literature. It is the final definition of love
which we brought up, and we soon reachby the world’s greatest reader of the human
ed the foot and rested at McCloud’s camps,
mind,— Shakespeare.v Nearly all women
where the lumbermen were getting out
who truly love, love in this sublime way.
their sleds for the winter’s work.
Men seldom do.
After
Woman’s most glorious endowment is
a chat with the big burly mem with red
the power to awaken and hold the pure
flannel shirts and full beards, we started
and honest love of a worthy man. When
on our long tramp back to
camp, which
she loses it and still loves on. no one in
we made in six hours.
the wide world can know the heart agony
“Moose Moss,” Ben, Ed and I were
she endures.
The woman who suffers
taking it easy along the tote road, when from weakness and derangement of her
Ben stopped short and whispered that he
special womanly organism soon loses the
Hesaw a deer lying down a little to the left
power to sway the heart of a man.
of the road but well back on a ridge ! general health suffers and she loses he' !
looks, her attractiveness, her amia- !
good
the
burnt
lands.
He
!
through
pointed him
bility and her power and prestige as a
out to us and we all fired, except “Moose !
woman.
Dr. R. V Pierce, of Buffalo. N.Y..
who
was
a
little
I
behind.
The
Moss,”
with the assistance of his staff of able phy
deer made a jump and was behind the I sicians. has prescribed for many thousands
He ha- levised a pi met anil
smoke of our rifles, but “Moose Moss” j of women
scientific remedy for women's ailtut nts.
t j
was on the alert and
dropped the little ; is
as Dr Ihrrce's Favorite Prescripknown
fellow in good shape. After dressing him
It is a po-iiho specific for all weal:
tion.
and pinning a tag to his ear for the tote
nesses, diseases disorders, displacements, I
teamster to bring him to Roebars camp
irregularities, and debilitating drains p?we hung him on a tree by the side of tiic
culiai to women
It purifies, regulates, J
road and proceeded.
Medicitu dealt s j
There was a bright
strengthens and Heals.
sell it. and no honest dealer will advice
moon and we reached camp a little tired j
you to accept a substitute that he in. y
and hungry, but after Si had made |
make a little larger profit.
a lot of his celebrated flitters and Frank
|
I was afflicted with kidm-v trouble and I
and Ed fried a large pan of venison steak
w it
Mrs
have always had a torpid liv< :.
'’.'I
n
Crosswhite. ol Dufll.u. i'lr.dh Co. T- \aand Ben made a lot of hot tea, we com- !
I commenced v air medicine I was tn-t .<1 to
menced to eat and came very near being i stand on
1»r
1 used one bottle of
my feet.
obliged to “kiss the cook.” We retired j Pierce's Favorite Prescription and five vials of
I 1. id
his Pleasant PelUts.' I am now well
as soon as possible and Jay late
Sunday
not walked in four months win n I comment ..d
morning, when it was raining hard. We
the treatment, but in ten days I was able „o
walk everywhere.”
madea venison soup of “Bow yak,” for
dinner, and we spent the day in telling
yarns, singing songs and chewing gum.
At this writing the boys have some three
quarts of spruce gum lying around the
camp. Monday dawned cold and fair with
TIME-TABLE.
a hard crust, which spoiled our hunting,
On and after Nov. 14,1897, trams connecting at
and we all went and lugged in what deer
we had and sent word to Roebars
for Burnham anti Waterville with through trains for
the tote team to come early Tuesday and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos

The
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BUT WE ARE STILL OFFERING

GREAT BARGAINS
....IN

TOILET ARTICLES,

ATOMIZERS,
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Drugs^Medicines
The panand hext. at
lowest possible price*.

Prescriptions carefully

(
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pounded.
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Farm and Family Paper
[the United States, Both One Year

The Best

Believing that every one of our readers
have at least one good agrieulti.r:> and
journal, we have peifectcd arrang*. v
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PM
oo

AM

9 00
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we can
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Positively

cured by these
hittle Pills.

Burnham, depart..
Unity.
..

—

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Tht^y also relieve Distress from Dyst>epsia,
Indigestion and Too Ilearty Eating. A perfect remedy f r Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.
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BELFAST, MAINE,

S

being read

$2.25.

DUE AUG. 15, 1918.

less than

million readers.

a

<

■

subject to sale and
price. Old Belfast 6 per cent, bonds
maturing Aug. 15, 1898. taken in exchange on a
We offer the above bonds

apply at any of the local

or

n«>

mi».

*l.(i(i, i> unsurpassed as a work ot rde.w i
i contains no less than 20,000 articles, a• found of the greatest use in answering the ;hon! sands of questions that constantly nn-e in g trd
I to dates, places, persons, incidents, siati-t,- d.
be wit 1.. i>
; No one at all interested should
t! >►
Ho not delay or tail to take advan ago

advance in

satisfactory basis.
Write for terms
banks in Belfast.

bv

\er>

«

immediately and '< tiding 10 cents
">
mail ng expense', makii
$‘2.10 In all.
send t handler's Popular KncycioprUla.
Ibi*
11*
7t0 pages and over 1,000 db
Encyeb-pedia, which lum never -..id I,•!

Fni'o

BOSTOY

circulation, which extends into
1
n
territory in the I ni-

700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

A

BELFAST TO

a

< on-

over 500 pages, teeming
a volume ot
with all the latest and most reliable int-rm.un-n
No d*iiu
that experience and science can siippi;proof of its popularity can be tiered :i..in its
enormous

mi

'*'•

making

!____—

Gi*oa(

.•■••in

and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work. Household Features, etc.
Farm am* Homk is published semi-monthly.
thus giving you *21 numbers a year, the wh.-i.*

Agent.

i

our:

!i:i-;

conned

'Lack of space tor-ids a do- nptn
r-*
of Farm am* Hum:
inequailed
for variety and excellence. Ptmuinc >: among its
the Farm
he
mentioned
may
many departments
and harden, Market Bcports, Fruit Culture. Plans
and Inventions, Ihe Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the (.lobe, Livestock and hairy. The Poultry Vard, question Box, The Veterinary, Plants

General Manager.
F. F. Booth by. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland Nov. 10,1897.

BONDS I

!.umiy

tents

State ami

4

m

! tlie

are now s Id at$o.(»o
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and NorthM
Gf.okok,
west via all routes, for sale l»y 1.
<H-0. F. K\ AN>.
Belfast.
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practicalaii

Homk, In

publication, Tur I’rrrn:
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THE REPUBLICAN 'JOURNAL

A M

Waterville

■ IVER

Biggest Offer Yet!

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart. 7 15
Citypoint. t7 20

■PlTTLE

«

follows:

run as

FROM

CARTERS

|

Phoenix Row, Belfast.

remarkably liberal otter, which we make to*
vuh
; limited time only, by special arrangement
reduced from
j the publishers. Kemember, wc send both papers
$3.00 to $2.25.
w
| rue
Fare between Searsport and Poston reduced a full year, including book, at the very
from $3 10 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduc- of
$2.1".
tion made in the price ol through tickets between 1
Address all orders to
Boston and all landings on Penobscot river.
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will be reduced from $2.CO and $1.50 to
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
STEAMERS WILL LEAVE BELFAST
BELFAST, MAINE.
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at (about
12.30 j). m. Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport, via ail landings. Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. in or upon ar-

4w3

Fare between Belfast ami Boston

DIETZ. DENISON & PRIOR,

■

BANKERS,
35

Congress

Boston, Mass.

Street,

Surityslip

Bonds of

LSSUKI)

Tlr Union Safe

RETURNING TO BELFAST.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
From Bucksport, Mondays and Thursdays at
11.00 a. m.

Deposit Trust Co.

OF PORTLAND MAINE,

GUARDIANS,
EXECUTORS,
ADMINISTR VTORS,
ASSIGNEES,
CONTRACTORS,

Dr. E. W. THOMAS

CLEANSING,
DYEING,
PRESSING and
can

OF BANGOR. MAINE.

REPAIRING of

be

CLOTHING

J. H. & W. H. QUIMBY,
At Belfast Savings Bank.

3m52

I

WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

TO«._

and to holders of any position of trust,
obtained upon application to

I

rival of steamer from Boston.

BY

The Specialist of Ratal Medicine,

BY..

iCoXctiffh.

FRED G. SPINNEY,

WILL MAKE A PROFESSIONAL VISI'I A1

(Opposite Staples & Cottrell.)
I have justopened rooms and will make a specialty
of altering and mending all kinds of MENS.
WOMENS and BOYS’ CLOTHING. All work
done neatly and promptly at reasonable prices.

Every Friday, Sarurday and Sunday,

BELFAST

No 11 Main St., Belfast, Me.

jTever

Open Day

ana

Evening.

3ini9

Work done while you

are

43.Church

at

Street.

At

DANGOR,I5«iiigor House,every
day anti Thursday afternoons.

waiting.

At

ELLSWOIH 11, American

Mon-

House,

every Tuesday.
At
ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive care.
Apply into the nostrils. It is qnickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren St.. New York City.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Fine farm in

Mocha

or

failing

never

TRY GRAIN-0 !

package.

28 School

R. F.

„Pr-

Iy38

St., opp. City Hall, Boston, Mass.

For the convenience of persons indebted to the
estate of AMELIA b. CATES, I have left all un
paid bills belonging to said estate at the office ol

PILES!

3w3

Ilf

1

j

■®

J| IlfP ft

Traveling

salesman

House,

every

physician in the Cm ted States better
<

11

octor.

and often of such

is

cures

arc so

miraculous

uuiucr

that
many writers have claimed that many id hiscures
were miracles. Dr. Thomas’ ability to tell a patient
his disease without asking a question is as well
established as that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits of the doctor will afford an excellent opportunity for many to consult this milieu

to

sel

to

a

their homes.

HOWTO
If you

nature

3m48

MAKE MONEY!

out of employment and want a position, paying you from $50 to $100 monthlv clear
above expenses by working regularly, or,’if you
want to increase your present income from
$200
to $500 yearly, by working at odd times, write the
GLOBE CO., 723 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa., stating
age, whetheramarried or single, last or present
•mployinent, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
inti faster than you ever made before in your life.
5m44
are

Offices for Kent.

same may bt
WILLIS A. CATES,
Admr. estate of Amelia S. Cates.

the most complete line «>i
£1 IS I §■ II
r*"® ■
lubricating oils, greases
specialties, etc., on the market. Liberal terms t<
Address THE ATLANTIC RE
proper party.
FINING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
6w3*
mm

oils

Dunton, in Belfast, where the

Paid.

o

Him hill

<

NOTICE.

64 Main Street.
Belfast, Jan. 11,1898.—2tf

There isn

known Ilian the

specialist close

SAYE 20 l'EIi CENT, of Attorneys fees by
transacting your business through my office
Patents designed, patents caveats, trade* marks,
copy rights, assignments, etc.
Address, with
3m*2
stamp,
F. A. CUTTER, Registered Patent Solicitor,

FOR RENT.

g”*8;

IlILL,

INVENTORS

Blacksmith and Joiner shop, one of
the best locations in the city. Inquire
of
L. T. SHALES & CO,.

PILES!

on

40tf
M. C.

delicate stomach receives it without
1-4 the price of coffee and 25 cents per
Sold by all grocers.

Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Uliud, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles It
abaorbes the tumjrs, allays the
itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives Instant relief.
Dr. Wiliams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
only for
Piles and Itching of the private
parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. S Id by drutr»ent ky mail, for 50c. and
$1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS iVPF’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,
Ohio,
for sale by R. H. Moody.

I5I..17K.HILL,
Wednesday.

Cam]'

39 Miller St., Belfast.

Java, but it is made from pure grains,

PILES!

miles from

water. Will he sold very low anil

terms.

easy

most

distress.

two

Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,

Ask your Grocer to-day to six w you a package
of GRAIN O, the new food drink that takes the
place of cotFee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who
try it,
like it GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of
and the

Nortliport,

The rooms in Johnson Block, High street,
ecently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
re for rent with immediate possession.
Enquire
f

POOR & SON.

Bejfast, ‘July 29,1897.—30tf
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They will
the

was

cut

ice

on

Manager.

p,n5ine<~

the Kennebec just
on the

Hudson.

>lmiey continues to talk light out
meeting, and to whatever be writes we

IL
in

..

find it

to

ea>\

amen.

say

supposed to have buried
now-a-days kid s treas|
ure may
generally be found in their i
trousers’ pockets.
’apt. Kidd

is

bis treasures; but

j

battleship

The

Maine has been ordered

|
j

Havana, but to allay the excitement
«oeated by this announcement it is given :
out from Washington that her mission is I
to

friendly call,
no telling what

peaceful one, just
know
Still, there is
happen.

a

a

many of

and

the

submerged.

were

Plenty of
town

Capt.
a

in

was

A. F. Elwell is filling his ice house
splendid article from Knight’s pond-

Irving Lear received their
addition to their family last Wednes-

Mr. and Mrs.

day night. It
at 12 pounds.

is

a

boy

tipped the beam
doing nicely, but

and

The babe is

still such
the condition
cause uneasiness to her friends.
of Mrs. Lear is

as

to

extent, the snow being deeper and
A lady informs us she has knit thirty-four
badly drifted a few miles west of us. I pairs of mittens and four pairs of stockings
two Liberty stages did not arrive, and ; this winter, and she thinks it about time

you
may

j
I

more

The

Freedom stage arrived

the
did

stage
but

The

return.

not
was

late that it

hours late in the

two

made its

so

Stockton

stages, though late, arrived in
make connections. A snow plow
in charge of Conductor Buck and engineer
Coleman arrived from Burnham and cleared the track for the passenger traius, returning after the train went out.
They
found the drifts in the cuts quite deep and
compact. The snow fall could not be accurately measured on account of it drifting.
hut is estimated at about 12 inches.
The

other

season

some one

should take her into consideration

Springs j an<l propose at once, for there is nothing
morning, like having a plenty of mittens on hand for

connection in the afternoon.

to

such

an

occasion.

A severe cold
all

settled

on

my

lungs.

I

worse
cough and kept growing
the time. My husband was paying

began

to

great deal of money for medicine,
but I continued to grow weaker every
day, and in the winter of 1S95 1 gave up
all hopes of ever getting better. After

out

a

this I read of people gaining strength by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and my hus-

band advised me to try this medicine. I
purchased three bottles and began taking
it. Before 1 had finished the first bottle
I saw that I was growing stronger and
my cough was looser. After taking twro
bottles my cough was gone. I continued
taking Hood’s and 1 am now in better
health than I have been for years.” Mary
A. Smith, LaGrange. Maine.

S. Drink water and Fred Smith
were in Rockland last Friday on business,
and it is hinted that Mr. Smith will sooh
9bow the boys how easy it is to keep at the
head of the procession when the snow gets
settled and he gets better acquainted with
the gait of his new trotter.

Capt.

Settled on the Lungs and
Hope
Caused a Serious Cough
of
Recovery Abandoned but
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Cured,

Cold

E

Purifier.

All

druggists.

are the best after-dinner
HaaH’c
nOOU S Dille
Kills puls, aid digestion. 'Ale.

Secret Societies.
The old-fashioned down east snow storm
Corinthian
Royal Arch Chapter will have
of Sunday proved to be a genuine one in all
!
a public installation at the regular convocaIi is a curious coincidence that the
respects, and Monday morning it was quite
IHESTOHM ELSEWHERE,
I evident that a good deal of it could be spar- tion Monday evening, Feb. 7th.
omaha exposition is making the prosperAt Rockland about six inches of snow fell.
A delegation from Waldo Lodge, I. O O.
and especially of The wind blew a gale and the tide was one ed just as well as not. However there is no
ity of ti e country,
cause to grumble or hnd fault, for it is what I F
accompained by ladies, took a sleighride
v*hraska, its greatest feature, and yet of the highest known for a lofag time. In
everybody was wishing for and it is just j to Searsport Wednesday evening, Jan. 19th,
th.it \V. .1. Bryan, whose l'nited States tlie morning the waves washed over several
and vve should be i to attend the public installation of Sears
wharves and several of the lime sheds were what everybody got,
h -me i> in Nebraska, should fail to disthankful there was not more of it.
Lodge.
in danger. At the Gay shed oil the point it
cern any symptoms of real prosperity in
The regular meeting of Pbieix Lodge. F.
Mrs Charles Knights met with rather a pewas necessary to move considerable lime,
the country.
and A. M will be held Mouday evening,
A young
while <»n the wharf the wood was washed culiar accident last Thursday.
Jan. 31st, the full moon in February coming
about.
Several vessels which were tied up I boy was whittling a piece of wood when
The recent announce ment that Hon. J.
she reached down for
and on on the 'th day. The officers will be installed.
■it the docks at- the North end

|
j

pounded
though they

something,

bad-

Manb.-y w.-uld be

H

lesentative

candidate for repthe next legislature from

to

ly

a

Hon. J. Manchester Haynes will also
mdidate naturally heightens the in-

h.

a

to

e>~.

■

troubles—as demonmany former occasions—ap’hat she has too many great

Augusta's

strated

on

t■ *• ai-

tteron

:•

the pensi

>n

question from

the Otli page,
will I.- icad with interest by the .soldiers
.’i•
ti.eii friends: md that means about
<>u

the people among whom The Journal
Th>
writer of the letter,

oil

irc'ilates.

whose identity wu- take the
pealing. is Mr- Helen N.

liberty

icgheld, Mas.-., and

is not

S j»i

of

re-

Packard of

she

only

a

soidiei's widow but the soldiers* friend, as
repeatedly testified through our columns.
We have neither the space noi the desire
ro
print the letter from Dr. Stebbins upon
which -he comments.
\or is it necesM

<•

gives the

correct

this so-called

“veteran army
and places the question at is-

o,,

m

Packard

s.

of

status

if.-} proper light.

in

Kockianu'> oidrstbarber claims distincas
mm who once cut Gen. Grant's
liair.
tion

The

wirer

\V'llai<T>

in the barber shop at
Washington, D. C.,

was

hotel,

afternoon

.tn-

piration

of

President

term

when

foi

shave.

a

soon

the

and

held

the

bai her’s

the

after

Grant’s

ex-President

He

the

ex-

second

came

in

smoking a cigar
stub while he occupied
chair, lighting it as he
was

out.
Many people had looked in
the open door of the laiber shop as
they passed through the hotel lobby, and
a.- Gen. Grant went out some one told the
went

At

'he

on ncr
■

it

nier

of his

name

[

sion of electric

«■

The

nue

no

w

1

I

car

service.

used

razor

.11.iiht treas tiled

on

was
ave-

that occasion
after by

ever

its

Mill pr .fessur.

to

by heavy rains in the southern portion, 10to
12 inches of snow in Maine and New Hampshire, thunder ami
ghunug in the extreme
northeast, and practbaily a tidal wave on
the coast from ('ape < od to Portland. The
Boston Globe says
While tlie heavy snows in Maine -aused
some tie-ay in railroad transportation, and
the severe rains in tlie south were responsible for numerous washouts, the most destructive feature of the storm seems to have
been in tlie tremendous tide w hich swept, in

from tlie sea at noun, inundating a greater
portion of the c.-ast and causing a heavy loss
to owners <>i property along the water front
and at t! e beaches.
ii theories have been advanced as to
ti
phenomenon of the storm, for while the
disturbance caused severe gales in some
portions, within a radius of 50 miles of this

city

iiu

ported.

exceptionally heavy winds

were

re-

and certainly not on the coast.
The position of the moon undoubtedly
had much so do with the great height of the
tide, but a heavy easterly blow Home, distance out at sea, caused by the storm, probably had swelled the tidal wave to something far beyond what has been seen here
for many years.
Reports Sunday night from Maine and
New Hampshire show that the storm has
been severe throughout the region. More
snow fell in some places in Maine than has
been seen all winter, and trains from the
north and east into Portland have all been
more or less delayed.
Another peculiar feature of the storm
was the electric
phenomena in the afternoon at Eastport and St John.
For half an
hour it thundered and lightned, but this
was followed by a shift of wind to the northeast,, and nearly a blizzard at night.
The wind at one time at Eastport reached
a velocity of GO miles an hour.
Altogether
the storm has been rather a peculiar and a
remarkable one in New England.

1 he

Churches.

The services at the Baptist church next,
Sunday T.\iil he as announced last week,
having been omitted last Sunday on account
of

stormy afternoon the latter part of
at the corner grocery
was larger than usual, and as ah the important questions of the day had been settled it. the satisfaction of ail, it was noticed
that two old mink trappers were keeping
an egg box warm
Some one said: “Well,
Om-

pr< Milled throughout New Engand the Provinces.
It was attended
: :n

to

modest looking gentleman who
juictiy sir.uling down Pennsylvania

■;

raising her hand it came in contact with the
knife the hoy was using in such a manner as

inflict a bad cut on the little finger and
down the side of her hand a gash was made
clear t the bone. It was-a queer performIt has caused
cars were delayed and country travel greatMrs.
ance, nevertheless.
Knights considerable inconvenience and
ly impeded.
Similar reports come from other parts of ! will deprive her of the use of her hand for
the State, and there was a general suspen- some time.

cus-

great surprise to him,
the door to gaze after

was

and he joshed

dist.nguished

tlie wharves.

Augusta the storm was the most severe
the season and raged for IS hours. About
10 inches of snow fell, all electric and steam

The
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as

At

land

\

on

it seemed

of

men.

The

at tunes

would go up

Augus’a called much interest and some
-{peculation. The later announcement
that

and

last week the crowd

c!l at

;ic

there viII

Congress

now

be

a

procure the
euite* incut of s untcurrency legislation. In
view -f the cont ested seat ir the Senate
v

f:

mis

4.1

on

<>ifgoij.

:u

it

1

is somewhat

uncertain

whether the Republicans will be
able to control the Senate on any financial
legislation. In is believed, however, that
as

got there,
pocket he

J

and weut to take him out of

my

deader than a uit, having
smothered himself to death, and I have never
seen a mink in that brook from that
day to
this.”
was

News

as

The

ot the

Granges.

officers of Rainbow Grange, North

Brooksville, were installed Thursday evening, Jan. 20th, by R. H. Howard of Sedgp. m.
wick, assisted by Irvin Cousius and Retta
The President of the Epworth League re- Gray. They were as follows: Master, A.
quests all the officers of the League to meet A. Grindle; Overseer, Win. Cain; Lecturer,
m a cabinet meeting in the small
vestry of Merrill Herrick; Steward, Roscoe Gray;
the Methodist church this, Thursday, even- Asst. Steward, Ellery Herrick, Chaplain,
Mrs. R. Steele; Treasurer, Jerry Jones; Secing, at (i 45.
Mrs. Sylvia Grindle; Gate Keeper,
Very interesting revival meetings are now retary.
Allison Herrick; Pomona, Mrs. Mary Herbeing conducted by Miss Nellie Thompsou
rick; Flora, Mrs. Della Grindle; Ceres, Mrs.
at the Methodist church.
Her clear and
Addie Gray; Lady Asst. Steward, Mrs. Mae
faithful presentation of Bible truths are in-

enough sound-money Democ rats will be
found to join with the Republicans, and
in that case the currency question will he
Herrick. After the installation clam chowteresting and instructive.
quickly disposed of by the adoption of a
der, cake and pies were served.
Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
proposition such as was suggested by
The executive committee of the State
Sunday, Jan. .50th, will be as follows: SerPresident. McKinley in his message to
grange was in session at Augusta Jan. 20th
mon by the pastor at 10 45 a. m. ;
“The
theme,
and Master O. Gardiuer announced the folGcngiess. He advised the retention in Voice in the
Wildernesstext, John 1:23;
State deputies: Nelson Ham, Lewthe Treasury of the notes whmh are prelowing
school
at
12
m.
Sunday
; meeting of Junior
iston; D. H. Thin^, Mt. Vernon; Frederick
sented for redumption in gold coin, but L-ague at 3.30 u. m. ;
meeting of Epworth
which under tl e present law must be irn- League at 0; song service at 7, followed by a Robie, Gorham; M. B. Hunt, Belmont; Edward Wiggin, Augusta; John A. Roberts,
inediately reissued, and the increase of the discourse by Miss Xellie Thompsou.
Norway; W. B. Ferguson, Brewer; Geo M.
national bank note issues to be brought
Services at the Uuiversalist church next
Twitched, Augusta; L. W. Jose, Dexter;
about by allowing the national bauks to Sunday will he as follows: Morning worGeo. W. Ritchie, Winterport; R. Leavitt,
issue notes u:> to the par value of the
ship with sermon at 10.45, followed by Sun- Howes Corner; B. F. Hamilton, Biddeford ;
United .States bonds deposited by them as day school. Devotional meeting at six Otis Meader, Albion; Ansel Holway, Skowo’clock in the evening, led by tlie pastor,
gan; E. H. Libby, Dirigo. The county depsecurity.
the topic being appropriate to Young uties were also
appointed. The deputies for
People’s Sunday. At the morning service Waldo county are: B. F. Foster, Halldale ;
I in- ]. >ud bid m again before Congress.
the music announced for last Suuday will
W. D. Thompson, Winterport.
>< ntcln d," but not
Ii v\ »killed, iu the he sung.
l ist Cungioss.
11 is aptly described as
NOMINATIONS BY THE GOVERNOR.
| The employment of an evangelist is often
a
mx
on newspapers for the benefit of I a hard
question to settle. To make a misThe following nominations have been
lailroads and express companies.
It is take is a serious matter. There are two ac- made by Governor Powers:
credited evangelists living in the district—
State superintendent of schools—W. W.
specially aimed at the country press, and Rev. F. H. Jones of South China, who is
Stetson, Auburn.
too well known to need commendation, and
should it become a law* would be fatal to
Trustee of State normal schools—Prof.
Miss Nellie Thompson of Morrill, who has
H. L. Chapman, Brunswick.
The Turf, Farm recently entered the iield. Miss
many local newspapers.
Thompson
Recorder of the western Hancock munihas had good success at Knox and Searsport.
ami IF me thinks that Maine publishers,
cipal court—W. A. Remick, Bucksport.
Hr. Fernald recommends her very highly.
Trustee Bath Military and Naval Orinstc:i<l m; trying to kill the bill, should
She is now assisting Rev. G. G. Winslow,
phan Asylum—John O. Shaw of Bath.
seek to modify it so that it shall recognize at Belfast. Either of these workers may he
Harbor commissioner—Heury Fox, Portsecured for expenses and free-will
offerings. land.
a difference between the publications that
| W. W. Ogier, P. E., in Zion’s Herald.
.tic entitled to the present reasonable postThe
There will he the usual
mid-week prayer
not.
It says:
meeting at the North Church this, ThursThe Loud bill, or something akin to it
day, evening at 7 15. Sunday services will
is sure to pass in the very near future,
be as follows: Morniug
worship at 10 45,
and it is much wiser to work for an inwith sermon by the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills.
modification
of
it
than
to
to
telligent
try
overthrow it entirely. The bill as its pro- Sunday school at 12 M. Consecration meetvisions apply to rural weeklies is practiing of the C. E. Society at 6.15 p. in. Topic,
cally prohibitary. This fact should be “For Christ and the Church: what shall we
clearly shown, for the small country do?” Ex. 35: 20 29; Luke 14:33. The pasweekly needs help now more than ever, tor will give a lecture in the vestry at 7.15
pressed as it is by the more prosperous p. in.
dailies from the larger cities.
age rates

and those that

promises

to

give

us.

As to the Representative from this district we are sure that in him the country
newspaper will find an earnest champion,
ud

Eclipse.

are

Our contemporary says further:
Three representatives to Congress from
this State are newspaper publishers and
they certainly ought to be as much interested iu this matter as any of us, but it
does not seem as though they realized
the danger of such a law as the Loud bill

believe that if the attention of the
Congressman from the 4tb district is callwe

ed to it he will not be found

wanting.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. has
put a power winch into the building to
move work between the machine
shop and
pattern room.
Ice cutting is now well under way and
the product is of good thickness Capt. J. W.
Burgess lias cut a small quantity on Goose
River and is at work on the Gurney pond at
the Head of the Tide. George A. Leavitt is
filling an ice house in East Belfast for the
local trade, cutting on Goose River.

Tarrat.uie Tribe, I. O. R. M held a special
meeting Friday evening, Jan. -1st. Great
Sachem Albro E. Chase, and Great Chief of
Records, \V. E. St.John, both of Portland,
were present, assisted m the work, and gave

appointed

1

(>tb'.ugbt tl

I

District Convention. f the

I ever saw. I was sorter dumb for a minute,
The officers of Aurora Rebekah Lodge,
but says I to myself, you ar^ mine. So what i I. O. O.
F., were installed Tuesday evening,
do you ’spose I done?” “I cannot imagine,” ! Jan.
25tli, by Special Deputy Grand Master,
said the clerk. “Well, sir,” said Sbedd, “I
l. Bird, assisted by Mrs. Annie
Bertha
held my jacket open like this (showing the Adams as Grand Marshal; Miss Grace Walcrowd how he opened his coat) and at the
ton, Graud Warden, Miss Hattie Furbish,
same time I gave my foot a toss
up and I’ll
Grand Secretary; Miss Carrie Gilmore,
be whipped if that critter didn’t laud right
Grand Treasurer. The list of elective offiin my inside pocket of my
jacket Yes, cers was published at the time of the elecsir, and then I legged it for home, an' when tion. The
officers are .is follows:

usual in the PeoMeetings
ple s Mission every evening this week exopt Monday and Friday evenings; also on
Sunday at 2.30 ami 7 p. in. Bible class at 1
held

a

Lodges in the Eighth Masonic District at
Belfast, February 10*h The district comprises Plicenix and Timothy Chase Lodges
of Belfast, King David of Liu< olnville, Mariners of Searsport, Island of Islesboro, Pownalof Stockton an Exceisior of Northporfc.

business this winter ?''
Job,
“Not very brisk,” he replied, “I've lost
three so far." “How was that, did some
intructious in the new secret work. The deone
steal
them?”
“Yes,” answered grees of Adoption, Hunter, Warrior and
the trapper. “How could you tell there
Chief were conferred on candidates from
were three
minks stolen?” was
asked. Belfast,
Brooks, Swanville and Searsport.
“Tell ?” replied Job; that was easy enough.
An oyster supper was served aud remarks
In the first place the trap was disarranged, were made
by the visiting officials aud
and in the next place l could tell by the
members of the local tribe.
smell of the trap, and the three times 1 went :
The. most important, event in Knights
to my trap those smells gave everything j
Templar circles in Augusta this winter was
the official visitation of Right Eminent Fritz.
away; and in fact I c ould almost smell out
the feller that got them.” Well, sir,” broke H. Twitehell, Graud Commander of Maine,
and work in the order of the Templar at
in Sbedd, the other trapper. “I can tell
you
Masonic Temple, Friday night, which was
one thiug, there never was but one mink
witnessed by more than 150 Sir Knights, incaught iu Shaw’s brook and that was many cluding many visitors from Maine Comof Gardiner, De Molay of Skow bemamlary
I caught him myself
“Tell us
years ago.
gan, St. Outer of Waterville, Palestine of
about it Sbedd,’ spoke up the clerk. “Well, Belfast, St. Bernard of East-port, Pilgrim of
sir, began the old trapper, “I was sitting Farmington and St. Johns of Bangor After
to the
down on a big rock an’ one leg was bangin’ the work the Sir Knights repaired
banquet ball where a hue banquet wa* servdown easy like, near the water, an’ I w*as
ed by Sir Knight L. B. Weaver. [Kennebec
filling my pipe, an’ just as I struck a light I Journal.
Palestine was represented by E. C.f James
happened to look down, an’ by hokey, right
on the toe of my boot sat the
prettiest mink H. Howes, wbo was one of the speakers.
how is the mink

the storm.
will he

King So’oman Council, R.
and S. M., will be installed Feb. 1st. The
installation will be public to members and
their families. A picnic supper will be served. O. A. Cobb of Westbrook, Grand Master,
has beeu iuvited to officiate.
The officers of

There will he

Calcutta, Jan. 22. The eclipse of the sun
was witnessed at ad
the Indian stations
under favorable conditions, the weather being perfect and the results were most valuable. The totality at Buxar lasted one and
a half minutes.
Five special trains went to

Buxar with Europeans. There were no disturbances. The natives in many places regarded the eclipse as presaging the downfall
of their British rulers.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury,
mercury will
and completely

as

surely destroy the sense of smeil
derange the whole system when

entering it through the

mucous

surfaces.

Such

articles should never he used except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage
they will do is ten fold to the good you can possi.

bly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F'. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken internally and is
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co
Testimonials free.

4w4

*3*Sold by Druggists, price 76c. per bottle.

War.,

Courts.

an

Estate of Frank F.

Frye, Montville,

NEW ROOM PAPER.
Just received 5,000 rolls

splendid designs.

PRICES 5 TO 8 CENTS.
OF OVR PAPER FREE.

irJT TRIM ALL

500 Rolls Remnant

3c.

Paper,

lc. per
2c.

Plain 9 in. Remnant Border,
Embossed 9 in. Remnant Border,

execu-

tor’s inventory returned.
Estate of Ferdinand E. Sawyer, Knox;
executrix’s inventory returned.
Estate of Alexander Dumphee, Belmont;
guardian's inventory returned.
Estate of Mary E. Gilmore, Monroe; administrator’s inventory returned.
Estate of
laborn H., Dora A Camero J.

CARLE & JONES,

pZ!

*

* EVENING.

yd.

21 riain St., Belfast.

$*****♦***■»

v

Hood’s *par?Ma

Is the One True Blood

Insolvency

abstract of the busl»ess of
Following
the Courts of Probate ami Insolvency for
Waldo county, January term, 1898:
Estate of Alice Overlook ; decree of adoption and change of name revoked.
Estate of Levi Staples, Stockton Springs;
first and final account of administratrix
allowed.
Estate of Flora M. Sherman, min- r, Belfast; final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Mary D Patterson, Waldo; secoud and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Morris E
Nickerson, minor,
SwauviLe; first account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Helen D. Carver, minor, Monroe ;
first and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of
William X
Fowler, minor,
Brooklyn, X. V ; fiual account of guardian
allowed.
is

--

The schools at the Cove did not keep Monday. On account of blocked condition of
the roads in the back parts of the town the
scholars failed to appear.

first

Probate and

Growing Stronger

snow now.

Emery Brown of Rockland
Sunday.

Mr.

with

NEWS.

some
1

(

tide

high

very

The
only
churches at which services were held were
the Congregationalist (and there only in
the forenoon) and the Methodist, forenoon
and evening. The latter meeting was addressed by Miss Nellie Thompson and the
audience comprised those who came out to
attend that and other evening meetings.
The next day tra\el was interfered with to

whatever tbe situation

same,

a

wharves

ITL>BLR\.

A

NORTHPORT

Storm.

Last Sunday’s storm, which was so severe
eisewhere, brought a large amoont of snow
accompanied by a high wind that made all
kinds of out-of doors movements decidedly
uncomfortable. As the wind was northeast
the sea did no damage here, although there

JANUARY 27, 1898.

BELFAST. THURSDAY.

Snow

Sunday's

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Brier; Con., Ina Knowltou;
Leonard; I. G Kate Robinson;
R. S. N. G., Hattie. Furbish; L. S. N. G.,
Eliza Knowltou; R. S. V G., Hattie DeedEmma

O. G., R. C

ing; L. S. V. G Henrietta Cottrell; Chap.,
Myra Hanson. Supper was served as is
usual at the lodge meetings.
A delegation of Odd Fellows and ladies
went from Belfast to Monroe last Friday to
attend the dedication of the new hall and
officers of Monroe Lodge,
No. 130. Grand Master A. L. F. Pike of
Norway and Assistant Grand Secretary
Russell G. Dyer came in the afternoon ami
accompanied the Belfast delegation. They
went in hacks of the Belfast Livery Co
aud arrived in season for the excellent supper which was served at 5 o’clock, p. ui.
The dedication was by Grand Master Pike,
assisted by R. G. Dyer, as Grand Warden;
Samuel Adams ot Belfast as Graud Marshal;
Chas. R. Hill of Winterport, C. C. Whitcomb of Searsport, W. K. Keene aud N. G.
Pettingill of Belfast as Grand Heralds; A.
K. Braley of Belfast as Grand Chaplain.
The officers were installed by District Deputy Samuel Adams, assisted by A. K. Braley as Grand Warden; W. K. Keene as
Grand Marshal; R. G. Dyer as Grand Secthe installation of

retary; George Snow of Winterport as
Grand Treasurer. Music was interspersed
during the exercises by a local choir aud
orchestra.
Remarks were made by the
Grand Officers and by Noble Graud Jenkins of Monroe Lodge, the latter giving a
brief history of the lodge. After the exercises there was a dance at the ball. There
was a large attendance both at the Odd Fellows exercises and the dance, including a

delegation from Garfield Lodge

of Winter-

port, ami members of the order and ladies
from all the neighboring towns
The Belfast delegation arrived home about 3 a. m.

and Burnett K. Wellington, Liberty; guardian's inventory returned.
Estate of Ellen M. Fowler, Unity; execu-

tor’s inventory returned.

Estate of A. W. Hopkins, Frankfort; administrator’s inventory returned; petition
for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Trueworthy P. Perkins, Frankfort ; executor’s inventory returned ; petition
presented for license to sell real estate.
Estates of Lillias L., Wealthy P. aud Auios

Nichols, Searsport; guardian’s inventory

“d

Hat Pins.

administrator.
Estate of Jesse Smart, Troy ; will present- I
ed ; petition presented for appointment of
|

Hester A. Smart executrix
Estate of Herbert E. Clement, Sto* ktou
Springs; petition presented for appointment
of Eiien M. Shute administratrix.
Estate of Barnabas M. Roberts, Stockton
Springs; first and final account of admiuis
trator presente 1, as individual aud as partner
in firm of B. M. Roberts & Co.
Estate of Betsey Ann Sawyer, Knox; set !
ond account of administrator presented.
Estate of James H. Brown, Belfast; pen- !
tion presented for license to sell real estate
allowance granted to the widow.
Estate of Norman and John Clement,
Stockton Springs; petition presented for appointment of S. A. Rendell guardiau ; also
petition for appointment of Frank i. Grav
of Dedham guardian; hearing ordered To he !
heitl Feb Silt.

|

CHASE & DOAK,

J

restate "t iiieopmius poison, W interport;
first aud final account.of guardian presented.
Estate of Robert Patterson, Belfast; s -.\md
aud final account of executor presented
Estate of Mary E. South worth, Belfast;
third and final account of executors presented.
Estate of John Stokell, Winterport; first
account of executor presented
Estate o Seth L Miiliken, Belfast ; petition
presented for allowance to widow.
Estate of Cordelia Greeley, Palermo ; w .’i
presented; petition presented for appointment of Etta A. Greeley executrix.
Estate of Freeman Atwood, Monroe; will
presented; petition presented for appointment, of John I. Sewell executor.
Estate of Ezra Hanson, Brooks; will presented; petition presented for appointment
of Kate M. Hanson executrix.
Estate of Samuel S. Trivett, Prospect.
will presented; petition presented for appointment of Augeline R. Trivett executrix.
Estate of Joel T. Collier, Brooks; will approved ; Amanda M. Peahody executrix.
Estate of Cliarles Sargent, Monroe; will
approved; F. L Palmer executor.
Estate of Samuel C. Griffin, Stockton
Springs, will approv d.
Estate of Sarah A. Alexander, Belfast :
will approved.
Estate of Geo. W. Burgess, Belfast ; letters
of administration issued to Albert C. Burgess.
Estate of Emery Knowles,Belgrade ; letters
of administration issued to N. A. Knowles.
This i? a Kennebec county case transferred
to Waldo county, the Judge of Probate of
Kennebec being a creditor.

25 'lain Street. Belfast.

NATIONAL BANK.

PEOPLES

KKANR

A. KNOWLTOX, President.

L

Solicited

Deposits

j

Feb.

mimin''.u

July 21, 1S!* 1.
$*)D,1S0 2?i
Deo. 13, 1>«5.
81rt(),s:{<.i7

IS94.

>*.

j53M53.«»
July 11, 1*95.
j5l23.US5.5S

I)KP*»SITS:

\Vl(.(ilV ( ashler

It.

Dec.

1

5, l *
$*.1,07*

March

*'.t 1

870.1*0 Ml
July 11. 1 M»i*.
8172.DDH.1H

Dec. 17.

Is

!$|s:j.80.'

Dec. 15, 18<>7

$202,145.7:
These ft /tires ure token from our sworn statements to the
of the Currency, ITushinyton, on the uh tr ilutes.

Com/ttroll

DEPOSIT* in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT p.iy.i• >■.*
lemuil. un»u niter.".: payable
«M‘.
vary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during "/*»/ month draw interest tr-eu the
rit i, to depositors t-lvau Savings Hanks, u-.., mi.
This department offers m uch t/,-, titer
t\ in : wiee tin am. nr
m to the
ink, and all deposits m our Bank are
deposit is a
Capital Stork.
Tins Bank n.uuj the latest establishe I Bmk 1 NV.il lo Cou it v. our vauP Ins
th. ’m
nipiff *ri\j;
ments in Eire a u 1 Bur^iar-Pro >t w >rk. here
-1: c'/:> i. ■:
.r
bank in this county.
\
We have VIKB UKPtMir BOXKS at Stl, S'* and
per y ear.
<>
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired
.<

>

••

>

>

FRED ATWOOD

Winterport, Me.

j

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

Estate of Percy C. Peirce, Belfast; letters
administration issued to Leola A. Peirce.
Estate ol Mary A. Stevens, Belfast; letters
of administration issued to Herbert M. Stevof

Representing Over Twenty Million

ens.

Estate

of

Eli

Martin, Searsmont; letters of administration issued to Sanford

EiTSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. J 3 Security fBonds for Cashiers, Contra
ors, Administrators and Trutseos.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold
WALDO 88.—Supreme Judicial Court,
January refill, 1808.
Joseph Boynton

vs.

Elisha

<i.

So ton.

Ami now on suggestion to the Court that Elisha
(}. Norton, the defendant, at the time of service
of the writ, was not an inhabitant ot this State,
and had no tenant, agent or attorney within the
same, that his goods or estate have beet) attached
j m this action, that he has had no notice ot *,iid
suit
and attachment, it is Ordered, that notice of
i
INSOLVENCY COl KT.
: the pendency of this suit be given to the said
Hartsou Clark, Belfast discharge granted
defendant, by publishing an attested copy ot this
an 1 certificate issued.
; Order, together with an abstract of the plaintiff's
Edmund A. Hussey, Unity; discharge writ, three weeks successively iu The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
granted and certificate issued.
of Waldo, the last publication to be not
George L. Perkins, Burnham; discharge | County
| less than thirtv days before the next term of ilii
granted and certificate issued.
Court, to lie hidden at Belfast, within and tor the
James F Fernald, Belfast; first ami final
of \pril,
County, t Waldo, on the third
account of assignee tiled; petition for order ; 181)8, that the said defendant Tuesday
may then ami there
of dividend tiled.
! appear, and answer to said suit,’ if lie shall see
Attest :--TILES'TON WAl>I.IN. Clerk
Charles A
Bowdoin, Prospect; iist of as- cause.
sets and schedule of creditors returned.
ABSTRACT
OF I'l. A INTI FF’S WRIT
Frank Luce, Moutville; list of assets and
Action of assumpsit upon a promissory note,
schedule of creditors returned ; assigned to
dated
Jan.
30, 1803. for ;$200.00i two hundred
Register of Probate; oath taken.
dollars.
Augustus J Tobey, Palermo; yath taken;
Ail damnum. $600.
petition for discharge tiled.
Writ dated Sept. is. 1807, returnable to and
entered at the January Term. 1S‘J8.
Date of real estate attachment, Sept 21. 1807,
Corbett Signs to Fight Fit/.
at lOll., 30111., A. M.
Plaintiff’s Attorney, (ieo. E. Johnson, Belfast,
Maine.
Chicago, Jan. 25. Corbett to-night signed
A true copy of the Order of Court with Abstract
articles calling for a tight with Fitzsimmons, :
3w4
which George Considiue, of Detroit, is confi- of the Wiit
Attest —TILESTON WADI.IN, Clerk.
dent lie can
off next summer. The

pull

articles are identical with those governing
the tight at Carson City, with the exception
of the purse, which is $25,000, as against
$15,000 at Carson City. Considiue agrees to
post a forfeit of $5000 to go to the men in
case he fails to pull off the tight.
He demands a forfeit from each of $2500.

not

very robust need

Safe

deposit boxes for
$8

Our

new

$3, $5. $6.51)

an

and

burglary in the country.
renting boxes cm have the cxclusiv
privilege of taking their boxes to and from th
Those

vault.

W. L.

DR

^Veterinary

S

WEST,
Surgeon.-^

Office and

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.

Residence and
Office

Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone 8-2.

Residence

Telephone 2-1.

E. H. DURGrIN, M. D.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

very strong, a
of treatment with

Office hours until I)

a.

From 12.30 to 3 and 7

! S EARSPORT,
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m.

to

8 p.

m.
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nose

*
A

tOllMSTUATOir.s N.vn<
lit" ft 1 v ui\t‘S nolle.• tll.lt >H

file
Or.

1

I>.>iutc<I Administrate!

t

MIHI AM \V. (tun-

tin-

,1-

.!».
|, 11,;

|

»■ -1;

late

nmo.

•,

,.rt.

in the (’«'Mil v of W a’nlo. let •eased, ami *x i\am In >i
the law directs.
\: 1 persons l;a\ in-.- dema:
d said deceased are desire.i
present the same for sett lenient. and all indent
thereto ate requested to make payment inmie
ciiaki.ks a whittiki:
ately.
Searsport. .Jam 11. 18!*S. ;tw4
<

as

against theest;ite

A DM IN iSTR.VFRl \'S NOTICE The :bsoi.,
ii
hereby gives notice that -he Mrs
appointed Administratrix d the estate ot
1‘ERCY C. BKIRCK, late. I Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gi\.
■

make pavin'
v A
BK1RCI

JOELT. COI

LIEU, late of Biooks,

in

t he County of Waldo,
as the law directs.
All

deceased, and given i>.»i
persons having demandagainst tlieestateof said deceased aie desired
present the same for settlement. ami all imlebte
tin re to are requested t.> make payment imm.d
atelv.
AMANDA M H:\ltohV
;iw4
Brooks, Jan. 11,1 898

N'lFU I..
Flic -ul.senber here1
J
gives notice that In-has been duly appoint.'
Executor ot the last will and ie-tameiii -d
(TI.AR1.ES SARGENT, late d M
,,
ill t he ('■ Mint v ot \\ iId.>, dee. a-e.i, tml given i>■ m.i
as the law directs.
All pei-mis having demand
against the estate <d said de.agist'd tit.* desired
present the same l< set lenient. aiid all imlebte
thereto ale requested
make pa\men’ imin.-d
IK
atelv
DKKII lx 1 B.VL VIER
Monroe. Jan. I I 1 spy
Aw

tjvXI'JT"FOB’S

DM1NISTRATOR

S

\nTUT,

I In

b-

rib

\ herel
appointed Adininisl ratoi 1 I lie esiale .>1
I I.I MARTIN, late
I Sear-mont.
in the County ol Waldo, doeea-c<|. ami giv-o
bonds >s the law directs.
\1! poisons having de
mantis against the estate ot
-aid deceased at.
desired t<> present the same lot settlement, an
all indebted thereto are requested to make pa\
ment immediately
SANFORD M A KIT N
Searsmont, Jan’. 1 1, 181)8. 3vv4
NOTICE.

Ihe

-utiserihe:

/l hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed Administratm <<f the estate <>t
GEORGE VV. BC RGESS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the
present the
thereto are

ately.

estate of said deceased are desired to
same tor settlement, and all indebted
requested to make payment immedi
A I.BERT C. BCRGESS.

Belfast, Jan. 11, 1898.

Administrators

3w4

notice.

The subscriber
been
ol

duly

BARKER, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

Thirty years in the business at Liberty. The
finest stock of all grades to be found between tlie
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheapest wood casket to the finest broadcloth and velvet, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat-

18 Main St,
diseases of

KHliiNl, >le

CHARLES

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
Cm2

t

1 ill's address

hereby eives notice that he has
appointed Administrator of the estate

you get SCOTT’S Emulsion. See that the
and fish are on the wrapper.
All druggists ; 50c. and f 1.00.
SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemists, New York.

to

;

Lincolnviib and Camden,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

not

Special attention given

on

the towns

tio
agent in each town. Light work
N > capital liapiiu-.i,
p l>
1-p u t

4

sure

throat.

eilliet
in

■

(iradifute ami Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.

of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda supplies
exactly what they want. They
will thrive, grow strong and be
well all winter on this splendid food
tonic. Nearly all of them become
For adults who
very fond of it.

Be
•Ban

rent at
a year.'

vault is

uneqnaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED »» security against fire

a

the Emulsion for a couple
of months in the fall will
put them through the
winter in first-class condition. Ask your doctor
about this.

as

EX

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

EMULSION

course

i..t

KCl FRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber here!
gives notice that sin- has been dulv appotn
ed Executrix of the last will and testament <d

$33,000

SURPLUS,

SCOTT'S

Cummings—Overlook

Xortliport,

cum as

indebted thereto are requested t•
immediately.
Id ol,
Belfast. .Tan. 11. 1898
3w4

Established in 1836.

warming, building and fat-forming
food—something to be used for two
or three months in the fall—that
they may not suffer from cold.

are

(rood reliable agents.
Women, to

■

Well
Children
are

1

bonds as the taw directs.
All persons having
mands against the estate of sail! deceased are d
sited to present the same for set t lenient, ami a

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

that

Assets.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (il.ASS, TORNADO INSURANCE

Martin.
Estate of John W. Mitchell, Freedom ; letters of administration issued to Aduah J.
Mit hell.
Estate of Melissa S. Kmght, Liucolnville;
all- wance grant *d to the widower.
Estate of Benjamin Libby, Belfast: allowance granted to the widow; case appealed
by the other heirs to the S. J. Court.
Estate of Merrie E., Chester A,, Lona M
Harold B. and Joshua Reynolds, Jr., Burnham; letters of guardianship issued to Adelia
A. Reynolds.

Wedding Bells.

A pleasant home
wedding took place in Prospect, Jan. 5, at (
p. m., when Mrs. Florence Overlook and Mr
Libbeus C. Cummings, both of Prospect,
were united in marriage at the home of the
groom, John F. Libby, Esq., officiating.
The ceremony was performed in presence 01
Mr. Edwin Ayer of Boston, Mass. The
bride was becomingly gowned in serge
trimmed with satin and lace, and wore rubies. She is well known in St. George She
is a teacher of music, and was at one time
the leader of the First Baptist church choii
at this place, which was her home until six
years ago. The groom is a man of line
qualities, and owns one of the finest places
in Prospect.
They received many beautiful
presents ; among them, a solid gold watch
from the groom, a gold-trimmed banquet
lamp from Mr. and Mrs. Isaac M. Cummings,
a silver tea-urn from Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Scott.
Their many friends wish them a
long and happy life. [Rockland Opinion.

Metal Girdles

re-

turned.
Estate of George B. Ordway, Swanville, I
administrator’s inventory returned.
Estate of Seth Oliver, Searsmout; petition ;
presented for appointment of V. A. Simmons I

Saturday.

Kowe-Spurliko. The many friends in
newspaper and business circles of Herbert
W. Rowe, publisher aud manager of the
Maine Sportsman, congratulate him on bis
marriage Wednesday, to Miss Blanche E.
Spurliug, au accomplished young lady of
Brewer, aud the happy couple have the best
wishes of a host of acquaintances on their
journey through life. The Maine Sportsman, under the management of Editor Rowe,
has attained a high place among publications
of its class, and the January issue, which is
an “Exposition number,” is the finest thus
far brought out. [Industrial Journal.

NEW STYLES

presented

L. C. MOUSE,
guaranteed.
Liberty, Me., Jan. 10, 1808.—2tf

isfaction

and

j

A.

bonds as the law directs.
\1! pei sons Inn mg <1.
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present flic same lor settlement and till
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ALBERT BKIRCK.
immediately.
Frankfort, Jan. 11,1898. 3w4
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RED
ROUGH
HANDS

have been granted as follows:
Edward F. Spear, Centre Mont"It* to $17; original, Lewis W. Pendlertland, $10.

■isions
tse,

»

g to the storm L. C. Morse, Esq., deiiis visit to Belfast to attend to p«n-

but will be here next week,
1st and Feb. 1st, at C. F. Cobbett’s
.re, 127 Main street,
siness,

there last week

at

glare ice. She has been

the first

on

-x

boat for Pitcher’s Pond was
and is ready for

iee

oew

probably because those who
stiff breeze are likely to see

the Star,
lu-r in

a

The Waldo CounAssociation will meet with E.
Address
rigs Post, Monroe, Feb. 3d.
come by Isaac F. Cook; response by
nt Harding; remainder of program
The Sons of
e local Post and Corps.
aus are cordially invited to meet with
H R. Dawson, Sec.

ITCHING

HUMORS-

CUTICUKA

RBMKDIES.y

Frauk Parker, who recently submitted to
the mortgage bonds of the a severe
surgical operation is improving
Lake Railroad Co., ; quite rapidly and is able to be out.
A
W.
C. Burgess,
B. Swan and
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Iiervev, met at the Savings Bank
Belfast post office for the week ending Jan.
1st, and drew for redemption bonds to
22nd: Ladies—Mrs. Phebe McKenney. GenThis makes a total
mount of $3,500.
tlemen— Mr. Frankie Holbrook, Care Wind>n of the bonded debt of the company
sor Hotel, Whalon Kilon.
MR), leaving the debt $131,500.
The Boston Tea Co. have leased the Mar-

('banning League (Unitarian)

held

meeting at the home of Mrs.
Tvler, Jan. 1‘tth, with a large attendAfter a re-election of the old board of
the reading for the winter was refollowed by the usual Current
Ice cream and cake were served
stess, which was something of an
neverthemi. but heartily enjoyed

annual

■

Mr. Geo. B.
;.s .i peared f<*r the second time this
bi-lore L;s many Belfast admirers in
lions*-, Jan. lVfh. The recital of
•st
interesting and natural play
ive wn!i the admiration of all who
ite
and understand Shakespeare.
;i
be aro'ialed Mr. Williams as
Ai'n Aii'iri

Nothing.

r-rsonai-ami lie
rtainiy ranks
best readers before the public
«

the

g

H*

pleasing, easy, natural and
reading with a zeal that is

;s

int•

the

He can be assured of a cordial
h> Belfast's literary people if he

.mnis
ai

again

visit,

us.

'.
Tiicst<>u Wadlin,
Courts, has compiled for the
Registrar "1 Vita! Statistics the renv-M'.cs decreed by tlie Supreme
Court for Waldo County during the
The whole number for the year
-! wbi.di 7 were on ••omplaint. of the

81

a nsTU

and hi

1

pie

was

1.

;

fm

n

ed

causes

were as

for which

follows, utter

more,8; adultery, 4;
treatment, 8; failure to
.M"l confirmed habits of inor

years

in.) abusive,
gr 'ss

UlHlI, 1.

The difticulty existing
’■'i Cipt. Crockett and the heirs of
J1 Stover has been settled by C.ipt.
buying ‘be steamers Catherine,
c.id Florence, and a company will be
i umler the laws of this State.
Mr.
I
Cleveland, <)., will probably be
-nt, and Com Alexander Henderson,
N
treasure.-. Capt. Oscar A. Crockett
the general manager. The CatherN"TE>

ir.u

>.

••

:-.-i

i

fV»rnugh

a

on

t'c

•renct*
i.i*-i

overhauling

will

be

and the Juliet
put in readiness for
business.... It is announced
Bluehill route
will

be

■ine twin-screw, steel, sea-going
Aroostook building for the Manliati'; Jo it Company, ami to be placed
N- a 3'»rk and Bangor route iu the
w 11! ca 11 at Rockland and Belfast...

remained in Rockland ast
about b hours and arrived
-T
lit O p. 1U.
Friday. She left tlie
;ghr. at h» o’clock and arrived in BelShe left for Bosin. Saturday.
cJis

ty

m

nigl

•.nie

t

Moi day.

From.

p;.

d yertiskm ents.

Sell. Abbv

M.

Deering,

See

announce-

of the assignees of bargains offered at
the sale of clothing, furnishing goods, etc.,
at the White Store, 81 Main street. The goods
must lie disposed of, and have been marked
down to prices that must ensure sales_
Have you got that sleigh ? If not, call on J.
W.

.Jones,

<i<> Main

street, who

can

supply

anything
Good sleighing is assured for some time to
collie, ami moonlight evenings are at hand.
Get a sleigh-Burkett’s bargains continue
right along, and while others are sleighing
lie is
slaying
prices.Good, reliable
you

want in that line.

—

agents, men or women, wanted at once.
Address “Z,” Belfast, Me-Chase & Doak
pins.

years. The
.-

A

New
ment

have

1 in April, lv'7.
irried less than live years; 3 from 5
trs
1 from 1" to 20 years; 3 from 20
vvert

The new instruments for the Belfast Band
have been ordered and two have been received. They are a double B fiat bass and a
piccolo, ordered by R. P. Chase; a baritone,
an E fiat tuba and fo'ur E fiat altos by E. S.
Pitcher ; and a euphoneum by Chase & Duak.
The euphoneum and piccolo have arrived
and are fine instruments
The lot will
cost >5.'i0, exclusive of freight. The. fund
for the purchase of the instruments amounts
t.* >525.

tlie wife.

of

married in

■

,-s

on Main street, recently
occupied
R. A. Clifford as a restaurant, and the
is
to be fitted up with plate glass winplace
dows, new fixtures, etc The Tea Co. expects
to take possession about March 1st.

Mrs.

June, 189b, and
Of the others 7 had

complaint

on

shall store

you with

erk <>f

new

styles

in

metal

girdles

ami hat

Slaughter of Rodents. The vicinity of
railroad track at the freight station was
the scene of a wholesale slaughter of innocents (?) Sunday.
The high tide drove an
army of rats from their abode under the j
Lewis wharf, and they started for shelter on *
the mainland. But an unexpected obstacle
the

the form of the beautiful snow,
and the fugitives were soon so badly chilled
that they could hardly move. At this stage
they were discovered by the boys, who at
met them iu

them with clubs,
and when the battle was ended a count of
the slain showed 209 victims. In one pile
there were 137, while the field of battle was
strewn with the bodies of their comrades.
once

went

gunning

for

Shipping Items. Schooner Maria Webster
Isle a Haut last week to get a load
of sheep for Simmons aud Freeman of Waldo,
but when they got there tile slieep-fold was
bare—a llock land dealer had been there and
bought the whole flock... .Sells. Eliza J.
Pendelton, Penobscot, Puritan and Sallie
I’Uii were at New York last week discharging, aud sell Willie L. Newton was loading
for Brunswick, Ga... The big four-maste.il
schooner W. B. Palmer receives >1 per ton
for carrying coal from Newport News to
Boston-Sell. James Holmes will leave
went to

Lewis wharf, Boston, to-morrow, Friday, for
Belfast, with general cargo-Sell. Adelia
T. Carlcton arrived yesterday from Barren
Island, N. Y.. with phosphate for L. A.
Knovvlton-Sell. John M. Fiske arrived
yesterday from Portland with corn aud oats
for L

T. Shales & Co.

jC,.v
Alaska,
j
Brazil, .Dec- -".for water,and relaSleighing. Up to the preseut time .Janu^
liuve received a letter from Atis- ary lias given us continuous
sleighing. The
ugh, one of the party. They were night of Dec. flist
enough snow tell to mHhe
4 days out and had had a pleasant
good sledding, and each storm since up to
gc with the exception of the first ten
last Sunday has improved the traveling.
when they had some rough weather,
When the roads got worn down aud
slewy
iptain has proved himself a good uav* there came a slight fail of snow to make it
the vessel staunch, able, and a good
ail right. Thursday, Jan. 20th, 0 inches of
v. ami everything had gone
smoothly, damp snow fell, which made as good sleighf the party was seasick until after crossing as could be asked for. The storm of
'be equator. They started with three
pets Sunday, Jan. 23d, it was feared would block
c.as and a dog, but the cats got overthe roads and cause trouble, but the roads
-trd and the dog went mad and had to be
were broken out the next day and
sleigb•■-led. They would not have had to call
ridiug was resumed. It is likely to continue
w ater
r
but for the fact that some addi- for some
time, as the large body of snow on
nul casks bought in Boston had contained
the ground would not be removed by an orand the water was undrinkable. Their
dinary rainstorm. [ After the above was put
mention is to go thro igh Magellan Straits in
type another blustering storm set iu, be1 touch at San Francisco to obtain their
ginning early Wednesday morning aud was
will
then
sail
for
ning supplies.
They
iu progress when The Journal went to
press J
tska, going as far \vi ,h the vessel as posThe Peoples’ Lecture Course.
The
m ami then taking to their steam launch
fourth entertainment in the People’s Lecture
dories.
Mr. Clough was in good health
Course was given Monday evening in the
cl spirits.
Belfast Opera House. The lecturer was Dr.
I he Belfast Deputy Collector. Con- James Hedley of Cleveland, Ohio, and his
i-Table interest lias centered of late, in subject was “What is a Man Worth?” Dr.
D- puty (’olleetorslr.p of the Belfast Hedley is possessed of a marked
personality,
House. Shortly after the change of and he held the closest attention of a large
ministration James S Harriman smceed- audience throughout his discourse. Without
Wm. P. Thompson as Collector, but no preamble he at once entered
upon the dismg*-- was made in the deputy, Charles H. cussion of his subject, taking as an illustra•■ hell
remaining, his official title being tion a famous painter, who became poor ami
a

mi

Deputy

Scotia for

touclied

Collector,

Weiglier

and

In June last. Mr C. M. Bawsel of
mger.
niton, Oiiio, came here with
eommission
Special Deputy, and as Mr. Mitchell rei" (1 this increased the force of the
office,
hiding th« Deputy Collector* at Roek"t and North Haven, so that the office

■>

under civil service

one
■•w

rules

of the civil

rules.

service

July 27th
issued,

were

the operations of the
exempted
others, the following: Oue
hief or principal deputy or assistant colector in each district, and one principal
leputy or assistant collector in each sub-

a

inch

aw,

from

among

port or station. This removed the Belfast
district employes from under the civil
service

rules

Bawsel, and
appointment elsewhere and moved away. The deputies at
North Haven and Book port were changed
soon after.
Monday, Jan. 24, Bancroft H.
( •■nant received an appointment as
Deputy
Collector, Weigher and Gauger, to take
effect when he takes the oath of office,
which has heretofore been in about GO
days
after the, appointment, or as soon as the new
he

except
received an

Mr.

died unknown in

garret in London. This
painter's greatest work was entitled Peace,
and represented a thrush upon its nest. The

painter’s

remains

a

dissecting room and used as a subject to demonstrate the chemistry of the human
body. The
demonstrator found the proper quantities of
salt, sugar, carbon, calcium and glue, all
having a certain commercial value, but the
worth of the man cannot be measured
by
such a method. His worth
lay in his work
for humanity, which far exceeded the commercial value of his chemical
ingredients.
It is not the physical or chemical that makes
the worth of the mau. It is the character.
We canuot measure a man’s worth by chemical analysis, nor by the epitaph on his tombwere

stone,

nor

a

mothers’ meetThe subject of
A cordial invi-

given to all.

tation is

The Social Whist Club will hold a ladies’
matinee this, Thursday, afternoon at Memorial Hall.
Playing will begin at 2 o’clock,
sharp. Tea will be served.

-WILL CONTINUES

j

HIS_

GRAND CLOSING ODT SALE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. Alliance
will meet with Mrs. E. A. U. Burringtou,
Cedar street, Friday afternoon, Jan. 28 h.
A full attendance is desired.
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Geo. R. Carter Jau. 31st, at 2 p. m. It
is expected a talk on Germany will be
given by one who has travelled in that
Mrs.

l

'THIS WEEK WE SHALL GIVE YOU PHENOMENAL BARGAINS IN
ENTIRE NEW GOODS JUST REfrom the New York markets. Now is the time to buy Summer goods and make them
up during the du l winter days
—We have not space to quote the
quality and prices.—The assortment is too large and varied. We ask the^trade to call and
inspect these beautiful goods. The prices we guarantee to be tempting.

country.
Mr. Geo. O. Hatch, who lives
Little

feet long

20

on

River,

Northport
building a yacht

is

...

on

the keel and 35 feet

all.
the

over

probably be the only addition
local yacht fleet this season.
It will

to

The next assembly by Aurora Rebekah
Lodge, I. O. O F., will be held in Udd Fellows’ hall Thursday eveuiug, Feb. 3d.
The
music will be by the Belfast Theatre Orchestra. All are cordially invited.

cflved

50 SHAWLS worth 2,50,

$1,25 5 Bales 1 yd. wide Brown Cotton,

now

The children of the Universalist Sunday
school

give

will

a

public

entertainment

Every shawl

that promises to be of unusual
excellence. They have been in training for
some time with Miss Elizabeth Kelley, Mrs.
Frost and others.
next week

at

The steamer yacht Narada
New York for a winter’s

Mediterranean, and
Henry Walters, and

is

fitting

in this store to be sold

regardless

Good

of cost.

a

number

DRESS GOODS,

Christian Endeavor Rally. The C. E.
the Baptist and Congregational
churches of this city will observe Christian
Endeavor Day, Feb. 2d, the anniversay of
the organization of the C. E. movement, by

All the short
closed at your

The C. E.
societies in North Belfast, East Belfast,
Searsport, Northport, Poor’s Mills and Morrill have been invited to attend
The meeting will begin at 7 15 p. m. with a service if
song, to he followed by an address by Rev.
E L. Marsh of Waterville.
at

the

Baptist, church.

^cn“

*

2 Cases Bleached Cotton
1 Case Lonsdale Cambric,

*

lengths have been measured
own prices.

and will be

Best

yard.

Left

over

and the hose

m

The

companies

house

w*as

Our

elegant

assortment

•

•

•

•

Marked Down

a

This sale
A Perfect Gem of

20

mile.

1,000 Yds.

Whitcomb’s house was built last year at a
cost of §1100, and was insured for §800. The
owner is unusually unfortunate, having lost
a hand in machinery about two years ago.

Estate.

a

Bargain.

inches wide, worth sOc.,

Striped

MARKED
DOWN TO

200 Bleached Pillow Cases. I.l\:!ii.

now

Washed Silks

37 l-2c

Mass.,to Emily E Flagg,do.; land and buildings in Belmont. Daniel R. Hanson, Jacksou, to Martha Fenlason, Brooks; land in
Jackson. Deo. H. Barbour et ala., Brewer,
to Alice A. Barbour, do.; land in Islesboro.
Sarah Herbert, Waterville, to John McDonald, Freedom; land in Freedom. Emily
Jennison, Worcester, Mass., to Wm. H.
Horton, Providence, R. I.; land in Islesboro.
W.T. C. Hamilton, Minneapolis, Minn, to
C. C. Hamilton, Boston; laud and build.ugs
in Searsport. Carrie G. Bowen,
Searspott,
to Geo. A. Bowen, do ; land and
buildings
iu Searsport. Nettie S. Wheeler, Cambridge, Mass., to Emma M. Wadlin, Belfast
land and buildings in Belfast. Norris E.
Bragg, Bangor, to Ira M Cube, Chicago
HI ; land in Northport. L A. Kuowlton,
Belfast, to Ira M. Cobe; land in Northport.
Mary Ann Grant, Frankfort, to Fred Coffin,
Monroe; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Lucy Pooler, Fairfield, to Savage Pooler,
Unity Plantation; land in Unity and Unity

$2.00

only

ment of these
h this
i

100 Quartered Oak Centre Tables,

i

Two

Shelves, Brass Claw Feet,
enclosing glass b .11, worth $$.00,

goods.

grand sale. Buy

magnificent assort-

a

All former efforts will be

early

and

secure

eclipsed

the best trades

shown in Belfast.

2 Bales &il Linen Crash

only

5c

50 Doz. Hemmed Linen Towels

only

i

_

In this department will be found
the prices will assuredly be the

assortment of patterns and
means of closing out the stock.

a tine

Down 25 per cent.
1 Case Blankets only
j 2 Bales all wodI

7?'

"ow

$1.25

50c

Carpets, manufactur-

ers’

1

No Better can be Had
A Belfast Man
Makes a Statement.

samples, yard lengths,
Case Marseilles QuiltS, forge size, extra qualtv, worth

25c
A_

£1.2?,now t/i>C

on

Searsport avenue, overlooking Belfast bay, is the
residence of our respected citizen, L C. Putnam.
Our representative had a pleasant talk with Mr.
Putnam, who explained enthusiastically about his
poultry farming, and told bow he moved to Indiyears ago, but returned to Belfast and took up
Mr. Putnam with equal
enthusiasm talked of a subject that will interest
many Belfast readers, published in his own words.

ever

upon our counters

10c
only
50 Doz. Elegant Towels, Fringed and
20 Mackintoshes,former pricne0*J24
Hemmed, worth 50c., on'y
25c
$5.00
100 Doz. Cotton Damask Towels, Hem12 l-2c
stitched, large size, only
PORTIERES and LACE CURTAINS. Our Linen Damask Tablings Marked

100 Gloria Umbrellas,worthSl
from the business centre,

c.

only 25c COTTOX LIXDERWEAR.

P.autation.

out

IVXariied Down to 12

We shall place

50 Black Sicillian Skirts

5c.

only

only OQp
Ov7L.

I

The following transfers' ih real? estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry
Deeds
for the week ending Jan. 20, 1808: Willistoh
Grinnell, Camden, to O. B. Fuller, Liberty;
land iu Liberty. Herbert M. Flagg, Salem,

Two miles

lie.

2 Cases Cotton Flannel

4 Pcs. Black French Hair Cloth,

They connect*'1 and placed 1550 feet of hose
and saved the neighboring building. Mr.

Transfers Jn Keal

only

I Case Black Brocade Dress Goods,

house, 3ut the buildings were, totally
destroyed. T le hose companies did well.
Seaside came with a pair of J W. Burgess’
horses about i. mile anil a half, ami Washington's men dragged their hose carriages
three-fourths of

only 6c.

tc.

2 Cases yd. wide Percales,

of the

snow

go.

re.

more

than 1500 feet from the nearest hydrant, but
Seaside Hcse Co. arrived with 000 feet of
hose and connected with the 1000 feet of
Washington Hose Co and thus the department was able to do efficient service in saving the stable. Mrs. Whitcomb was out of
town visiting relatives, and Mr. W. and a
friend who was stopping with him were
awakened by smoke in their room. They
[ mud a tire well under way in the L. and the
h mse complete y filled w it smoke. They got
out partially dressed. Neighbors and others
succeeded in saving a i art of the conteuts

through the

8c.

5 Cases Best, Prints only

will be sold at 40
per cent, reduction

[[Hit i n ms.

The house of Frank Whitcomb, at
south end of Cedar street, was burned
yesterday morning. The alarm was sounded
a.

now

yj

Fire.

12 10

worth 12 i-2c.,

For this sale

ie

at

quality,

ALL NOVELTY DRESS PATTERNS

home.

sponded promptly.

4c.

only 6c.

2 Cases Fruit Bleached Cottons,
1 Case 10c. Heavy Outing Flannel,

NEW LOT OF PLAIDS
at 12 l-2c and 25c per

Mr. Llewellyn K. Boulter, accompanied
by his wife, left last week for their home in
Montgomery* Ala. Mr. and Mrs. Boulter
were married during Mr. B.’s visit north in
March, 181)7. Mr. Boulter was formerly of
Freedom, where he has a brother now residing. but lias been away for several years.
Though much iu love with the land of his
adoption lie evidently had not forgotten his
native State.
Mrs. Boulter was formerly
Miss Mary A. Pat-tersou, daughter of the
late Robert Patterson of Poor’s Mills, Belfast.
Their
many
acquaintances and
friends unite in congratulations and in wishing them much happiness iu their Southern

t

now

BROWN COTTONS, only 5c,

COME EARLY BEFORE THIS LOT IS SOLD.

societies of

rally

worth 6c.,

will

carry her owner,
of friends.
The crew numbers 3«>, among whom are the
following from Deer Isle: GeorgeTrundy,S.
B. Cole, Lee Parris, Charles Haskell, Benjamin Tyler, Oscar Barter, Thomas Robbins,
Mike Gross, Emery Eaton, John Cole and
Whit Horton.

a

quality,

50 Ladies'Jackets iSMSTo $5 each 2 Bales 40 in. Remnant Lockwood

out

to the

cruise

taken tithe

by his eloquent words glibly
spoken; but by his character. Character
and reputation are not synonymous. Character is what a man really is. To be at its
best it must be coupled with persistence,
understanding, faith, and last, and greatest
of all, love. Dr. Hedley drew clear lines between persistence and
stubbornness; knowledge and understanding. His discourse was
official can he instructed in his duties. A clear, logical and
eloquent, and was illusDeputy Collector is not. authorized to sign trated by numerous stories, in which the
the documents in place of the Collector durspeaker showed remarkable talent as an imng the latter’s absence, and it is usual for personator. The next lecture will be Monnew appointees to he thus
designated dur- day evening, Feb. 14th, by Rev. W. N. Broding the first part of their incumbency, to be beck, D. !>., of Boston;
subject, “Philosophy
promoted to Special Deputy later.
of a Happy Life.”
soon

The W. C. T. U. will ho’d

avenue near

Moose head

GEORGE W. BURKETT

indebted to Hon. Fred Atwood,
a bandcalendar for 1898.
are

ing at their rooms Jan. 27th.
heredity will be discussed.

I* s«*l<l throughout the world. Potter Drug and Chkm.
Curp.. Sole Props.. Boston.
£J* •' How to Prodjice Soft, White Hands,' free.

trustees of
ct

some

(yticura

kntlon, Veterans!

.st

We

Wiuterport, insurance agent, for

Itching, scaly, bleeding palms, shapeless nails,
and painful linger ends,
pimples, blackheads,
oily, mothy skin, dry, thin, and falling hair, itching, scaly scalps, all yield quickly to warm baths
with Cuticura Soap, and
gentle anointings
with Cuticura (ointment,), the
great skin cure.

teran

■

Mayo & White have bought a large and
fitter for their bottling works.

improved

Look at

our

Bargains

in Ribbons.

1 Case Ma~sellies

Quilts,

former

price £*.?o,
now

&.D\)

ana

his

present occupation.

THE NEW GOODS TO BE PLACED ON SALE THIS WEEK CONSIST

He said: “I have had itching piles for 12 years,
and 1 have doctored more or less with every doctor

troubled as I have been.”
Doan’s Ointment for sale by all dealers, price
50 cents, mailed by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
are

Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take
stitute.

N.

no

sub-

^

nus, his. ails. onus, sum m com iss ns. ■ ns ns

in town, and used no end of salve and
ointment,
but they did me little or no good. I saw Doan’s
Ointment advertised and I got a box at
Kilgore &
Wilson’s drug store.
I got more relief from it
than anything 1 have ever tried. It is without

exception the best ointment for what it is advertised that I ever used. I will recommend it to
my
friends whenever the opportunity presents itself.
You can refer to me for the benefit of others who

of

We

Remember the best quality of Lonsdale Cambrics,

feel pleased at the response of the
public to our great bargain sale.

°

, v

8c.

Our

store has been crowded with
BUYERS THE PAST WEEK, AND EACH LEFT WITH A BIG BUNDLE FOR
AjLITTL E MONEY

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

&

Odd Fellows’ Block.

to be allowed
Literary News and Notes.
Much against his
DiHCiiKseil from the Standpoint of a Soldier’s will the surgeon allowed him to do so. In
Mrs. Mary Cowden Clarke, author of
the thickest of the fight his nerve desert- “The
Widow.
Complete Concordance to Shakeed him, and left alone in a belt of woods
speare,” died Jan. 12th, at Genoa. She
To the Editor of the Springfield
by the side of his dying horse, he fled, was born in 1800.
Repirlican: It seems a pity that near- never to return, and forever after was
The important question of the Preservaly 33 years after the close of the civil war branded as a coward. Which was the tion
of our Forests will be discussed by
or
the man who
the veterans should provoke so much dis- greater coward, he,
Charles D.
a hospital record and sought no
Walcott, Director of the
cussion as is current in the newspapers sought
glory than to belong to the “diar- United States Geological Survey, in
to-day. 1 have always looked on the higher
rhea corps?'’ And yet the latter has no Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for
veterans of the civil war as a body of men
in securing a pension, his hos- February.
quite like their fellow-beings. Like other difficulty
pital record beiug in his favor, while
The January Book Buyer opens with a
men, they have their faults and their vira soldier who shirked no duty, who
tues.
When the civil war closed they many
portrait of Bishop Potter and a review by
stood at his post in snow and rain and James
came back to their homes, took up the
Bryce of the Bishop’s collected adeven if he then contracted
An article on early American
burdens of citizenship and btcame the Virginia mud,
dresses.
the fatal disease which did not manifest
bread-winners of this great nation. After
copperplate engraving contains a number
in acute form until later years, canitself
a few years had elapsed,
of quaint illustrations from old prints.
many of them, not secure a
pension because he has no Laurence Hutton has a review of the
seeing the ueed of organization, and with
record.
hospital
the uudefinable feeling of comradeship
House of Blackwood, and Brander MatIt is an intimate knowledge of these
thews one about the ballet.
engendered by years of service, allied
into the hidden inner
an insight
themselves with the Grand Army of the cases,
life of raauy veterans, which causes such
Professor Henry Lincoln Clapp will
Republic.
of feeling on the part of those have an interesting illustrated article on
lew who have been familiar witn the intensity
familiar with the cases of patient and School Gardens in Appletons’ Popular
work of that organization doubt the
heroic suffering resulting from war ser- Science Monthly for February.
In city
value it has been to the veterans both
vice.
public schools where Nature study has
socially and morally.
Very likely in
It is a common sight, once a year, to see been introduced, obtaining the necessary
!
many eases it has proved a powerful fac- the veterans in
line, carrying flowers to supply of plants is always difficult. The
to in tiif matter of securing pensions for ;
deck the sunken graves of their comrades, idea of having gardens cared for by the
disabled members, but if swell is the case ;
; and a curious, and in the main, respectpupils, in which the desired specimens
it lias done far more good than harm,
ful crowd, will watch them, but there is are always at hand, has been attended
even in
that direction.
Men who were
with considerable success abroad, and the
more significance to them in the
faithful in the discharge of their duty at ; scarcely
than there is in the blue-coated mili- same arrangement is urged for our adopthe tp'iit are now faithful to their duties array
tia.
They represent a past era, and the tion.
in caring for the aged, infirm and indigent i
cannot instil
sneers at pensions
comrade, and in aiding him to secure the present
Colonel Higginson’s entertaining remininto the minds of youth any more respect
which shall keep him from the
in the February Atlantic embrace
pitta:*
than
the
careless
for the veterans
teeling iscences
almshouse in his old age.
his
experiences for many years as a plat! they already possess. From long obser\
*n
the
lank
of
form
deplores
injustice
speaker, both in private and public
ration of Memorial day exercises, I should
the pension laws any more than the hon- I
life.
He relates his early training on the
!
those
that
the
population,
foreign
est veteran who enlisted from pure pat- say
the many brilliant
born anil reared under another flag, were I anti-slavery platform,
!
riotism. and served his country truly 1
and famous poeple that he met there, his
the most sympathetic observers of the
without thought of future reward or gain.
later experiences as a Lyceum lecturer,
! exercises. Of course, they look on the
It is <nis\ m>w. when nearly four decades
and many interesting occurrences in the
from a merely emotional point of
have elai*.••*(! since the firing on Fort i parade
have not been educated up to Massachusetts’ legislature and on the
!
Sumter, foi the young and middle-aged view; they
staff. He gives many pictures
take the critical view of the veterans that governor’s
men to deni crate the vast sums paid out |
of times and men now passed away, interhave. They
our native-born population
in pensions; it is uK easy for them to forwith amusing anecdotes and sugspersed
have not arrived at the point of culture
got <u ignore the -n vice done by the men
comments.
when they can exclaim, “d—u the Grand gestive
who fought from ‘61 to ‘66.
it would
as did the son of one of our good
Prof.
Army,”
Hugo Munsterbeig of Harvard
be stiangc, indued, if men who saw actwhen a veteran interrupted him ! University utters a warning in the Febual service, and have had constant, op- deacons,
and
sell
him
a
! iu his business to try
copy ruary Atlantic against the present tendenportunities since The wai to witness the i of a war book. We
can only expect those
cy of teachers towards the study of psyevidences of weakness and infirmity of
from
our
New
stock.
pure
England
chology in expectation of learning therethe veterans, did uot have more sympathy I things
If a score of survivors from Sebastopol j by mental facts which will furnish new
for those in need thau men who were then
the people schemes and methods of instruction.
were to parade our streets,
He
babes in arms.
From the veterans themwould go wild over them, and every hat points out the dangers
selves we should expect intelligent symarising from such
would be doffed, but these men who took expectations, which he shows to be a
pathy. and while they may deplore the
iu the greatest battles ever fought,
complete illusion and liabffe to work great
loose laws which seem framed to benefit part
forlorn hopes, scaled injury to the cause of education.
Prothose w ho should not profit by them, they some of whom led
a
vicand
from
fessor Munsterbeig believes the science of
captured flags
should have enough of the spirit of com- redoubts,
torious foe, are begrudged the pittance psychology to be yet iu its infancy; he exradeship to give their brother soldier the allowed them tor wounds and disease.
pects for it a great and brilliant developsame benefit of a doubt that the common
Springfield finds it easy to raise thou- ment, but he thinks that it should be kept
law gives the suspected criminal.
sands and thousands of dollars for art sharply distinct from all educational sysOf course, l)r. Stebbins in his capacity
and additions thereto, but it tems, which may indeed acquire informaas hospital steward in the 46th
regiment buildings
lias uot yet found it possible to build the tion from psychology so far as it has
any(a nine-months’ regiment) and near the most modest
of edifices where the veter- thing of value to communicate, but in
close of the war as a contract surgeon at
ans in his declining years can find compractice must not be subordinated to it
Readville, must have seen much suffering
If a trifle of the sur- nor confounded with it.
and considerable service, therefore, his fortable quarters.
to “pension frauds”
devoted
plus
energy
sympathy for his comrades must be strong.
was utilized in a plea
VVhat lie says in regard to bad laws, poli- by the newspapers
Baby’s Cat.
for a decent memorial hall for our old
ties, simulated diseases and curable ones,
soldiers to meet in, it strikes me it would
1
am
a
find
echo
in
sure,
Want, to see me, hey, old chap!
will,
responsive
be a more practical charity.
Want to curl up iu my lap—
every honest heart, whether it beats withIt was my fortune to meet, a number of
Do yer, Jim ?
in The breast of the man who wears the
See him sit and purr and blink,
bronze button, the man who did uot years ago, a man rendered totally blind
a bullet which passed directly through
Don’t yer bet lie knows I think
by
accept the opportunity, or the one who
Luts of him ?
has grown to manhood since the war one eye, coming out behind the ear, but
The
closed. Many of Dr. Stebbins’ statements destroying the sight of both eyes.
Little
nothin’ more,
kitten,
terrible disfigurement was partly concealare open to criticism.
It is safe to say
When we found him at the door,
For
that under existing laws no soldier could ed by a pair of immense goggles.
Iu the cold.
this affliction lie received £72 a month,
secure a pension upon his unsupported
And the baby, half-undressed,
which sum must support himself, family
Picked him up, ami he was just
testimony that he was kicked by a mule. and an
lie
had
never looked
attendant,
All she’d hold.
In that case the mule would stand just as
in his wife’s face, and those sightless orbs
good a cliauee for a pension as the solPut
him
had never brightened at the merry laugh
up for me to see,
dier would.
1 think an examination of
And she says, so cute, says she,
In addition to
the lvrords would show that quite as of his two little children.
“Baby’s cat.”
his general health was very poor and
Ami we never bad the heart
many pensions were granted for “cura- this,
We have not in
ble diseases durng Dr. Stebbins’ incum- his hearing imperfect.
For to keep them two apart
these days a blessed Jesus to stoop down
After that.
)>uue\ a. before or sinr<*.
Dr. Nu bbins wants the examining sur- and bring instantaneous ight to this paSerins if I must hear the heat
tient
“blind
Bartimeus”
Ins
miraculby
t-i
be composed, us tar ;u possible,
geons
Of her toddlin’ little feet,
ous healing, Gut we ought to have laws to
oi surgeons who served as such
’Round about;
during t!ie
civil war. I d<> not kuow how many there provide a suitable maintenance for such
Seem to see her tucked in bed,
are
left in Ilainpden county, but in cases, and the wid w of such should, at
With the kitten’s furry head
his death, receive a pension ad- q uite for
Peekin’ out.
Springfield 1 think 1 am correct when i
lier entire support.
What, except the
it would be limited to one mail, Dr.
sa\
Seems if I could hear her say,
well
consciousness
of
a
duty
performed,
A. K. 11 ice, who was a regular surgeon in
Iu the cunuin’ baby way
the navy.
Ji the average age of the army can compensate the man who carries for 40
That she had :
or 00 years a heavy wooden
or bears
leg
u
was
bb
at
the
time
surge
of enlistment,
“Say good-night to Jimmie, do,
his failing weight upon a crutch*? God
Cos it oo fordetted to
they would be apt to be rather an old set
of men now.
No one disputes the sound pity them as old age creeps on with its
He’d feel had.
own burden of weakness which it always
sense and
logic of the majority of the
Miss
her
brings.
dreadful, don't we, hoy?
statements mace by Dr. Ntebbius.
Of
me very youngest or me veterans wno
Day don’t seem to bring no joy
course, lie has known of the existence of
With the dawn ;
these abuses for many years, even when fought from’01 to ’05 have “reached the
Looks’s night was everywhere,
lie was on the examining board. Prob- bridge o’er the middle of life,” and are J
But there’s glory over there
ably the time to sound the war cry did now on the home stretch. The seeds of j
Where she’s gone.
disease were sown many years ago. and j
not seem to be
ripe until now. We all
know the -e are abuses.
Seems as if my heart would break,
It is a shameful why should the country murmur if now
But I love yer for her sake,
thing for men in N.mngfield who own fine the harvest is great? Before long the last
Don’t I, Jim ?
residences and are comparatively wealthy, i salute will peal and their colors be dipped :
See him sit and purr and blink ;
for the last time in the rays of the setting
to accept, pensions, even for wounds.
It
Don’t
yer bet he knows I think
Let the pension statistician rest j
is a shame tor a wealthy real estate owner sun.
Lots of him?
fr >m his labors for a while, and the probto rccer e a pension under the
dependent abilities are that ere another dedade lias ’Joe Lincoln, in Good Reads.
anu
name
pension law;
j
every
ought to be
slipped away he can indulge his ghoulish j
published.
My Paper’s Yellow Slip.
with a good deal of satisfacpropensities
It is also a
shame
and
a
disj
burning
in the meanwhile, the honest
From week to week it comes to me, O how
grace to the laws and the country for a lion, and,
veterans will be glad to see Congress cut j
its presence seems
veteraj who served three or four
years in off
the prospective widows, amend the l?o follow all ray waking hours and haunt
a Veinmut
regia ent, and who is now
me in my dreams.
law
so it shall benefit
dependent
pension
and
utterly helpless
constantly suffering
from excruciating rheumatism contractonly the class for which it was intended, [ strive in vain to pass it by as but a trivial
thing,
issue a fiat that all curable diseases shall
ed in tiit service, with a sick and
And yet within my breast I feel its oft retotally
helpless wife, to receive a pension which be treated free of charge, and correct sevpeated sting.
is not adequate t.o his modest bouse rent. eral other abuses. Then we shall survive,
C ases like this are among those that es- even if a part of the remaining veterans Jnce it gave me rare delight, and brought
no sad regret:—
cape notice of tie frightened taxpayer do receive the munificent sum of $12 a
ro-day it looks and reads the same,—yes,
and the other critics.
It may be a fad month.
’tis
the same and yet
I am not pessimistic in regard to the
just now to cite the generosity of the
[ fail to meet it with delight, as in the bylam not sore-headed, and I
government, and show up the loose laws final issue.
gone years,
have no old scores to settle and no debts
whi*. h are so eat^y for the
Because so oft it tells me of subscription in
veteran, and so
hare! for the poor taxpayer, but there is of vengeance to repay.
arrears.
A Soldier’s Widow.
no teacher like exj erieuce.
Comparatively
The
seems to come the same;—with
1898.
paper
Spring field, January 12,
few except those who have tried for
that there’s no delay :—
“to secure just pensions under
existing
l wonder how they manage when subscribers
law N and the pension ‘-sharks'’ who
fail to pay.
For the Entire Family.
woi k for
It surely is a marvel of financial discipline,
them, kuow how the law's are
With
product always going out and uothiug
nedged about to protect the government
Although the leading object of Farm and
coming in.
instead of the beneficiary.
Home, which our readers may procure iu
it wouia oe useless to
recapitulate: the connection with this paper, is, of course, to I wonder how they meet the bills incurred
public does not know nor care how hard acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
from day to day,
the work is for John Smith or the Widow
For there’s the rent, and stock, the help,—
best methods of farming, it realizes that the
Junes to secure a pension.
and then the “devil” to pay.
They read the
appropriations for pensions auu are success of the farm largely depends upon No wonder that the work is fraught with oft
recurring fears,
straightway scandalized. They think that the management of the household. AccordWhen forever burdened with subscribers in
vast sum goes directly into the pockets of
ingly, much valuable space in each issue is
arrears.
a lazy, shiftless class.
are
not as devoted to the
They
wife, mother and daughters,
far-sighted as the astute deacon, who, not
for all arrears, and a
forgetting the boys and girls, who are I’ll write my check
wben he gave 50 cents to foreign missions,
year paid in advance,
soon to become—at least we hope they are—
For then, I
know the yellow slip my
gave $5 to get it there. Other appropriapleasure will enhance;
tions, such as clearing out western rivers, i farmers and farmers' wives. Replete each
w hich it would be
my friend, and do the same, for thus
cheaper to till up, es- issue with a great variety of original arti- Go thus,
indeed
may you
tlie
observation of the man cles on the farm, garden aud household, by
cape entirely
Reap peace and comfort to yourself and
who forgets that there was war, and real- the
rural writers of the day, Farm
the devil his due.
leading
give
izes nothing of the young manhood crushand Home is not only indispensable to the
er out, and the constitutions ruined in
farmer, hut meets the requirements of the
the great struggle.
The Journal and Tribune. It seems
It seems to me that it would be a very entire family. We cordially recommend it necessary to explain frequently our
clubbing
easy matter to squelch the matrimonial as pure in tone and well devised to instruct arrangements with the New' York Weekly
which
so
shock and scandal- ami ent rt.ain the farmer aud his family.
speculations
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
ize the great majority of good
people. !
with that paper it can only be sent free to
Every decent, self-respecting man and j
those who pay their subscription to The
woman in the
Our Headers Eager for Tills Chance.
would
hail
a
law
country
j
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
which would forever put an eud to busi- I
Here is a chance for the sick and suffering unless
ness of that sort, and it is
requested by the subscriber. The
only due to i to consult the most successful physician
of
honest and self-respecting veterans that !
this century, Dr. Greene, 34 Temple Place, date will not correspond with the date on
such legislation should take place.
It is
Boston, Mass. His record of wonderful The Journal slip, but each subscriber entisale to say that the congressman who
cures is uuequaled ami unrivaled, and he
tled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
would introduce such a bill would receive offers to give all free consultation by letter.
full year from the time the first numthe thanks of his constituents and the If you are out of health, write the great for a
ber is received. The Tribune is printed,
country at large. If Mr. Gillett would ; specialist about your complaint. It costs
take the matter in hand he might also im- you nothing and he will explain just what published and mailed in New York, and not
ails you, and without doubt make you well
mortalize himself.
from this office.
and strong again.
It would seem from current items, and i
published statements, as if the veterans
PINE TREE STATE CLUB.
were the most dishonest class on earth.
No doubt there were soldiers in the late
Boston, Jan. 19—Governor’s night was
war who had used all manner of devices
observed by the Pine Tree State club toto escape active service, no doubt manynight at the Vendome Gov. Wolcott,
feigned sickness, uo doubt men shot off and Gov Powers being present as guests.
their own lingers and toes in order to be President Prentiss
Cummings presided
Small in
discharged, after enlisting to secure large and Geo. Fred Williams was present as a Are features peculiar to Hood’s Pills.
As one man
but
for
the
honor
and
bounties;
glory of guest of Col. A. C. Drinkwater, who is a size, tasteless, efficient, thorough.
the American manhood which rose to the
member. Gov. Wolcott and Gov. Powers
emergency 37 years ago, let us recall also made brief speeches.
many cases of men who begged to leave
the hospital to rejoin their command on
Dates of the Big Fairs.
the eve of battle.
One case comes to my mind which I
Rigby Park Association, Portland, week of said: You never know you
know to be strictly true. A soldier in a
Aug. 22.
have taken a pill till it is all
cavalry regiment had been sick in the ofEastern29. Maine State Fair, Bangor, week over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,
Aug.
hospital for several weeks before the secMaine State Fair, Lewiston, week of Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.
ond battle of Fredericksburg.
On the
The only pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla*
The

Pension

Question

eve

to

of that battle he

Register of Deep

begged

report for duty.

|

|

Bangalore,

ONE ENJOYS

Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acta
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of "its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it
promptly for any one who
wishes to try it.
Do not accept any
substitute.

j

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KY.NEW YORK, N.Y.

|

j

year's

j

Easy

to Take

asy to

Operate

Hood’s

Sept.

5.

The Child Musician.

|

He played for his lordship's levee,
He had played for her ladyshfp’s whim—
Till the poor little head grew heavy,
And the poor little brain would swim.

SHIPS.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

|

Vessels.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
Dec 2 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 15 for Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from New
York Dec 6 for Honolulu.

j

j

Water

A

Story in Rhyme.

Just a word, my southern brother,
To you who wore the gray ;
Let’s try and understand each other
Before we’ve passed away.
Time is

going swiftly,

A record should be made.
Let Truth sit down with Justice
Awhile, aud all the farts be weighed.

Blanchard,

A N.

And the face grew peaked and eerie,
And the large eyes strange and bright—
And they said—too late—“He is weary—
He shall rest for, at least—to-night.”

arrived at

London Nov 19 from Manila.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
New York Dec 10 lor Hong Kong.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York Nov 30 for Skangkae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at New
York Jan 8 from Hiogo.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong Nov 4 for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at San
Francisco Dec 27 from New York.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed .from Manila
Nov 2 for New York ; passed Anjer Nov 29.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Jau 14 for Hong Kong.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for Hiogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, cleared from Philadelphia Dec 9 for San Francisco; spoken Dec
17, lat 33 12 N, Ion 37 39 W.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong; spoken
Sept 19, lat 32, Ion 52.
Sachem, Sew all Nichols, at Hong Kong
Dec 2 for New York.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, sailed from Singapore Dec 29 for New York.
i-t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from

But at dawn, when the birds were waking,
As they watched in the silent room,
With the sound of a strained cord breaking,
A

something snapped

in the

gloom.

’Twas a string of his violoncello—
And they heard him stir in his bed,
“Make room for a tired little fellow,
Kind God”—was the last he said.
[Austin Dobson.
MAINE

\r

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Light

Augusta, Jan. 19.
ing of the State board

The annual meetof agriculture commenced at the State House this forenoon
with a good attendance.
The principal
business of the forenoon Was the election
of the officers., which resulted as follows:
President, W. II Moody of Liberty; vice
president, E. E. Light of Union, secretary, B. Walker MeKeen; member executive committee, W. G. Hunton of Headfield. Couceruiug the member from Penobscot. over which,there has been so much
talk, the board declined to accept the
credentials of Mr. Holland, the gentleman who claims the election.

j

For smoking

chewing

Says Grant

to

Lee,

“Dear

glad.”

sir,
do?

Is there anything I can
Your men look worn and weary,
1 fear they’re hungry, too.”
General Lee answered him,
In his serious, thoughtful wajr,
“My men have nought to eat, sir,
Since dawn of yesterday.”
Then says Grant to his Commissary,
Let’s feed these “Boys iu Gray.”
Issue thirty thousand rations
To help them through the day.
keep their horses, too,
on their farms;
Let them go hack to wives and mothers,
And be welcomed to their arms.”

Let them

They’ll need them

Dec 13 for Guadaloupe.
Willie L Newton, E
New York Dec 30 from

At a Probate Court held at Belfast. within and f<
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday <
January. A. I). 1898.
1
THOMPSON, administrator of the estat
of JAMES H. BROWN, late of Belfast, ii
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition praying for a license to sell at public <
private sale the whole of the real estate of said

A/17
VV

said

deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice b
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and tor said
county, on these'
ond Tuesday of February next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner shouin
not he granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of \\ aldo, on the second Tuesday ot
January, A. I). 1898.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last

At a

Brooks, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for'probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to In
published three weeks successively in the Repubican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
within and for said County, on the second Tues
day of February next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A

granted.
A

he

and Washington’s birthday on Tuesday,
Decoration Day and Fourth of July on Monday and Christmas on Sunday.
Labor Day will be September 5, Thanksgiving should be Nov. 24
First Sunday in Lent, F* bruary 27. Palm
Sunday April 3. Easter Sunday April 10.
The Jewish year 5659 will begin at sunset
of Friday, September 16.
On July 4 the 123d year of American Independence will begin.
The four seasons will begin on these days
in 1898; Spring, March 20; summer, June
21; autumn, September 22: winter, December 21.

for
prost i o n and

nervous

t ra
all nervous
diseases of the
BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

sex, such

Now instead of

You say you’d be just as loyal,
If occasion should arise.
And fight as well for the dear, old fiag,
As you did against it, under southern
skies.

Now in this act of itself
There’s certainly no fault to find,
You should honor your sacred dead,
To do otherwise is ungrateful, unkind.

them the

That the

Why

Pain-Killer.

notified that the said Augustus
as aforesaid, has
County of Waldo, petition fora discharge from all his debts provided
under the Insolvent Law of said State of Maine,
and for a certificate thereof ; and that a hearing
upon the same is ordered to be had at Probate
Court Room in Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
on Wednesday, the 9th day of February, A. D.
1898, at two o’clock in the afternoon, when and
where you may amend and show cause, if any
you have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Attest:—CHAS. P. HAZELTINE,
2w3
Register of said Court.
are

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
25 and 50 cent Bottles.

Love

our

OF

Fifty-Fourth Annual Statement, January 1,1898

Of

together,
country, hate its foes,

Real Estate.

good,

Don’t make
were

Risk,

.CASH

us

If you thought you
Well and

at

were

right,

Just step up and acknowledge,
Every word of which is true,
If your side had triumphed
Our country would have been rent in two.
Now bless you, isn’t it really better
To have things as they are,
To have one flag, one country,
With loyalty for our guiding star?
E. B. Billings.

Lynn, Mass., January,
For Over

Fifty

A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

My house ami lot at the copier of High and
For
Commercial streets, Belfast, is for sale.
terms inquire of R. F.Duntou.
WILLIS A. CATES.
January 2<>, 1898.—3w3

.§ 68,518 00

§883,636 01
LIABILITIES.

Reserved for re insurance. §301,936 41
Unpaid losses.
1,990 84
100.000 00
Guaranty capital
Dividends and return premiums due.
3,104 14
Surplus over all liabilities.. 476,604 62

$883,636 01

Contingent assets.§608,688

70

This company pays the following dividends: On
policies for one year, 20 percent.; for three years,
40 per cent.; for five years, 60 per cent.
3w3
FIELD &

WEST, Agents, Belfast.

TO LET.

1898.

fears.

ASSETS.

House for Sale.

74.300 00
Mortgages.
Bonds, stocks, etc. 719,602 00
Interest, accrued, etc.
11,445 31
2.135 45
Premiums, due, net..
Cash
7,635 25

let it be so,

others think so, too,
not old enough to know.

SALEM, MASS.]

Incorporated 1843.
s£41,452,955.00

Amount

woes.

GENUINE

PERRY DAVIS’

impression

And let go of that delusion
That’s the cause of all your

Who

IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE

The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. O. POOR.

Belfast, Oct. 14,1897.

over

lose for Sale or loot.
At

Citypoint, Belfast,
Apply at once to

near

the railroad station.

ALBERT
2tf

INSOLVENCY,

hereby
YOU
J.Tobey, Insolvent Debtor
filed in said Court for said

Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for

BEWARE

COURT OF

Belfast, January 12, 1898.
In the case of AUGUSTUS J. TOBEY of Palermo,
in said County, Insolvent Debtor:

A Medicine Chest in Itself.

“Lost Cause” is still dear?

not act with

Iyr38

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO S8.

But why bring out your children
To lay flowers on his bier;

Why give

of either

Nervous Prostration,

CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

NEURALGIA.
You brought Jefferson Davis’ body
From his Mississippi home
Into the State of old Virginia,
Where it lies in a beautiful tomb.

generative
gans

or-

Failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
.?er
box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
feOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland Ohio.
as

FOR SALK BY B.» fl.HMOODY.

building monuments,
And stirring up old strife,
Why don’t you join with us
And strengthen the nation’s life.

great

remedy

GAMMAXS,
St., Belfast.

6 Church

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and fur
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
January, A.l>. 1898.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of JESSE SMART, late
of Troy, in said County of Waldo,deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
by causing a copy of this order to be pubsuccessively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
February next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be prov ed, approved ami allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
terested

lished three weeks

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of January,1898.
JOS1AH F. H1CHBORN, Administrator on the
estate of BARNABAS M. ROBERTS, late of Stock
ton Springs, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration
of said estate and of the partnership affairs of B.
M. Roberts & Co. for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
printed
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

Attest:

P. II

azkitink.

Register.

true

copy.

G 1.0. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest
Cm.as p. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate ( mrt lieldar Belfast, within ami fov
rhe County of Waldo, on the second Tnesdav ol
January. A I>. 1898.
certain instrument, purp«.rfiig to he the last
will and testament
I-HELM \ N ATWOOD
late ol Monroe, in said County ol W aldo. deceased, having been presented tor probate.
Ordered, That notice lie aiven mail persons interested by causing a copy of tin.- order !<• be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within ami for said County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock belort
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why tinsame should not be proved,approved and allowed

V

Tiotfs NerveriiiS

began and ends on Saturday.
Lincoln’s birthday will fall on Saturday,

copy.

( H as

Remedy.

The year 1898

true

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wHhinandfot
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. 1>. 1898.
Ij'I.IZ \ BETH V 11,LIKEN, widow of SETH I
Ij .Mil,LIKEN, late of Belfast, in said ( minty
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying tor an allowance out ot the personal es
tate of said < eceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy oi this
nidei to be published three weeks successively in
lie Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that,
they may apptar at a Probate Conn to be lield at
Belfast, within ail'd foi said County, on the set
nud Tuesday
I February next, at ten ol the clock
before noon, ami show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

Coombs, arrived at

1898.

will and testament of EZRA HANSON, latt

of

Brunswick, Ga.

Facts About

sur-

make.
There
are kinds of B-L
to suit all users.

■

we’re

or

passes anvother

Before the public, makes up judgment as
the case against Judge Foster it is important to know just what, if anything,
lie has “confessed” to anybody, and what
justification there is for the allegation that
he continues to lead a life “grossly immoral and notoriously scandalous.” A
good many people “don’t believe a word
of it”—the writer among the number,
[Bridgton News.

A Real Blood

By cheering, though

its

TOBACCO

Is a deep-seated blood disease which
all the mineral mixtures in the world
''cannot cure. S.S.S. {guaranteedpurely
You tell ns Boy a iu Biu«,”
lolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong vegetable ) is a real blood remedy for
When you talk it right out plain,
blood diseases and has no equal.
Nov 3 for Baltimore.
Mrs. V. T. Buck, of Delaney, Ark., had
“That the cause for which you fought
Lucy A Nickels, Aiuos Dow, sailed from
Scrofula for twenty-five years and most
Hong Kong Oct 21 for New York; passed St
Was right, and you would tight again.”
Helena prior to Jan 7.
of the time was under the care of the
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at doctors who could not relieve her. A
We say, “Shooting at the dear old Flag
Boston Jau 14 from Turks Island,
And trampling it in the dust,”
specialist said he
Matauzas, arrived at New York Jau 1!»
could cure her, but
Is no more nor less than treason
J from Havana.
he filled her
with
Olive Tburlow, J O Hayes, arrived at
To a mind that’s simply just.
arsenic and
Zaza, Cuba, Jan 8 from New York.
potash
E
G
arrived
at
DuneParker,
Penobscot,
which
almost
ruined
We thought, when the war was over,
din, no date, from New York, via Lyttleton,
her constitution. She
And of fighting you’d had your till,
N Z
then
took
nearly
You’d drop jour animosities,
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
every so-caded blood
Savannah Dec 27 for Santos.
And not talk treason still.
medicine and drank
Rose inuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
them by the wholesale,
New York Jan 7 for Rio Janeiro.
They say you’ve got a history
but they did not reach
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
Showing the secesh point of view
Dec 2 forSome
fher trouble.
Of which was right, and which was wrong,
M Lucie, J
1
Hrskiue, arrived at New
one advised her to try
Port
York
Nov
1(5
from
And teaching it to your children, too.
Spain.
j Thomas A
and she verv
S.S.S
Goddard, VV S Grithn, sailed soon found that she had
real blood
from Boston Nov 17 for Bueuos Ayres.
We hope while you are about it
Willard Mudgett, A G Coleord, sailed from remedy at last. She says: “After takYou’ll not let the chance go by,
ing one dozen bottles of S.S.S. I am
I New York Nov 23 for Port Elizabeth ; spoken
But tell the.whole of the story,
! Nov 26 lat 38 45 N’., Ion 65 20 vV.
perfectly well, my skin is cleat
For half the truth’s a lie.
and
healthy and 1 would not be in
SCHOONERS.
my former condition for two thousand
While you speak of Jefferson Davis,
Georgia GiUtev, VV’ K Gilkey, arrived at St dollars.
Instead ofdrying upthepoison
Pierre, Mart.. Dec 4 from New York.
And laud him to the sky,
in my system, like the potash and
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York
Just tell them the story of Lincoln,
arsenic, S.S.S. drove the disease out
! Jan 2 from Brunswick, Ga.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from through the skin, and I was permaToo, who dwells with God on high.
1
Philadelphia Dec 10 lor St Pierre.
nently rid of it’’
John C Smith,Kneeland, arrived at BrunsOf how when Lee surrendered,
wick, Ga, Jan 17 from New York,
After fighting four long years.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
You boys knew what was coming,
York Dec 28 from Bangor.
S.S.S. never fails to cure Scroiula,
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Darien
You saw it through your tears.
Eczema, Rheumatism Contagious Blood
Jan 10 for New York.
Poison. <>r any disorder uf the blood.
And when you stacked your arms,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Phila- Do not rely upon a simple tonic to cure
delphia Jan 8 for Allyn’s Point.
And our music met your ears,
a deep-seated blood disease,
but take a
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Rio JaHow General Grant rode along our lin
real blood remedy.
neiro Dec 31 from Portland.
Our books
Saying, “Boys, hold hack your cheers.”
R W Hopkins, Hieliborn, arrived at Cieufree upon applif'legos Jan 4 from Philadelphia, 14 days.
“Those men are our brothers,
Sallie I'On, VV H West, arrived at New
cation. Swift
No doubt they’re feeling had.
York Jan 13 from Apalachicola.
Co.,
Specific
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
Let’s not add to their sorrow'
Atlanta, Ga.
*'

Eyes

B-L

to

BARKS.

of His

because of
fine flavor.

Here is something of interest to those
who are going to the Klondike.
On Tuesday, Feb. 12, and on every Tuesday thereand
the
Maine
after,to
including April 12,
Central will despatch a sleeping car from
Portland, to run through without change
to Seattle, Washington.
The car will run
over the
Maine Central and Canadian
Pacific roads.

New' York Nov 24 for Hong Kong.
Til lie E Starbuok, Eben Curtis, arrived at
Honolulu Oct 23 from Newcastle.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Nov 14 for Yokahama; spoken Nov 20,
lat 30 41, Ion 40 11.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from Manila Nov 13 for New’ York; passed
Anjer Nov 29.
W J Kotcii, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 19 for Sail Francisco;
put into Taleahuaiio leaking; sailed Nov 29.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
New York Dec 0 for Santos; spoken Jan 3,
lat 9 N, Ion 28 vV.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Port
Elizabeth, Dec 1 for New Yor.\; arrived at
Barbadoes Jau 13.
Edward May, arrived at Honolulu Jan 7
from New York.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Boston Dec 28
from Montevideo.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Dec 22 for Auckland N Z; spoken
Jan 4, lat 31 47, Ion 40 24.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from New York
Dec 12 lor Santos.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, cleared from
Portland Nov 24 for Martinique.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Dec 3 for Barbadoes.

I

j

j

A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.

'll fALDO SS.—-In Court of Probate, held at Bel
It
fast, on be second Tuesday of January
ORA MEL M 1 RRA Y, Administrator on tin*
estate of BETSEY ANN LAWYER, late of Knox,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
second account of administration of said estate
for allowance
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, m the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Cm as. I’. Hazeltine, Register.
1898.

’-T7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, lield at Bel
V? fast, on the second Tuesday of January
1898. DANA B. SOUTH WORTH and JOHN G
BROOKS, Executors of the will of. MARA E.
SOUTH WORTH, late of Bella t. in said County,
deceased, hav ing presented thru third and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, t<> be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chan. P. Hazeltine. Register.
ITT ALDO SS.— In Court of Probate, lield at Belli
fast, on tlie second Tuesday of January,
1898. HENRI T. SANBORN, Executor ot the
last will of JOHN STOKELL, late ot Wititerpori.
in said County, deceased, having presented bis
first account of administration <>t said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county that all persona
interested may attend at a Probate Cmirt.to be
held at Belfast on, the second Tuesday of February
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
In Court of Probate, hold at Bel
117ALIM) SS
VY last, on the second 'Tuesday ot Januaix
of
SAMI Kl. KINOSBFRY. Executor <»| ;hr wi
ROBERT PATTERSON, late <>f Bellasi, in said
.d
County, deceased, liavim: presented Ins sr
and final account ol administration ot said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
printed in Belfast, in said comity, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to bo
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cnas. P. Hazkltjnk, Register.
<.

117 A EDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel"
VY fast,on the second Tuesday of January.lS'JH*
WALTER S. LITTLEFIELD, Guardian of THE"
OPHILUS COLSON of Winterport, in said County, having presented his fir^t and final account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
in said county, that all persons
printed in Belfast,
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

Nursery

Salesmen

Inducements unequaled. Our Nurseries
The demand is for Hardy
are right here at home.
Stock Grown in Bleak New England. Write at once.
WHITING NURSERY CO., 457 Blue Mill Avenue,
2m52
Boston.

Wanted.

What Does Woman’s Beauty Consist
Which So Powerfully Attracts Men?

Tacking Ship

Off Shore.

The weather leach of the topsail shivers,
the bowlines strain and the lee shrouds
slacken; the braces are taut and the lithe
boom quivers, and the waves with the
coming squall-cloud blacken.
Open one point on the weather bow is
the lighthouse tall on Fire Island Head;
there’s a shade of doubt on the captain’s
Face Which
but the brow and the pilot watches the heaving
Not the
lead.
I stand by the wheel aud with eager
to sea and sky and to shore I gaze,
This Hint to Wise eye
and Exuberant
till the muttered order of “Full and By!-'
is suddenly changed to “Full for stays!”
Women Is Sufficient.
The ship bends lower before the breeze
as her broadside fair to the blast she lays,
s less iu the features than iu the
strong, my face is plump and cheeks red, and she sw ifter springs to the rising seas
of the face. The ami my complexion pure.”
n and expression
a» the pilot calls “Stand by for stays!”
Mrs William Bartels, 239 East 87th Street,
woman
with
has endowed every
It is silence all, as each in his place,
New York City, says:
and every woman iu good health,
‘‘Dr. Greene’s Nervura made a wonderful with the gathered coils iu his hardened
-.I
cneeriiii nature,
improvement in my health, and that dark, hands, by tack and bowline, by sheet and
sallow look left my face.
My friends brace, waiting the watch word impatieut
infill aud comely to
hardly knew me. I have gained in flesh, stands.
A clear, fresh,
ipon.
and am like a different person.”
And the light on Fire Island Head
Mrs. C. s. Allen, of 128 Pearl Street,
me look is the result
draws near, as, trumpet winged, the
Portland,
Me.,
says:
possession of good
pilot’s shouts from his post on the bowmere
was
hardly any
and no woman can bP
sprit’s heel I hear, with the welcome
more color in my face and
nil aud attractive withhands than iu chalk.
Dr. call of “Heady, about!”
•d health.
The dull,
No time to spare; it is touch and go;
Nervura made me
the
sense
gnawing pain,
“Down helm,
well, and restored
my and the captain growls:
ousness, weakness, opnatural
color aud
comhard down!” as my weight on the whirln and discouragement,
plexion.”
ing spokes I threw while heaven grows
red, listless, languid
Mrs. Elizabeth Brown of black with the storm cloud's frown.
the shooting pains,
g
23t> Hartwell’s Avenue,ProvHigh o'er the knight heads flies the
vug head, the pain in
idence, R. I., says.
as we meet the shock of the plungk, all these are syinpface broke out with spray
”>ly
f a disordered system,
ing sea, and my shoulder stiff to the
aud I was almost
pimples,
these are beauty kill*
wheel I lay as I answer: “Ay, ay, sir!
giving up in despair when I
ducers of dull, leaden
got Dr. Greene’s Nervura. Hard-a-lee!”
cons, unnatural flushNow T am well and strong,
With the swerving of a startled steed,
irk circles under the
thanks to this wonderful the ship flies fast iu the eye of the wind;
ack heads, lustreless
remedy.”
the
dangerous shoals on the lee recede and
1 other distigurements
Mrs. S. R. Berry of Leban- the headland white we have left behind.
..vest women of their
on, N. H., writes:
The topsails flutter, the jibs collapse,
g:ft of beauty. Why
“I)r. Greene's Nervura has
y when you can be
and belly and tug at the groaning cleats;
done
wonders
for
I
me.
am
Get
and attractive?
the spanker slaps and the mainsail flaps
strong again, and have got
nth and with it those
back my former looks aud and the order thunders: “Tacks and
i attributes which
good color. A doctor met sheets!”
v.rase and fascinate.
me a few days ago and said
‘Mid the rattle of blocks and the
iii y. .11 r pi >wer to do
^
I was doing wonderfulthat
within every wotramp of the crew hisses the rain of the
w--r to lie well aud I
iy, That my eyes were bright, ami rushing squall; the sails are aback from
that I looked well."
arid lien.a- look her
clew to clew, and now is the moment for
These are only a few of the thouMie
will
use
Dr.
“Mainsail, haul!”
oi
women wuo owe
N'T ui'ii
tier str-uig. vigor* sanus upon tn ousanus
And the heavy yards, like a baby's toy
and strength, and con.i-s, pure, rich blood, a (dear com- their present health
by fifty strong arms are swiftly swung.
aud thus restore tiie energies and sequently their beauty, vivacity and enjoyShe holds her way, and 1 look with joy
ment of life to the timely use of Dr. Greene’s
f s, ;ud and perfect health
and if the reader is wise, she will for the first white spray o’er the bulwarks
1; it I)r. Greene's Nervura does for Xervura,
not hesitate or delay using this really wonfluug.
1 1" the same for you.
i:
derful remedy, this great natural boon to
“Let go and haul!"
‘Tis the last
Marv Fram e- L\ t e, of 2 Hunter womankind.
command, and the headsails till to the
If desired, Dr Greene, .’>4 Temple Place,
i,ester. N. V., says:
blast once more.
Astern and to leeward
Host ui, Mass., the most successful specialist
v.-r\
pa e and delieatt—hail no
lies the land with its breakers white on
nervous an 1 chrouic diseases, can
i took Dr. Greene's Nervura blood ’ncuring
the shining shore.
be consulted absolutely fre of charge, perremedy, and now I am well and
What matters the reef or the rain or the !
sonally or by letter.
squall? I steady the helm for the open
in
ofother
that
clerks
and
post
employes
Mb
NEWS Oh I
WEEK.
sea. The first mate clamors,
“Belay there,
fices handling finances hereafter be requir- all!" and the
captain's breath once more
ed t*» give bond to the government and not comes
free.
M.vm-1;-.
Dr.
H.
George
This will reto the postmaster as now.
And so off shore let the good ship lly:
f the Mate cattle commission
lieve the postmaster from all responsiblity little care
at this year the board has killed
1 how ihe gusts may blow: in
to
their
as
his
employes except
more than double the number regarding
>.
my fo1 castle bunk, in a jacket dry, eight
conduct.Senator Morgan Jan. loth in- bells have
a the
struck and my watch is below.
two preceding years,
ile
troduced a bill providing for the construciv is ii'M.h>ubt but that tuberculosis
tion of four coast defence monitors of the
t>iug. but with no funds the board
Four hundred thouclass of the Terror.
“My li fe Despaired of,” These are
nothing to stop it. Hog cholera is sand is
appropriated to commence the words of Mrs. Wm Burton of Dartmore,
at Cornish at the present time.
Out
after doctors had prescribed and she
construction of the vessels.The pension
st member of the Massachusetts
Known heart remedy.
Dr.
bill reported to the Senate i had taken every
appropriation
re
as
to
was
have
been
is—just
Aguew’s Cure for the Heart gave relief in
Jan. 13th is precisely in the same form it almost
a
shorter time than it takes to tell it—
native of Maine.
This is
was when it passed the House, except that
it worked a wonderful cure in a case of long
F >tanlev who was born in North
it carries an amendment appropriating standing and to-day she says: “I am a well
“4 yeais ago.\ handsome
k
for clerks at pension agencies...No woman." Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart
$30,000
s’
will probably be
monument
United States war vessels will go to Cuba. has no rase recorded against it where it did
in Damariseotta during the coinThe reports from Havana are largely sen- not give relief inside of 30 minutes.—45.
miner.
Harlow Dunbar Post has
sational and mostly untrue_C. W. CurTaking a Firm Stand “Pat, you complain
•f the matter... .Warren has a
tis of Dexter has been recommended for of being out of work, and yet I heard that
toquartet of singers, one of them
dealer offer you a job to drive one of
as
bank
examiner
coal
national
’dative of Madam Noi'dica. appointment
Maine in place of Bion Wilson, who his carts, not ten minutes ago.” “Yis, sor;
•
Brieu Walker, formerly of [for
but I’m domined if I’ll freeze mesself to
[ has
resigned. Mr. Curtis is president of death
m«i. has been appointed superintento keep alive.”
[Cincinnati Commera Dexter bank.The committee of the
h ks for Greater New York.
cial Tribune.
on the claim
whole
Jan.
acted
14,
favorably
tc Hew itt
figures that the liabilities of W. C. Grant of Gardiner for about $73,
Stop that Head Cold in 10 Minutes—
v
lime-rock firm of Burgess &
000 on account of a contract for supply- or it will develop into chronic, catarrh. Dr.
will not be less than $100,000,
Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder stops cold in the
to the army in the West at the
issets of only $35,000.
Win. C. ing goods
head in 10 minutes, and relieves most acute
of the Civil War. The claim and
and E K. O'Brien will be left outbreak
deep seated catarrh after one applicahas already passed the senate.
The ac- tion. Cures quickly ami permanently. “1
»■>> and Edward
Ellis O'Brien, who
ensures
tion
of
the
committee
have
used Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder
probably
ii' partner, will have to draw on
with best results.
It is a great remedy, and
'"lull estate for $75,000 to settle the liual passage of the bill.The Senate
has passed the bill restricting immigra- I never cease recommending it.”—John E.
fin’s indebtedness.
The bulk of
—40.
0
Dell,
Paulding,
somewhat modified from the form in
ibililies are in the form of notes tion,
it passed some years ago. and was
Not Just as
He Meant It. “Johnson
banks in Thomaston, Rockland, which
The most wants to borrow some money of me. Do
vetoed by PresidentClevelaud.
Damariseotta and Portland,
know
the
is
the
elimination
of
you
anything about him?” “I know
i r. 1870, $g00 was deposited in important change
Corliss amendment which made the restric- him as well as I do you. I wouldn’t let him
iiis- Savings Bank.
Five dollars 1
tious apply to people along the Canadian have a cent.” 1 Indianapolis Journal.
! draw'u in August, 1879.
The
[border. This change is one for the better,
Itching, Burning Skin Diseases—Relinaiued undisturbed until Deieved in a day, Eczema, Salt Rheum, Barin brief the bill excludes immigrants above
W*7, when $713.10 stood to the ;
ber's
Itch, aud all eruptions of the skiu I
r’s credit.The Casino at Wil- 10 years of age who cannot read or write
in any language. The bill has yet to pass juickly relieved and speedily cured by Dr.
li South Portland, was destroyOintment. It will give instant
will Agnew’s in
|
of Itching. Bleeding or
.Ian. 10th.
A pavilion and tlie House, but it is believed that it
•omfort
case
have a good majority there.
[
Blind
and will cure in from three to
■: ■!ut. the
of
Piles,
C.
J.
Willard,
property
fix nights.
35 cents —47.
burned.
The Casino cost $31,’aid's loss was $4,000.
An
Mistress: “Why were you dismissed from
Fish and Game.
It is said that dredgdating $3,500, was burn- ing by steamers for scallops the past year your last, place?” Up-to-date Servant Girl:
st
Wright, a Lewiston high has seriously injured the beds. When it ‘Well. I like your inquisitiveness! Did 1
isk you why your Iasi girl left you?” [Fliey 17 years of age, planned au was discovered about a
year ago that bei:i v idi
a
high school girl, and tween Portland and the Kennebec there gene Blatter.
o
were to have taken the 11.05
I*i51-Age—Dr. Agnew's Liver Pill, 10cents
were apparently many beds of this valuable
tii. dan. 15th, for Boston.
The
a vial, are planned after the most modern in
shell-lish, nothing was done to protect nedical
science.
was stopped by a
teacher in them in the
They are as great an imspawning season, and they provement over the 50 years old strong (.lose
girl had confided.Messrs. were greedily worked until, it is
feared,
as a bicycle is over an ox cart
formulas
pill
\ Davis and C. P. Webber of Banexhausted.The Maine in- in travel. They never gripe aud they never
made a large purchase of wild practically
land lish and game commissioners, Hon. fail.—40 doses, io cents.—48.
in the estate of the late ex-GovL. T. Carleton, Hon. Il^nry O. Stanley
Mrs. Gas well contemplated with pride the
Daniel F. Davis and from Senator and Hon.
Charles E. Oak, left Jan. 15th
that had been erected in
Hale, and Hon. Clarence Ilale of for Florida to attend the national fisheries family monument
the
cemetery. It vertopped all others by
h i. it being 13.781 acres of timberto be held there.
It is expected many feet, and contained in deeply graven
congress
at«‘d in townships Nos. 3 and 3,
that this meeting will be one of instruc- letters the name of every member of the
-<
and township A, Range7, in Pen- tion to the
commissioners of the several Gas well family, with black space for future
“Thank goodness!”
J
u‘’u,l
mortuary statistics.
as well as of general interest to the
«k county.A Bangor special States,
she exclaimed. “There’s one column the
public.
;
Lewiston Sun says: The ice busisociety editors can’t keep my name out of!”
n the Penobscot this winter promises
[Chicago Tribune.
j
be the dullest that it lias been for
Obituary.
After serious illness, like typhoid fever,
It is said that there will be
any y-*ars.
pneumonia, or the gr.p, Hood’s Sarsapailla
n excellent
Thomas Jefferson McAllister, a promi- lias wonderful strength-giving power.
crop on the Hudson, and if
!>
is the case the Penobscot river nent citizen and
long time resident of
No Portraits Wanted. “I have called,”
permors will not harvest a great deal,
Bucksport, well known throughout this said the enterprising canvasser to the
lady
he bouses on the Penobscot have a section of the State, died Jan.
18th, after of the house, “to see if you cared to give me
opacity of about 250,000 tons and there several months’ illness of a liver trouble, a commission to paint your portrait.” The
■j now
35,000 tons of old ice on hand. his death hastened by an injury received lady shook her head, but it was not so easy
be forthcoming report of the State
by being gored in the side by a cow some to shak^. the caller. “You would like your
aimissiouer of industrial aud labor
weeks since.
The deceased was a native husband’s portrait done in oil, perhaps?”
"No.” “Or one of
children’s?” “No.”
Mli-tics will include tabulations of facts of
Montville, living for a time in Freedom, He looked about theyour
H veil from
parlor, on the w;tlls of
one-half the cotton raanu- from which town he came to Bucksport in
which hung several oi, portraits. “I see
ecuring business in the State. These 1800, and entered the employ of J. B. that you have pictures of your ancestors.
;w that the raw material and wages enj Bradley & Co. In 1872 he established a You really ought to continue the line, you
ng into a given product in 1880 were
j business of his own, manufacturing car- know.” “Oh,” she laughed, “those are not
while in 1897 the riages, later
get her 77 per cent,
buying out the entire estab- our owu. We rent the ancestors with the
same items constituted 91 per cent, of
house.” [Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph.
| lishment of J. B. Bradley & Co. and carrybe product.
Taking the value of the ing on the business up to the time of his
Elizabeth. N J., Oct. 19,1S9G.
-duct as a basis, wages have increased ueain. Mr.
MCAinsier, like nis carriages
Ely Bros Dear Sirs:—Please accept my
)i 22 per cent, in 1880 to 33.1
which had a wide reputation, was noted thanks for your favov in the gift of a bottle
per cent.
i"'»7.
Average annual earnings in for his reliability and integrity. For push, of Cream Bairn. Let me say 1 have used it
1890, 8312.50; in perseverance and industry, his name was for years and can tluroughly recommend it
8249.73; in
8389.50.Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
proverbial, and it is doubtful if Bucksport for what it claims, i* directionsare followed.
Yours truly,
'■■'id-.-nt of the Maine Woman’s Cliris- ever had a resident more industrious or
(Rev.) H. \V. Hathaway.
addressed who ciowded more work into a lifetime
Temperance
Union,
No clergyman should be without it. Cream
it,embers of the Bangor W. C. T. of his days.
For years he worked in his Balm is
kept by a.l druggists. Full size 50c.
and Ladies’ Crusade January 17th.
factory from fourteen to sixteen hours a Triai size 10 cents. We mail it.
Steverfs
opened her address by day, delivering his work in the surroundELY BROS., 5d Warren St., N. Y. City.
iking of her trip through Aroostook ing tow us in the night. He was always
“Your son is an actor, you say, Mr. Ma\
where she was warmly received,
liberal and generous with ihe fruits of his
ginnis?” “Faith he is.” “And wliat role
felt that a greater interest is being toil and his home was a most
hospitable does lie play ?” “Rolls, is it? Faith, he rolls
An in the work now than at any time
one. In 1801 lie married Annie L. Coombs
j up the curtain.” [Tit-Bits.
the past 15 years.
She spoke feelingly of Bucksport, who
survives, also the son,
Kh< uinutiMn Cured In a Day.
the last message of Neal Dow, which Frank \Y., who has been for some time
A
‘s:Gu Forward; Be Not Discouraged; associated in the
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism ami Neubusiness, and the daugh- ralgia
cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its
inhibition Will Triumph! and advised ter, Augusta,
stenographer in the Ameri- actiou radically
upou the system is remarkable and
tie
unions to go on step by step, to can Express Co.’s offices in
Bangor. A mysterious. It removes at once the cause
House the indifferent and to live up to
brother, Guy \V. of Bucksport, and two and the disease immediately disappears.
lie spirit of their motto. It was decided
sisters, Mrs. Lizzie S. Smith of Chicago, The first dose greatly benefits: 75 cents.
hat the State W. C. T. U. convention and Mrs. Kose Trask of East
Boston, are Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belshould be held in Bangor in the first week the near
4mo45
relatives. Mr. McAllis- fast.
surviving
>f October.Mrs. Pauline B. Cornish, ter died on his 04th
birthday.
said the rector, “I suppose you in
“Well,
widow of the late Hon. Colby Cornish,
common with the rest of us, have sworn off
lied at her residence in Winslow, Jan.
Mrs. Lizzie Gamble, wife of Archibald something for the new year.” “Yes,” reafter
a
of
illness
heart
disease.
17th,
long
Gamble, died at her home in Frankfort plied the good citizen, “I’went down to the
She was born in Winslow, on Feb. 14, Jan.
13th, aged 22 years. She leaves a Assessor’s office and swore off a $10,000 per*320.
Two children survive her, Mrs. J.
husband and two children, father, mother sonal tax.” [Harper’s Bazar.
W. Bassett of Winslow, and Leslie C.
and three brothers to mourn their loss.
$100.
Cornish, Esq., Augusta.Mrs. C. Y. She was a patient sufferer and her death
Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
Crossman, one of the most prominent caused great sorrow in the community
be
worth
to
May
you more than $100 if
temperance workers in Maine, died at where she lived. She was an exemplary you have a child who soils bedding from inher home in Bangor Jan. 17th. She was wife, and a kind and
of
water during sleep. Cures
loving daughter, and contenence
and young alike. It arrests the trouble
member of the first woman’s tem- her loss will be
keenly felt by those who old
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
perance crusade societies organized in
survive her
The funeral services took
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28
the country and was for many years
place al her home Jan. 15th.
president of the Bangor branch. She was
Reassuring Her. “I get so down-hearted
also closely iudentified with all move“Neglected colds make fat graveyards.” sometime, doctor, that I am almost on the
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup helps men
ments pertaining to the enforcement of
point of despairing of being cured by mediand women to a happy, vigorous old age.
cines at all and going to the faith healers.”
the prohibitory law in Maine.
“Humbug, my dear madam! Transparent
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Bll*
humbug. Here is something that will do
Washington Whisperings. The post
more good than all the faith doctors in
you
Headache.
lousness, Indigestion,
office department will recommend to Conthe world can do you.”
And he gave her a
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c. bread
gress that legislation be enacted providing
pill. [Chicago Tribune.

Charms,
Pretty
Pretty Eyes, Glowing Cneeks, Vigorous Vitality

Great Genuine Clearance Sale
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I III Fine First Class Goods at prices that will astonish
SOW IF YOU
yon,
Come
before the 30 days
because
this
store
is
closed
up,
^”—
WAST IIAlKiAISS |
in

are

A

MIND you, Tiiese Goods are
We ask all of the
•
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•

A A A

to be

-——

lade, they are not ciued Together

patrons of this store to call and everybody else and get your BARGAl NS.

Look at this Genuine Advertisement, it is

•

EVERYJH1HG

WE HAVE IN THE STORE

CL.ARK.,1

M. C. HILL,
The
Annual

Schools of

Report of

State

Superintendent

seeping, etc thortaught BY MAIL
personally
system of tv; oiling gives actual
m
branch
of
daily experience
business, including
every
Banking, Merchandising Commission. Insi trance Transportation. etc. Preparatory Department for hack ward students
We
tram for Practical work and always secure s tnations for
woathy
graduates of our Business and 'shorthand Courses
Student's
enter any day
No vacations
Expenses nu uierate. Don t throw

STENOGRAPHY,

stet-

a

A Generous

Loaf
I

erset
It’s

folly

to

suffer from

that

horrible

of the night, itching piles.
Doan’i
Ointment cures, quickly and permanently
At any elrug store, 50 cents.

plague

Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs anc
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’i
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold b;
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me

You

|
\

j

|I
|7

wholesome, sweet-tasting

could get any but the best
\ results from using

£

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

jj

I

ior

worm-iameu

and

Drigntness

ana the most

■ of hour. Sold every where.
■ WJI. A. COOMBS, Cold water, Mich.

women

of culture and refinement than any

■

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, 50
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit Is in New York exchange, express or

|I

postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to

SWAN & SIBLEY CO

TOWN TOPICS,
80S Filth Avenue, New York.

Importers

<>t

Stilt.

Blacksmith

»

H. a

.

LOcllSt

P. O

33, 33, 37 Front St., He!fast. Me,
TELEPHONE 4-2.

State? of

Maine?.
Court of Insolvency, )
Belfast, January 12, 1898. j
G. WHITE. Assignee on the estate of
JAMES F. FERNALI), individually and as a
member of Fernald & Mudgett of Belfast, in said
County, Insolvent Debtor, having presented his
first and final account as assignee of said estate
for allowance,
I Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal and
I Belfast Age, newspapers printed in Belfast, in
said County, that all persons interested may attend at a Court of Insolvency to be held at Belfast, on the tenth day of February, 1898, and
show cause, if any they have, why the said ac-

OWEN

The taxpayers of the < ity of Belfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for IS97 are now due and immediate payment is requested.
A discount of two per cent,
will lie allowed on all taxes paid before Jan. 1,
1898. I shall be in my office in Mcmoriai building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further otiee
M. C. HILL, Tax Collector.
Belfast, Sept.. 8.1897 -tl30

Mrs. E.

be allowed,
C. E. MESERVEY,

Judge.
Hazeltine, Register.

CHIROPODIST.

James PalteeA Son,
Fire, Life
53tf

hair n nimed by an electric reedle
Terms moderate. Orders attended to day or even-

Accident 'Insurance.

nous

ing.

|

3mf»0

A few more first-class oil
-alesmen for 1898. Only
WW «■! ■ ■•■#■ those who mean business
need apply. Fine line of Oils and Greases. Write
THE COLUMBIA OIL & GREASE CO., Clevo
3w2*
land* O.

Iff Jk a| Vpfl
WIIM I Nil

: riASONIC TF.MPLE,
STREET ENTRANCE,

BELFAST, MAINE.

Lancaster,
MANICURING and
SI! AM1M >OI NG.

35 II Hi II STREET.

Superfl

OFFICE
MAIN

Ms

[
I

Southwest Harbor. .Me., as Principal. Mr. Rich is
a prote.ssi.inal teaelier and well
equipped tor the
"oik of teaching h\ the latest and most
approved
methods. Sueh assistance will he luruishe.d as
the needs «d t lie school in a demand.
I'ho.se who wish to obtain hoard will call upon
.) W liihhey, l)r \. M Sin ill and • Justavus Kid
ows, who will render them such assistance as
they
.1. \\ Id KKFA, Sees.
may need.
Freedom, Dee. *20, 1897. ‘2in."*l

CEO. F. FAMES. M. D„ D. D. S.,

ss.

Attest —Cuas. P.

Belfast,

The sprint tenu <d this institution will commence March I. 1S9S. ami continue |o weeks,
i he ollieers of I his school have heen
very fortutunate in securiicj the services of \\
\V. KK'll of

if?

F«£fD9i,

ltf

St.,

FREEDOM ACADEMY.

LAMSON,

ADDRESS,

DEALERS IN

Wo. 31 From

Licensed Auctioneer

SES-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

as

Tents, .honings. Curt Covers,
I tuck. Cordage, Taints. ,(r.

quality of

Anthracite and

J. W. Frederick & Co.,

AM)

Thompson.

GROCERIES

not

j

ao-ANTHONY KENT
Hv Charles Stokes Wayne.
11-AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. Hv Champi-n llissell
la— AN UNSPEAKABLE SIRI N.
Hy John (.illi.it.
13- THAT DRI VDEl L WOMAN.
Hy Harohl K Vynne.
14- A DEAL IN DENVER.
Hy Gilmer McKemlree.
15- WHY? SAYS GLADYS. Hy D.nid Christie Murray.
16- A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. Hv L. H. Hicktor.I.
17- -A MARRIAGE FOR llATI-:.
1 R. Vyr.nc..
Hv u >
1&-1E T DE I Mi: SULPHUR. Hy T. C. D- I eon.
i»— I HE WRONG M AN
rv Champion Hi-.-.- li
yv-niK HUNT Mil; HAPPINESS.
Hy Anita VivanU
Chartres.
• —HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. Hv H.nol I R
nms.
73— "N THE AI. I AR OE PAS .ION.
i.liat.
H> I. a
*3-A MARTYR lo LOVE. Hv K-anna 1-.. Wood.

SEEDS and

to

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

LIST.

FEED,

Successors

*

SALE OF A SOUL. Tly C. M. S. M LGlan.
? THE COUSIN OF Till- KING
Hv A. S. Van Wrsf-um
•-SIX MONTHS IN HADI S. Hy Clarice I. Clingham.
9—THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
Hy Captain Alfred

GRAIN,

should

SAIL MAKERS.
And

6—THE

JOBBERS OK

count

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

j

rj' |_j

Waldo

CARDS,
POSTERS,
Hil l. HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

journal—ever published. Subscription price, |
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page j
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the j
first day of March, June, September and De- i
comber, and publishing origiuai novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

F DUR

Milled from the finest qualI icy winter wheat by the
1 latest and best process in
1 the finest of modern mills.
I Ask for it when next you're out

j

its

complete General Weekly—covering a wider [
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men

110 ROY

j
|

in:e and money by
We always tiave
Snell people often

JOB PRINTER,

|

1 bread, biscuits and rolls.
Xone but a very poor cook

t

GEO. W. BURGESS,

to indulge yourself or your
in the luxury of a good weekly newspaper and a quarterly magazine of fiction, j
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year. 1
can

family

a

l

town

Reporter.

away

IV one

REWARD tora

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.
afford

\

matter of course \
when you use Rob Roy i
| Flour. A generous flour— 5
1 full of nutrition and all the I
qualities that produce light,
i seems

gentle-

who is interested in
agriculture and other lines of business
an
of
a
man in Solon, well
instance
gave
advanced in years, who has always stuck
to farming as a business.
lie being well
along in years hires a man to work for
him the year around.
He keeps 14 cows
and his profit comes from their product.
Unlike many more pretentious farmers,
he makes it a point to raise the feed foi
his cows and not buy because it is cheap.
He bought nothing last year but a ton ol
cotton seed meal. The net result of the
work of himself and his good wife for the
year was $400 in the savings bank. Thit
of course was not a large sum, but much
better than the average of men who conduct much larger operations in other lines
of business. This illustrates what The
Reporter has repeatedly said, that farmeri
must cling to their stock, cultivate tlieii
farms and not buy grain raised in the 1
west because, forsooth, it can be had ii
the markets for an amount that seems t<
be less than it can be raised for.
[Som

y

for first information ot a vacant position
Bookkeeper Si
-rrapher Teacher. Clerk or
Telegraph operator which we successfully fill IJus.n«*>s houses supplied wltb
competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominent patrons tti every part of the world.
The next best thing to attending the MOST C ELEBRATE1) BUSINESS SCHOOL in America
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL,
If you are unemployed and willing to study,
send ten two-rent stamps for five easy le isons in shorthand
Beautiful Catalogue free
Address [mention t his paper) CLEMENT C G AINES. Present Poughkeepsie New York

jfcEJ

Farming That Pays.
Apropos to profits in farming,

s

going to temporary situ els vs hen it will cost rou less to attend tht BEST
a number of students who have left men; npetent teachers it.
disgust
tell us that six mouths here is equal to a yea in any other sc hot

Dealers in the finest

our

Our

or

The annual report of Superintendent of
Schools \Y. \V. Stetson, has just been
compiled and is an unusually interesting
document. The condition of the common
schools in every city, town and plantation
in the State for the school year ending
April 1, 1897 is given, as are also the number and condition of the free high schools
for the year ending June 1, 1897.
The whole number of persons in the
State between the ages of 4 and 21, is 209,798, an increase of 543 over the year previous.
The whole number of different
scholars attending school during the year
was 134,140, a decrease of 2,001 from the
preceding year. The average registered
attendance per term for the year was 114,584, a decrease of 25(3 from the preceding
The average daily attendance per
year.
term for the year was 94,912, an increase
of 1,704 over the preceding year.
The average length of the school year was
27 weeks and 1 day, an increase of 3 days
over last year.
The aggregate number of
weeks per year was 119,498, which is 3,710 weeks more than a year ago.
There were 0,780 teachers employed
during the year, a decrease of 59 over last
Of these 925 were graduates of
year.
normal schools, while a year ago there
The
were 903 from the normal schools.
average salary per month of the male
teachers was $34.39, an increase of $0 2 5
The average salary per
over last year.
month of the female teachers was $22.44,
an increase of $3.44.
There were at the time of the making
of this report 4,391 schools, 31 more than
last year.
Of this number 1,094 were
graded schools, 73 more than last year.
There are 4,196 schoolhouses iu the State,
34 less than a year ago. There were 126
houses built during the year, 27 less than
The estimated
were built a year ago.
value of all the property is $3,738,500, an
increase of
$345,445 over last year.
The legislation of 1S97 has had a tendency
already to raise the standard of the free
high schools, so Mr. Stetson declares,
and its effect will be still more emphatically apparent during the nexz year and
years following, as the new requirements
come to be more fully understood and
The demore generally complied with.
crease in
the number of scholars, while
has
the number of schools
increased, and
the large comparative increase in the
number of pupils taking advanced studies,
show that the schools have been more
carefully graded and that the requirements iu this respect are being complied
with.
There are 262 towns that have free high
schools, 10 more than was the case a year
There were 17,090 pupils registerago.
ed, a decrease of 675. There was an
average attendance of 13,133, a decrease
of 1,140.
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Hours, 1‘2 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
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LOCALS.

SEARSPORT
George S. Sargent

is

Royal makes the food pare,

spending

a

wholesome and delicious.

weeks

few

home.

at

Mrs. C. N Meyers arrived from Boston by

Saturday.

train

Louise Field arrived from Bucksport by
steamer Penobscot Monday afternoon.
On account of
«ervices were

the

severe

held at the

storm

Sunday

no

churches.

Bark Lucy A. Nickels, Capt.
passed St. Helena prior to Nov.

Amos

Dow,

30th.

Josie Burkett of Belfast has been the
guest of Miss Inez Dolliver the past week.
John Blanchard ami wife of Bangor have
been visiting friends at Park the past week.
Miss

F.

day.
Capt. T. P. Colcord has taken command of
ship Henry B. Hyde, which has sailed from
Francisco for Honolulu.

Rrooksyillk
A petition is in circulaestablishment of a postoffice between North Brooksville and Bluehill, to be
known as the West Sedgwick postoffice....
Mrs. Julia Farnham slipped on the ice a
few days ago while going from her house to
the stable and hurt her so badly that she
was unconscious for some time, but at the
present writing is somewhat recovered from
her injuries.Mrs. Otis Douglass is in

The women’s monthly missionary meetheld on Friday afternoon in the
tipper Conference room at 2 o’clock.

tion for the

ing will be

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church will
hold a five-cent sociable iu their vestry this,
Thursday, evening. All are invited.

Capt. Geo. A. Carver has bought the
schoolhouse in the Gordon district and will
have it removed to Moose Point shore.

sister, Mrs. Leroy Blodgett, for a few weeks, helping her care for her
son, who was cut seriously last week while
chopping on the Montgomery place at North
Penobscot... .Smelts are plentiful, but the
returns are small-Schooner Robert Pettis
Oapt. Perkins, discharged a load of freight
Penobscot with her

Letters from Tacoma, Wash., announce
the death in Japan uf Mrs. Foua Mullestad,
daughter of the late Capt. Jesse T. Carver.
The Ladies’ Wliisfc Club will be entertainFriday evening by Mrs. Emma Davis,
Miss Mildred E. Shute and Miss Maud B.
Colcord.
ed

for the
make

liock of Chinese
pheasants iu the Butman held Mouday. It
is said they have made
headquarters in the
Giikey barn all winter.
E.

Marks

saw

a

of

good advantage

makes

line ornament.

a

as

mounted, and

it

dedicatory ceremonies. These
were performed by Grand Master Pike of
Norway, R. G. Dyer of Portland, and members of Waldo, Garfield and Monroe Lodges,
all performing their parts in a fine manner.

discretion of the Board of Health.
The Board of Health decide they have no

followed, D. D. G. M. SamK. Keene, installing the
N. G., Edwin Jenkins;
following officers
V. G., Fred Putnam; Sec., Geo. Palmer; F.
S., A. H. Mayo; Treas F. L. Palmer; War.,
Franklin Chase; Con., A. F. Durham; O. G.,
F. A. Stevens; I. G., E. B. Nealley; S. S.,
W. Kidder and E. Jolinsou; S. N. G., B. H.
Mudgett and Frank Sargent; S. V. G., El-

The installation

we

are

pleased

to

an-

Sargent district schoolhouse
is ianded, though not upon the lot it was
designed to occupy. The final purchaser
was John Sullivan and the successful mover
was Herbert Black, with his own team of
that the

twelve oxen,

assisted by several pairs of

Dickey aud Ed. Biilings; Chap., Joseph
Pattee. The trustees are W. B. F. Twombly,
Franklin Chase and Joseph Pattee. Afterthe
installation remarks were made by Grand
Master A. L. F. Pike and a brief Listory
of the Lodge read by Edwin Jenkins. The
singing for the ceremonies was well rendered by George and Annie Gould, Loren Robinson aud wife, Emma Skay of Belfast and
Amos Stevens. After the ceremonies about
win

horses.

public installation
Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
last Wednesday evening,
The

Sears

of the otti

eers

which took
was a

of

place

great

suc-

More than two hundred were present.
Samuel Adams, accompanied
by members of Waldo Lodge, who assisted
him, performed the ceremonies in a very impressive manner.
A
bountiful collation

e_i98.

I*

Adams, with W.

uel

jurisdiction.
three trials

in every way. Although the afterstormy at least 300 people gather-

witness the

to the

After

last

ed at the hall to witness the ceremonies. A
fine supper prepared by the wives of the
Monroe Odd Fellows was served at the
Grange hall and when the inner man had
been satisfied all repaired to the new hall to

a

nounce

week, and will
voyages until spring.
store

Monroe. The installation and dedication
the new Odd Fellows hall, Jan. 21st, was

noon was

£
meeting of the Superintending School
Committee held Tuesday afternoon it was
voted to leave the matter of closing the
schools because of measles in town wholly
At

no more

a success

W. E. Grinnell has received from Taxidermist C. R. Coombs of Belfast the head of
the deer killed last fall near this village.
The exceptionally wide spreading antlers
show to

Grange

I). G. M.

dancing was indulg- seventy couples repaired to the lower hall
for a social hop, winch they enjoyed until a
ed m by the youuger
people present.
late hour, to music by Fairbanks’ Orchestra.
Retired on a Pension
In general order
served after which

was

by the board of police last One noticeable feature of the evening was
night, patrolman Clarendon \V. Gray "f I that there were seven doctors present.
division was retired upon a pension of sf>00
Islesboro The cutting and hauling of ice
per annum, on the ground that he is physically incapaeitated from further active duty. began in earnest last week. Edwin Preble,
lias
been a member of the department
Gray
who supplies
the Islesborough Inn, had
for 19 years, am' the only known break iu
several teams hauling to Dark Harbor; aud
Ins good record was his alleged assult
upon
a citizen wh: e
temporarily deranged some John P. Bragg filled his large storehouse at,
months ago, after which he disappeared and
Ryder’s Cove. Pyam D. H atch is making
was final,;. !o at *d in the National Soldiers’
No. 4s:; issued

|

lb me at Hampton, Ya
Gray is a veteran
and the lioldei of a Kearney medal. \ Boston Glob*.
Urituary.
Died in Santa Clara, Calif.,
Jan. 18, 1898, ('apt. Daniel H. Biake, aged
98 years. Capt.. Blake was born in
Prospect
iu 1829 and vent to sea
early in life, and
after

a

tired

early

very successful career as master re
iu tae eighties, having commandamong others the following vessels:

preparations to store a large quantity to supply the cottagers. ...Alpheus Pendleton,con-

tractor and builder of the Prall

Harbor,

Dark

ing the

work

Rockland,

cottage at

has the walls up and is pushrapidly. G. W. Glover of

built the Islesborough Inn,
lias taken the contract f >r building the Duwho

cottage, his figures falling below other
competitors.... Several hunters from Camed
den, with dogs and guns, have visited the
Brig Mary E '1 hompson, barks J. B John- i lower part, of the town lately, and in one
son. Sarah A
Nichols, ships Matilda and day killed forty-two rabbits, mostly on the
Hairiet McGilvery. Pie first married Nancy grounds of J. R. Brackett and of the Land
Nickels, by whom he hail one son who Company. These hunters seem determined
died at sea.
~£is second wife was Mary to kill every animal and bird in the IslesEl'is, by v. hot) he had one daughter, now boro woods. .The wood choppers are numMis. Edward Rogers, residing in Yoko- erous this winter. Not
only the owners of
hama. Japan. His third wife, who survives wood-lots, but the Land

him,

Mrs. Emma

(Ford) Pendleton, by
and one daughter. In 1884 Capt. Blake and family left
Searsport for California where he has since
been engaged in fruit culture.
He was the
oldest member of Mariners Lodge,F. & A.M
having joined Oct. 3. 1854. He and his wife
united with the M. E. church Searsport Jan.
15, 1873. Capt- Blake was of a very pleasant
disposition, and made friends wherever his
lot was cast.
was

whom

he had three

sons

.,

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

pee

of

burning

the brush.

covering-Join B.t youngest son of Mrs.
Laura Kelley, died Jan 20th, of consumption, after an illness of several months....
Capt. C. S. Remlell has received three invoices of vests the past week..
The store of
Adrian Trundv was entered Wednesday

night by burglars and goods and money were
taken, valued at ten or fifteen dollars. No
arrests have been made_Capt. Charles
Ames was in Bangor Saturday ou business.
Dr. and Mrs. I. P. Park of Revere, Mass.,
are receiving congratulations
from their
friends. They have a sou, Harry Lin wood.
Troy. The Troy Band held their coutest
and concert at Dixmont last Friday evening
and notwithstanding the storm, there was a
good audience. Mrs. Grace Merton Rogers
...

At the

present rate the
aud then the
beauty and attractiveness of the town, to
summer tourists, will be greatly lessened.
Stub short-sightedness ou the part of the
forests will

owners

disappear

soon

of forest

areas

is to be

But the hunters

plored.

are

greatly

de-

determined to
that walks or

exterminate every animal
tiies, before the trees are gone_After

the
Jan. 20th, the wide avenue
from the post office to the Baptist church
was levelled by heavy rollers, and on the
storm of

snow

following
Stockton Springs. William H. Staples,
win* lias employment on the Boston & Maine
R- R., is home for a visit of a few weeks.
Capt. Melvin Colcord in cutting and delivering ice to his many customers. The ice
house at the cottage of E. H. Denslow is
being tilled-Mrs. Frank Patterson returned home from New Bedford the past week.
She has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Harry Griffin-Isaac Griffin, one of our
aged citizen, hat- been quite ill but is re-

Company—owners
clearing large areas and

the Inn—are

out

force.

in

able

Saturday

to

distance

keep
in the

the

trotters

were

Fields C. Pendleton
all

competitors

rear.

at

where a New York tug will tow the schoonto New York....It is reported that the
next British steamer to load here will be a
smaller one than the Isis and will take her
cargo from Central wharf instead of Steamboat wharf-The body of William Abbott
of Verona, who was drowned off Verona on
the night of the 14th, has not been recovered, and the chances are exceedingly
doubtful that it will be, at least for some

a

was

safe

Newton Pendletou’s

South Montville. Mr. and Mrs. George
Hart of Rocktand are visiting her father,
Everson Howes,and her brothers and sisters.
.Geo. Collins of Morrill was the guest of
W. E. Prescott last Friday_The sociable

Friday evening

The children’s entertainment was rendered in a very
creditable manner. .Sunday’s storm blocked
the roads so badly that the teacher was unable to get to the schoolhouse Monday_
was a success.

East Searsmont. Mr. aud Mrs. W. A.
Rockland are visiting at Leroy
Morse’s.L. S. Marriner is agent for the
Bradley fertilizer aud those who are iu
need of the same will do well to make him a
call-Mr. and Mrs. Edward Packard of
Searsinont, Mrs. H. M. Crie and two sous of
Criehaven, spent Jan. 20th with Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. S. Hunt-Mr. Everett Simmons
and wife of Searsinont spent a few days last
week with his sister, Mrs. Gertrude Donnell.
-E. Sprowl of Montville was iu town Jan.
20th, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Mahoney.... A. .J. Lawry, Leroy Marriner, L.
S. Marriner and Leroy Morse have tilled
their ice houses-Mr. and Mrs. Fred A
Marriner and son of Belmont speut Jan.
16th with his parents, Mr and Mrs. A. T.
Marriner.

Unity

Mrs.

K

A.

My rick

getting

is

could be expected with a
along
broken arm, but it w ill be some time before
well

as

she

it-Mr. Clark

can use

quite

cars

Libby

met with

while returning from
His horse became frightened at
accident

a severe

Clinton.
the

as

aud he

was

thrown from his

badly bruised, aud,
hurt internally... .There
aud

it is
are

sleigh

feared,
about

of measles

forty

older

ones

is having a hard time with them....
Bessey of Madison is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Gurney Stevens_The
Unity Dramatic Club will repeat the play
“Dot, the Miner's Daughter,” some evening
this week-l)r. Thomas gains l»u.t slowly7
York

Mrs.

ami

is not

able to go out.Mrs

vet

W. H.

Rolfe has been quite sick with a lung trouble.
Miss Mae Kelley came from Waterville
...

ami

spent Saturday and Sunday with her
parents.... It is expected the schools will
open again next Monday.

Swanville
Mias Julia Chase went to
Everett, Mass., last Friday.... Mrs. Louisa
Shorey of Waldo anti Mrs A. T. Stevens of
Belfast called on friends in town last week.
Mr. and

Mrs.

visiting their
Nickerson

Emery Cunningham
....

dedication of

Old Fellows’
Friday evening. .Our longest
snow storm of the winter, so far, began last
Thursday before noon and continued until
Sunday night. There was not a great deal
attended

the

hall at Monroe

of

snow

fell,

but it

drifted

some.

Monday

morning they were breaking roads by here
with twelve horses and eight men_There
is to he a dance at Cunningham’s hall this,
Thursday, evening-The latest news from
Everett is that there is a baby girl in the
home of Mr. anil Mrs. Frank E Nickerson.
We hear, too, that VI rs. Charles Libby, nee
Edith Parsons, of Winttrporfc, is the happy
mother of a baby „irl-Mr. Ashabel Webb
went to Augusta Monday on business... Mr.
David Nichols of Searsport drove three
weary cows through here at dusk Monday

night.

We would like to know what time
he got home with them-The Grange Monday evening was not large'y attended ou account of the bad tnvelling. The W. M. got
there, if he did get spilled in a snow drift.
-Mrs. E. B Greelev has been quite sick,
but is improving.

unusually large

in

museums, palaces, etc., and then
described in detail the ancient ruins, such
as the palace of the Caesars, the Forum, the
was awarded the prize for excellent recitation. All the recitations were well ren- temples of Saturn, of Concord, of Castor and
dered. They will give the coutest Saturday Pollux, aud of Vesta. The Cloaca Maxima,
evening, Jan. 29th, weather permitting, at the walls of Servius Tullius, the Mamertine
Prison—all built nearly GOO years B. C.—
the church on Beech Ridge, North Troy_
The Club of Eight met with Mr. and Mrs. B.. were minutely dwelt upon. The catacombs,
F. Harding Jan. 22d. An extemporaneous the tombs of noted men on the Appian Way,
foot hall team was organized for the occa- the triumphal arches erected to noted genthe Coliseum, the Pantheon, the baths
sion, with Joe Fernald president. The other erals,
officers were elected subject to change except of Caracal la and of Diocletian, and many
“Dave” Piper, who is permanent “Dodger!” other interesting objects, were clearly picThe next meeting will be with Mr. and Mrs. tured. He carried his hearers through the
David Piper, March 17th_The worst snow streets aud houses of old Pompeii aud destorm of the season occurred Jan. 23d.
The scribed the treasures that have been brought
roads are drifted badly aud it looks as to light in recent years. He spoke of visitthough travel would be impeded for several ing Capua, near Naples, where Hannibal
days-Miss Carrie Weymouth will return wintered his army, 217 B. C., and other histo Brockton, Mass., this week....Dr. Dodge toric spots. The audience was large and
is now able to attend to office practice.
We paid close attention. Mr. Tufts has been
making calls of late on the families connectshall all be glad to see him on the road
again-The revival meetings on Ward ed with the society, Mr. John P. Bragg havHill are still well attended and are said to ing furnished him with a team for that
purpose.
be intensely interesting.

are

Hon. A. E.
up river
and Mr and Mrs. W. E
Damn)
sons

evening except Thursday,

of late.
Most of the
the community attend quite regularly-Since the resignation of Rev. James
Boyd a few mouths ago, the Free Baptist
pulpit has been supplied Sunday afternoons
by Rev. Geo E. Tufts. Last Wednesday
evening be lectured iu the vestry on Naples,
Rome and Pompeii. In speaking of Rome
lie. referred briefly to the city of to-day—her

was

iu town, and some of the
have been quite sick.
Mrs. Ed.

cases

meetings
Baptist society
were held.
The attendance at church on
both
Sunday,
morning aud evening, has

churches,

a

great while longer, only 60 days
LOOK AT THESE PRICES

more

for you to

get your BUNDLE.
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McKenzie of

connected with the

been

STREET.

MAIN

81

count of sickness.

friends_Rev. Albion
Advent minister of Eliot, Me., is
Ross,
visiting friends here, where he preached 48
He found that nearly all of his
years ago.
old acquaintances had passed away_Last

men

OVERCOATS,

studies, was unable to do so on account of
ill health....Miss Inez Peavey has beeu engaged to finish the s.-hool in the Howes district. Sadie Murray of Liberty taught part
of the term but was obliged to leave on ac-

an

every

You will not have such bargains

Ralph Knowles, who expected to return to
Charlestown, Mass., last week to resume his

of their many

on

THE

m aa a

...

however, did some good work.
..Capt. Chester C. Thomas, Capt. Isaac
Burgess, Capt. Nelson Kimball, Capt. Chas.
R. Pendleton aud Capt. William Fletcher
are at home for a short season, to the
pleas-

week,

AT

STORE,

time.

pacer,

ure

CLOTHING*

*

er

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

Geo.

WHITE

OF

*

a

~~~~~~

Sunday-The tug Ralph Rosa went
to Marsh bay
Monday and towed the
schooner Clifford I. White to Fort Point,

Absolutely Pure

SALE

*

train

Almond Park, who has been first officer of
bark Mabel I. Meyers, arrived home Tues-

San

-ASSIGNEE'S

Bucksport. The trains over the Bucksport branch Monday made regular time,
the road having been kept clear by a special

Harlow of Middletown, Ohio, was
registered at the Searsport House Tuesday.
G

Belmont. Morse Bros, started their
steam-mill las t Thursday at full blast, sawing staves, heading and long lumber....O.
F. Allenwood has sold his bay gelding
“Victor,” 7 years old, to E. S. Morse... .The
dance at Mystic Grange Hall Tuesday evening, Jan. 17th, was a very tame affair. At
one time everybody would come to Mystic
Grange Hall to dance, but that was in days
gone by and we are afraid they will not
come again-Mr. Geo. W. Knight has been
very sick with throat trouble... .The “Lend
a Hand” circle, Order of Kings Sons and
Daughters, will meet Sunday,Jan. 30th,with
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Alexander.

Clear

crystal and
delightful in its invigorating and aromatic odor is
as a

the coffee that comes to
you in pound and twopound tin cans from the
famous tea and coffee

importers,
Chase & Sanborn
of

Boston, its purity and
its strength being guaranteed by their seal.
Its supreme merit has
been proved and is ac-

knowledged by thousands
of the

most fastidious
coffee consumers throughout the land.
Grocers

everywhere

sell it.

Give

us a

call,

we

want to

dispose of these goods, WE MUST.
The time is

nearly

up to close this

store,

now

J

M. C. HILL,
rROSPECT

Village.

About ten inches of

Gate, sc h. Sea Bird, Rolerson, AmWick ford ; cld, sch. Eliza ,J. Pendleton, Warren, Pensacola and Mobile ; 24, ar,
sch. Lucia Porter, Darien, Ga., sld, sch.
Willie L. Newton, Brunswick, Ga.
Boston, Jan. 19. Cld, sch. Sarah E. Palmer, Whittier, Philadelphia; 20, ar, sch Susan
ed Hell
boy for

here Thursday... Walter W. Gray
of Swanville was in town last week calling
on friends-The Mt. Waldo Granite Company has discharged some fifty stone cut-

snow

fell

blacksmiths, but they still have a
large force at work. There is at present,
quite a crew at work at Mosquito mountain.
....Fred C. Cunningham is receiving conters and

N.

Pickering, Haskell, Jacksonville; 21,

sld, bark Carrie Winslow, Buenos Ayres.
Baltimore, Jan. 22. Ar, bark Doris, Rio
Janeiro; sch. Isaiah Hart, Port Tampa.
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 18. Ar, sch. Mary
L. Crosby, Trim, New Haven; 20, ar, sch.
Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton, Elizabeth port;
24, ar, sch. Jose Olaverri, Baltimore.
Fernandina, Jan. 17. Ar, sch. Jacob Reed,
Bunker, New York ; 24, ar, sch. Tufa, Point-

gratulations on'the arrival at his home of a
nine-pound son, Thursday_Mr. and Mrs.
U. P.

Copp and Mrs. Ida Gray spent Sunday
friends at Cape Jel.'ison_Mrs. Evelyn S. Cuddy of Frankfort was at her father’s
last week-Dr. Albert R Fellows of Winterpurt has several patients in town, and he
is seen almost every day
passing through
this village ou professional business.
with

a-Pitre.

Charleston, S. C., Jan. 21.
Reppard, Duuton, Boston.

Sld, sch. Viola

Mobile, Jan. 18, Ar, sch. Abbie C. Stubbs,
Cardenas.
Darien, Jan. 19. Ar, sch. Charlotte T.
Sibie.y, Coombs, New York
Newport News, Jan. 19. Sld, sch. Wm. E.
Downes, Marshall, New Haven.

Brooks. A. H. Pilley came home from
Wiscasset where he has employment, to see

A

Wonderful

Hiram
their

Maxim

Hudson

improve this great opportunity.

Assignees.

Invention.

A key. In Brewer, .Jan. 23, Edgar I.. Arey.aged
20 years, 8 months and 2 days.
Blaisdell. In Bueksport, .Tan. 21, Jane, widow
of James Blaisdell id' Dedham, aged 4(5 years.
Blakk. In Santa Clara, Calif., Jan. 18, Capt
Daniel H. Blake, formerly of Searsport, aged os
years.
Bliss. In Washington, Jan. 14, Hon. Hira
Bliss, Jr., a native of Waldoboro, aged 62 vears
4 months and 3 days
Blare. In Brookliti, Jan. 16, Hoy C. Hlaktaged 18 years, 7 months and 3 days.
In Belfast. Jan. 23, Henry H. (' >1
Corbett
bett. aged 48 years and 3 months.
Hopkins, in North Bneksporr, Jan. 2o, Capt
Andrew S Hopkins, aged 6(5 years
Hoi kins
in Boston. Jan. 1(5, Wm. II. IB
kins, formerly of Yinalha ven, aged 73 years.
I.i bwio. In Waldoboro. Jan. 6, Ellie A. l,o" wig
aged 21) year- and 7 months.
l’lKltCE. In On ington. Jan 22. Capt. David W..
Pierce, aged 80 years. 11 months and 23 da>. s
PniLBKUK. in Knox, Jan. 24. Mrs. N> i:
Philbriek. aged 5-51 years.
Townsend. In Belfast. Jan. 23, Jennet
.m
send, aged '.‘1 years and 8 months.
U AK.swoKni.
In Belfast, Jan. 1:< Mary W i.iwortii, aged hi years and 8 months.
Who. in. lo South Pines. N (
J.m Id. B! a
Edward Wiggin. lormerly >-r Bat, a,
;
years and IU months

Samuel Maxim of Wayue, Me., younger
brother of the famous inventors, Hiram and
Hudson Maxim, has become quite widely
known through bis investigations into the
metallurgy of steel, he having probably discovered the lost art of producing that
marvelous Damascus steel.
The Lewiston
Journal recently related how Mr. Maxim
took a drill of this steel to the machine shop
of Lewiston and how it drilled through their
hardest tiles and drills, but, when the process wes
reversed and their drills were
turned upon Maxim's steel, they sputtered
and crumbled as though they were made of

cheese.

In the Belfast Journal of Jan. 0 we are
told of what appears to be the greatest discovery yet made by a member of the gifted
Maxim family. It is called “Maxim’s Protein from Pepsiuized Milk
that it will cure
dyspepsia there appears to be not the h ast
doubt.
As Mr. Maxim said recently to the
writer: “It-embraces an entirely new chemical principle as applied to medical science.
It is the exact substitute for that element
which first starts the process of digestion.
! The discovery was accidentally made by
| the upsetting of a glass of pepsiuized milk
in my laboratory.
It has cured me of dyspepsia, and if others have suffered as I have
I am willing they should have the benefit of
It, is rather expensive. The
my discovery.
process of making is not that of simply mixing together common iugredients, but is a
difficult chemical process. Whoever takes
it will be cured, once and for all, of dyspepsia! troubles.
I do not propose to go into
the patent medicine business as that business is commonly understood, but if any one
has trouble with his stomach and wishes relief that will last, he may write to the Maxim Chemical Co.. Winthrop, Me. For 40cents
we will send him a sample box, 24
capsules,
I enough to start any one on the road to recovery, or for #2 we will send a full box,
one gross capsules, a sufficient
quantity of
the protein to cure cases of many years
standing. And, if after taking a full box,
and fully complying with directions, any person should fail to be
perfectly cured, or
benefited thereby, we will cheerfully refund the price paid, on receipt of sworu
statement of the same; or, if the person
should so desire, one other full box will be
sent instead.”

Port Tampa, Jan. 19.
Sld, sch. Star of the
father, H. H. Pilley, who lias been very
Sea, Hopkins, Baltimore.
He is now so far improved as to be
San Francisco, Jan. 20.
Sld, ship Henry
able to sit up-Mrs 0. L Austin, still on B. Hyde, Sanborn, Honolulu.
Jan.
21.
the invalid iist, is living in the James S. i
Savannah,
Sld, sch. Jose Olaverri, Arey, Brunswick.
Huxford house-Mrs. Lida Lane has been
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Jan. 23. Ar,
confined to the house for some weeks....
seks. Carrie E. Look, Veazie, Jacksonville
for Boston; iMethebesec, Snow, do. for do.;
Walter Mathews, assistant station agent, is
able to walk out. Isaac. Leathers takes his J. Frank Seavey, Kelley, Elizabethport for
do.:
Carleton Belle, McCiintock, New
place at. the depot-Mrs. Abisha Evans
Brighton for do.; Mount Hope, McLean,
Norfolk
fc Portland; Fiheman, Kuowlton, j
has become a confirmed invalid, hut is able
Port Johnson lor Bar Harbor.
to keep about the house some_Mrs. Kate
Wilmington, X. C. Jan. 24. Ar, schr.
Irving is still confined to her bed most of Estelle, Hutchinson, Punta Gorda.
the time... T. A. Elliott is spending considPhiladelphia, Jan 24. Ar, sch. S. M. Bird,
Merrill, New Bedford.
erable time in Munroe with his mother, who
FOREIGN PORTS.
is very sick-Nora Forbes is still unable to
work by reason of the slow healing of her
Paramaribo, Dec. 29 Sld, sch. Hattie C.
Luce, Heal, Boston.
broken wrist-Mrs. Barbara A. Forbes is
Point-de-Paix, Jan. 12. In port sch. Robin very poor health this winter, but manert
A. Snow, Pillsbury, from Washington,
ages to do the work for herself and husband, j N. C., ar, 4th, dsg.
Cieufuegos, Dec. 22. Ar, bark. Herbert
-Charles H. Forbes is in Boston ami while '•
Fuller, Nash, Philadelphia.
there stops with Charles Fogg, who forty
Barbadoes, Jan. 19.
Ar, bark Herbert
Black, Buenos Ayres.
years ago was a boy at West Brooks_Mrs.
Santos, Jan. 20. In port, bark MeguntiNellie Evans and daughter have returned
cook, Smith, for Barbados.
from a four months visit to New York_
Demerara, Dec. 24. Ar, sch. Henry CrosC.
John
Lane has sold his place in Brooks, by, Stubbs, Surinam (and sailed Jan. 3d for
New
the old homestead, and has bought one in !
York); Jan. 3, in port, sell. Laura,
*
for Philadelphia.
Westbrook near Portland where he will re- j Lamson,
Poiut-a-Pitre, Jan. 17. Sld, sch, Tofa,
side in the future... .John M. Dow has been
Fernandina.
Rio Janeiro, Jan. 21,
confined to the house most of jthe time for j
Sld, bark Grace
some weeks,
but is getting through the j Ly nwood, Gilkey, New York.
Belfast. Price Current.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
winter nicely for one of his years. This may
also be said of Mrs. Margaret Huxford.
Bruuswick, Ga., Jan. 18. Sch. Mary L. i
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
They are our oldest people and have passed Crosby, Trim, from New London, arrived rroauee Market.
Price Paul Producer
here to-day leaking, but not seriously.
the eighty mark-Mrs. Mary J. Lane is at
Apples, fc> bu, 60(5 1 00 Hay, p ton,1000{afl2 on
Spoken. Dec. 27, lat. 3 N, Ion. '21* W
tb,
dried,
6
Hides,
lb,
'4:55|
the old homestead and M»-o. Zubia Webster ship State of Maine from New York for
1 26(al 36 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
It,,
7(a9
Hong Kong. Jan. 21, lat. 35 N., Ion. 71 34,
is with her daughter, Mrs. Mary Turner_
medium, 1 3V& 1 40 Lamb Skins,
50.tt7o
bark Adolph Obrig, from Singapore for
1 75 Mutton, |> lb.
yel'w eyes
4a5
The first three days of this week we were
New York. Nov. 30, lat. 51 S., Ion. 96 W. Butter,
18.o20 Oats,
lb,
bu, 32 it,. 25<&3o
5.a.6
Beet,
It),
as
7«»a80
the country roads ship A. G. Ropes, Rivers, from San FranPotatoes,
practically blockaded,
40(a45 Round Hog,
bu,
4a 4 1-2
cisco for Liverpool. Ship Daniel Barnes, Barley,
were very badly drifted_Trade is dull and
tb.
11 Straw, ii> ton, d 00a7 00
Cheese,
Arpe, from New York for Hong Kong, Jan. Chicken,>>fc> tb,
our dealers are running off the old stock at
10al2 rurkey, t> lb.
Ida 18
lat.
6
Ion.
28 VV,
7,
N.,
50a75 rallow,
Calfskins,
1 1-2 u 3
any price that will bring the cash_Several
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 21.
14(o 16 Veal,
During the Duck.^tb,
6a7
ib,
of our people attended the Odd Fellows bail past 48 hours, 17 vessels, carrying in the Eggs,
20 Wool, unwashed,
doz,
20
8,a 1 o Wood, hard, 3 60(a5 (M)
aggregate more than four million feet of Fowl, p tb,
at Monroe last week and report an enjoy13a, 15 Wood, soft, 3 00(0,3 50
tb,
have passed in through the Golden Geese,
lumber,
able occasion-Mr. Shaw of Burnham was Gate.
Retail Price.
This arrival of so many lumber
Retail Market.
in town Tuesday. He has bought a few lots
laden vessels is due wholly to the unpreced- Beef, corned, |> tt>, 7o8 Lime,
91 >a 1 00
bbl,
Butter salt, 14tbbag, 18 )at.Meal,
4
of hay in this vicinity, but there is plenty ented demand for tonnage to engage in the
ib,
43 Inions, |> it,.
3
Alaskan trade.
Corn, $> bu,
more of it left here-Ivory Allen has
Cracked Corn, $> bu, 43 )il,kerosene, gal, 10,a II
given
Castine, Me., Jan. 24. Captain Hand of Corn
43
4
Meal,
bu,
Pollock,p ib,
the revenue cutter Woodbury reports that
up housekeeping and is boarding with Henry
14 Pork, 1> it,,
7a8
Cheese, %> lb,
Webb for the winter.... Ned Edwards went the schooner Nevada, of Rockland, which Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, fc> bbl,
1.12
has been ashore and abandoned on Davis
9
5
a
tb
3
Codfish, dry,
Rye Meal, *> ib
to
Pittsfield on a business trip last
Island, near Port Clyde, in the heavy gale Cranberries, £> qt, 8a9 Shorts, |> cwt, HOaOO
week.Dr. P. E. Luce is finding a yesterday, drifted off aud is now sunk with Clover Seed, p tb, 1 l a 12 Sugar,
5 1-2ad,
lb,
tfr>
\i bbl, 6005.6 50 Sait, t. i., j,
ready sale for the products of his Elm- topmast above water in the middle of Davis Flour,
3
the channel and making H G.Seed, bu, 1 75 a2 OO Sweet Potatoes,
wood creamery in this village and it is strait, blocking
“8 a9 Wheat Meal,
3a3 1 2
ard, t> tb
her
at
low
water
doubtful.
passage by
a
convenience to
our
people. Quite
Bath, Jan. 24. The four-masted schooner
a
quantity of ice has been cut on Alice E. Clark, was launched successfully
BORN.
at 1 30 o’clock this afternoon from the yard
Marsh River. AIL our farmers, who
sell
of Percy & Small, her builders
Miss Elizajream must have it_The officers of Goldeu
Bray. In Deer Isle, Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
beth Winslow, daughter of J. S. Winslow of
E. Bray, a son.
Crown Lodge, No. 108, K. of P., as installed
christened
the
Portland,
vessel, using George
Carter.
In Surry, Jan. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
by District Deputy Welch last week are as American champagne.
Joseph Carter, a daughter.
Davis. In Deer Isle, Jan 11, to Mr. and Mrs
Boston, Jan. 24. Capt. H. Magin of the
follows: 0. W. Jennys, C. C.; F. K. Roberts,
German steamship Armenia, w hich has just Eddie M Davis, a son
V. C.; F. W. Piugree, P.; Will Gould, M. of
Fernald. In Soinesville, Jan. 11, to Mr. and
arrived from Hamburg, reports at noon on
Mrs. Ahram C. Fernald, a son.
\V\; E. G. Roberts, K. of R. & S; Geo. B.
Saturday, in latitude 42.32 n., longitude 66
H i;tciiingn. In Orland, Jan. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
or
220
miles
east of Boston light, passed
Fred F. Hutchings, a son.
Roberts, M. of F.; M. J. Dow, M. of E.; aw.,
vessel bottom up apparently not long in
Jipson. In Belfast, Jan. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Webber, M. at A.; Stauley Roberts,
that position. The bottom was black and
Llewellyn H. Jipson. a daughter.
I. G.; Lewis Cook, O. G-The officers of
Leach. In Bucksport, Jan. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
clean without any accumulation of sea weed
Marsh River lodge of Masons as installed by
Burke Leach, a son
District Deputy Ward are as follows: W. while the sides appeared to be white colored.
Wooster. In North Haven, Jan. 10, to Mr.and
The length of the derelict was about 100
3. Jones, W. M.; F. K. Roberts, S. W.;
feet and it constituted a most dangerous Mrs. Edwin Wooster, a daughter.
David B. Curtis, J. W.; E. G. Roberts,
to navigation, especially at night.
Secretary; M. J. Dow, Treasurer; C. E. menace
MARRIED.
The description corresponds closely with
Foss, S. D.; Charles H. Irving, J. D.; Isaac that
of
the
missing schooner, Julia A. Warr,
3. Staples, S. S.; Otis W. Lane, J. S.; Win.
Ccmmings-Oveklock. In Prospect, Jan. 6, by
long overdue on a passage from Calais to
G. Bowe, Tyler; John H. Gordon, Marshal;
F. Libby, Esq., Libbeus Curtis Cummings
Vineyard Haven. It is expected that the John
Rev. David Brackett, Chaplain.
ami Aldana Florence Overlook, formerly of St.
revenue cutter Manning
be
ordermay again
both of Prospect.
George,
ed to search for the derelict and an effort
Harvey-Wing. In Waldo, Jan. 21, by O. G.
SHIP NEWS.
made to destroy it.
Hussey, Esq. Melvin Harvey and Mary M. Wing,
Charters. Sch. Edward Steward, Newr both of Swanville.
Haskell-Powkrs. In Deer Isle, Jan. 12, WilPORT OF BELFAST.
York to Barranquilla, drain pipe and coal, lard
G. Haskell of Deer Isle and Lizzie M. Powers
ARRIVED.
p. t. Sch. Hattie H, Barbour, New York to
of South Deer Isle.
In Stonington, Jan, 12,
Mijllin-Sellers.
Jan. 26. Schs. Adelia T. Carleton, Walls, Zaza, cargo part provision, $1,150 Spanish
Barren Island, N. Y.; John M. Fiske, Nutt, gold. Sch. Anna Pendleton, Brunswick to Frank V. Mullin of Vinalhaven and Miss Carrie F
New York, lumber, $4 50. Sch. F. C. Pen- Sellers of Stonington.
Portland.
In Orland, Jan. 13, Willie
dleton, same; option Sound and Providence, A.Pkavey-Harriman.
SAILED.
Peavey and Miss Olive M. Harriman, both of
$4.75. Sch. Willie L. Newton, same. Sch. Orland.
Jan. 24. 8cb. Fannie & Edith, Ryder Annie P. Chase, Norfolk to
Boston, lumber,
Si monton-Emery. In Rockland, Jan. 18.Horace
Portland.
$3. Sch. A. B. Sherman, Jacksonville to Leland Snnonton and Helen Wight Emery, both
AMERICAS PORTS.
Baltimore, lumber, $4. Coal out from Phil- of Rockland.
New York, Jan. 19. Ar,sch.Carrie E. Look,
adelphia, 70 cents and discharged. Sch. r. Smalley-Hogan. In Searsport, Jan. 16, by W.
C. Runnells, Esq., Horace K. Smalley and Miss
Jacksonville; 21, ar, sch. Gen. Adelbert Penobscot, Brunswick to New York, lum- Minnie
F. Hogan, both of Belfast.
Ames, Fernandina; sld, schs. Austin D. ber, p. t. Sch. Jacob M. Haskell, New York
Weidman-Amsbury.
In Rockport, Jan. 18,
to
New
Orleans, general cargo, p. t. Sch. Charles Weidman, M. D., of Marcellus,
Knight, Ponce, P. R.; Penobscot, BrunsN. Y., and
wick; 2f2, ar, schs. James A. Garfield, Wood, Maggie Hurley, Elizabeth port, to Belfast, Gertrude Ellen, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. E. T.
Amsbury of Rockport.
Savannah; Yale,Baltimore for Boston; pass- phosphate, $1 40.
his

sick.

DIED.

Maxim

Famous for
Military Inventions. Samuel Maxima
Younger Brother a Resident of Wayne,
Maine, also an Inventor.
and
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WALDO SS.—Supreme .Imllcial
January lerm, 1898.
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Motion,
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/<- Hu.si.
Isabella J
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Ami m»\v on siitrjiestr>t
Defendant, at the turn- f
an inhabitant
t
i~ state.

not

agent,

01
estate

.•

attorney

have been at
!.*-•' in
hishe has had no notice of sani -ui:
it is Ordered, that notice
:iie |
..i-:
suit he Kivetl to tin *ai
ieteudant h\
j an attested copy ..t tin. «*r.r
almtract of the plaintiif
u nt
three «...
eessively in The i{« pii!hn an ,|..M? j..*
m
printed at Belfast, in the < .mt\
last publication to Ik- m. le-;
before tlie next term
t tl i> «
w
! at Belfast, within and for tinou the third Tuesday
1- s
\]oi
defendant may then and there
t.
to said suit. il she -ha
»ee
Attest
Tll.KSTON \V A 1*1 IV <
<>

j

••

,,

ABSTRACT

HI

M. A I

I

V

I -Wnt

Action ol debt lor lie re ...-is
twenty one dollars ami
Sesseu upon delendaii!
real
Wa I
Belfast, in the Ci
follows, to wit hi Ml hounded to
Main street* and l.im-oin ito
di\
I. containing I I N
Belfast, a* hei | io|,..rtioi:
County taxes ii| on iier -aid i- a e*t.,
year J8i)5. upon which n .i! i-iat< ; ,i
a lien for said lax and
Ad damnniii. ii

t

a

>

do

" nt dated .I»*:y :;n.
hi**;.
entered at tin- t icioher T. tn
s:»»
Date of real estate at ta- nr en: t
at 8h.,|i'. >i
Claimin'* Attorney <.•
;.
H
Maine.
A true copy of the < >rdcr ot Court wri,
of the Writ.
.*Jw4
Attest
TN.KSTO.N \\ A DUN.
■

\
<

h

k

•

Having purchased the original records <»f th»
estate

of J. C. Cates, for the convenience of all

pensioners having claims pending, anil of those
who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will he at ('. F CohUetr's
shoe shop, 127 .Main street, opposite the post

office, Jan 31st and Feb. 1st,

to

do

pension busi-

ness.

Iw4

L. (

KOltsi:.

House for Sale or Hoot.
Citypoiut, Belfast,
Apply at once to
At

near

the railroad station

ALBERT (JAMMANS,
2tf

6 Church St., Belfast.

